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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES. 
·FEBRUARY 25, 1892.-0rdered to be printed. 
Mr. MORGAN, from the Committee on Indian .Affairs, submitted the 
following 
REPORT: 
[To accompany S. 1548.] 
The Committee on Indian Affairs, to whom was referred the bill (S. 
1548) to extend the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of the United 
States as defined in section 709 of the Revised Statutes, etc., submit 
the following report and accompanying papers, and recommend the 
passage of the bill: 
The effect that is to be given to the judgments of the tribal courts, 
based upon their written constitutions, and the laws enacted by the 
legislatures of :five civilized tribes-especially with reference to the dis-
posal of their lands within the undisputed limits of their national 
boundaries to their own people-is a matter of the deepest concern to 
the tribes, the individual Indians, and to the Government of the United 
States. To postpone a satisfactory and :final decision of this subject to 
a future period will invite confusion, distrust, and civil strife in that 
entire country. 
The bill reported by the committee (S.1548) appears to be the best if 
not the only means of reaching a just, satisfactory, and indisputable 
decision and settlement of these questions. 
As a matter of constitutional power, the enactment of laws by Con-
gress to define and regulate the political status of these five tribes can 
not be disputed. Any declaration in our treaties, or in existing statutes, 
as to the mere political right of the Indians to have and conduct local 
self-government, must yield to the power of Congress to repeal the 
mere political features of such treaties and statutes whenever they are 
found to be inconsistent with and injurious to the general welfare of 
the people of the United States. 
This power has often been declared, both in acts of Congress and in 
the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States. But when 
a proprietary right is vested in any grantee by a treaty, the repeal of 
the treaty does not affect the right. E8pecially is this true of grants 
of land by :fixed boundaries, which have been demarked and ratified 
by authority of the legislature and l'ecognized by the executive and 
judicial departments of the Governmeut. 
Neither can the power to dispose of lands so granted be afterward 
taken away when that power is one of the elements of the grant and is 
made necessary by the terms of the treaty or by the then existing con-
ditions in order to the full execution of the purposes of the grant. The 
grant and the power to completely execute it are equally the right of 
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the grantee, unless some other provision is made in the treaty, and they 
together become vested and undeniable rights. The five tribes bought 
the lands they occupy west of the Missis8ippi from the United States 
and paid for them a full consideration. 
No patentee has a better title to his land than was derived by these 
five tribes, separately, from the United States. 
Along with this grant of titles made iu treaties, sanctioned by acts of 
Congress and the uniform action of the executive and judicial depart-
ments of the Government of the United States, and evidenced by let-
ters patent sealed and delivered, these tribes, respectively, took the 
implied right to dispose of these lands to and for the benefit of the 
individual members of each tribe. This right inhered in the nature of 
the grants, was inseperable from them, was in all respects consistent 
with the purposes of the grants, and made the laws, treaties, and pat-
ents under which the right originated irrevocable and a part of the 
grants; so that no other power than that of these Indian tribes could, 
without their consent, alter, amend, repeal, or execute the same. 
But the United States and the several tribes of Indians had a wise, 
definite, and benevolent policy in the grant of these lands, which was 
declared in the most solemn and explicit form, and was often reiterated 
in those treaties, in the laws, and ~n the assurances made to the In-
dians by the President of the United States and by subordinate execu-
tive officers. That policy was to secure to the Indians a country in 
which they could grow up into a civilized, self-governing, prosperous, 
and Christian people, through laws to be enacted by their tribal legis-
latures and adjudged and enforced by their tribal authority. 
In almost every conceivable form of expression, in treaties, laws, and 
Executive declarations, this great object was avowed. It was secured 
by the positive guaranty that these Indian tribes should never be in-
cluded in the limits of any existing State or Territory, or brought un-
der their jurisdiction, and the further guaranty that no Territorial 
government should be established over their country without the con-
sent of the tribes, respectively. 
This last guaranty, as it did not admit these tribes as States into the 
Union, may have been a pledge in excess of the constitutional powers 
of the United States, but the purpose of these agreements, while the 
same remain capable of being substantially accomplished, rests upon the 
conscience and good faith of the people with undeniable weight and 
compels us to find some means, at least, by which the right to their 
country and their land, and to complete jurisdiction over its disposal 
to the Indians, shall be secured without any diminution. 
The intercourse laws of the United States, which were designed to 
benefit the Indians and also to preserve peace and regulate trade, 
were mentioned in these treaties as a means reserved to the United 
States by which the Indians should have the exclusive occupancy of 
their country secured to them against unlawful intrusion. Then, over 
all concerned in these engagements, and for the protection, guidance, 
and restraint of all alike, the Constitution of the United States was 
solemnly declared, in these treaties, to be supreme. 
Stronger agreements and declarations than these could not have been 
made, and they were supported not only by the plighted faith of the 
United States in every department, but they were founded upon the 
cession by the Indians of areas of country held by them east of the 
Mississippi River, the title to which had been confirmed to them by the 
Supreme Court of the United States. The history of the rights of 
these several tribes east of the Mississippi River was not precise~y 
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the Rame in each caRe, but they were substmltially the same and were 
covered by the statements made by Chief-Justice :\.farshall, in deliver-
ing the opinion of the Supreme Court, in the case of vV orcester v. 
Georgia (6 l?etcr8, 515). 
The facts of history, found and declared by the Supreme Court as 
the oasis of tbeir opinion in that case, \Vith the accompanying comments 
and decisions as to their meaning and effect, are thus made authentic 
and should be held as being eonclusive by the people of the U nitBd 
States. That statement relates particularly to the Cherokee tribe of 
Indians, and brings their political history down to the year 1832. Again, 
the Supreme Court, in the case of Holden v. Joy (17 Wallace, 211), 
takes up the political history of that tribe and continues it until after 
their migration to the country sold them by the United States, west 
ot the Mississippi, and rlown to the Hupplemental treaty of April27, 
1868. 
Extracts from the opinion~:\ in those cases are appended to this report, 
as Appendix No. 1, as presenting in authentic. form the undisputed facts 
and the law of their interpretation touching the politieal history of the 
five civilized tribes. 
The dealings with eaeh of these tribes by the United States has 
been substantially the same, and, since their location upon tl1eir tribal 
lands, the progress they have made in eivilization, Christianity, and 
self-government has also been substantially the same. 
In the treaty of Hopewell, in 1785, it was stipulated-
That the Indians may have fall confidence in the justice of the United States re-
specting their iuterests, they shall have a right to send a deputy of their choice, 
whenever they think fit, to Congress. 
1\Ir. Justice Washington, in his opinion in Worcester v. Georgia, says: 
In a letter addressed by Mr. Jefferson to the Cherokees, <l:.tte<l the 9th January, 
1809, he recommends them to adopt a regular government, that crimes might be pun-
ished and property protected. He points out the mode by which a council might be 
chosen, who shonld have the power to enact laws; and he also recommended the 
ltppoiutment of judicial and executive agents through whom the laws might be en-
forced. The agent of the Government, who residecl among them, was recommended 
to be associated with their council that he might give the necessary advice on all 
subjrcts relating to their government. In the treaty of 1817 the Chcrokres were en-
comaged to aclopt a regular form of government. By a treat~y held at \\4ashington 
on the 27th of :February, 1819, a reservation of land is made by the Cherokees for a 
school funcl, which was to be surveyed and sol<l by the United States for that pur-
pose. 
When the case of Worcester v. Georgia was decided the Cherokees 
in Georgia, within the boundaries of a sovereign State, comprised "The 
Cherokee Nation," which, the court said: 
Is a distinct communit~, occnpying its own territory with boundw·ies acmwately de-
scribed, in tl'llich the laws of Georgia can have no force, and which the citizens of Geot·gia 
hare no right to enter but with the assent of the Cherokees themselves, or in conformity 
with treaties and acts of Congress. 
The Constitution of the United States describes Indian nations as 
"Indian tribes." Whether they are dependent nations or states does 
not aft'ect the relation they hold to the U uited States as recognized local 
governments. As "tribes" they are governments with whom the United 
States can, by agreement, regulate commerce and intercourse. Chief-
Justice Marshall says, for the court, in the case cited: 
The sixth and seventh articles (of the treaty o£ Hopewell) stipulate for the punish-
ment of citizens of either country who may commit offenses on or against the citi-
izens of the other. The only inference to be clrawn from them is that the United 
States considered the Cherokees as a uation. 
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After the many conflicts and disturbances between these five tribes 
and the people of Florida, Georgia, Alabama, and :Mississippi, where 
they resided, the Indians sought refuge, repose, security, and the safety 
of their race, degraded by the laws of those States, in some respects, 
to a level with slaves, and perishing rapidly in contact with the vices 
of the dominant race, by removal to the wilderness west of the 1\Ii~­
sissippi. 
· In this they were encouraged by Congress and every department of 
the Government. The plan inaugurated by President Washington, 
and supported with great earnestness by all the earlier Presidents, be-
came a settled policy of the Government, not merely as to those tribes, 
but, finally, as to all the friendly tribes of the West. No other plan of 
colonization was ever adopted by the United StHtes that was so highly 
approved or was so confidently relied upon for the elevation of the In-
dian tribes into self-governing bodies of law-abiding people, and nothing 
has been so effectual in developing the fitness of the Indian race for tbe 
highest civilization and to prove that they have capacity for government 
in a laud of laws as the policy thus established. 
rro show the action of the Government of the United States in this 
direction, and to set forth the dealings between the Indians and the United 
States in respect of the lands of the former, your committee append 
quotations from the laws, treaties, decisions of courts, declarations of 
executive officers, aud discussions by the Attorneys-General, and by 
committees of the two Houses of Congress, that give the history of these 
proceedings in chronological order. It will be seen, on examination, 
that in every act aud declaration of the Government respecting the]r 
lands, which constitute the wealth, substantially, of the five civilized 
tribes, the right of each tribe, or nation, or Indian government to make 
laws through their own legislative bodies has been com:;tant1y recog-
nized, admitted, and acted upon by the United States. 
In each of these tribal governments the laws are written; they are 
enacted by bodies chosen by the ballot in the bands of the people. 
They have courts of record, regularly and very thorougl1ly organized, 
with gradations of power, and the right of appeal to a supreme court, 
whose decisions are entered of record and are final. 
The r~nge of the jurisdiction of these courts is much the same with 
the powers of the courts of the greater number of the States, and in-
cludes all civil and criminal jurisdiction that does not belong exclu-
sively to the courts of the United States. 
The cases that include Federal questions, arising in the tribal courts, 
relate almost entirely to the rights that concern the ownership and 
occupancy of lands, and to questions of Indian citizenship. But when 
decisions of such questions are made by tribal courts and are found 
to be contrary to those made in the United States courts in that coun-
try, a practical tmtflict of power is set on foot that may lead to serious 
distress and wrong. The decision in the United States courts, although 
it can not be mandatory on the tribal court, virtually destroys its au-
thority and breaks down the moral and actual influence of the Indian 
courts in their rightful jurisdiction in the decision of cases between In-
dian citizens. 
These evils are liable to be increased to an extent that will destroy 
the authority of the tribal courts. They are greatly increased and 
aggravated by the presence of a very large noncitizen population, some 
of whom were employed by Indians as laborers, and others who are 
lawless intruders and refugees from the States and Territories. This 
noncitizen population, over whom the tribal courts are alleged to have 
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no jurisdiction, even for punishment of crime, is more numerous than 
the Indian population of the several tribes and is rapidly increasing, so 
that lawlessness is rather the rule than the exception, and the illegal 
occupancy of lands held by the tribes and the accumulation of great 
bodies of land in the occupancy of a few people is growing into a seri-
ous evil and threat against the power of the tribal laws to secure jus-
tice. 
The general law of each of these Indian nations retains the title to 
all lands in the tribe, and permits the occupancy of them by Iudians 
for agricultural and other purposes free of rent and exempt from tax-
ation; so that the title in most cases, if not in all, is still held by the 
tribes directly under the treaties of the United States with the tribes, 
and under patents issued under our laws. A Federal question is thus 
found in almost every case between Indians in which the use, occu-
pancy, or ownership of lands is involved. 
For more than a half century the Indian tribal courts have been hear-
ing and deciding such controversies, and the questions are now pre-
sented whether their decisions are void, o:r, if they are erroneous, 
whether they can be corrected by the Supreme Court of the United 
States on writs of error to the tribal courts. 
No power except that of Congress can prevent the Supreme Court of 
the United States from reaching these cases and deciding them, in vir-
tue of the supreme appellate power conferred on that court in the Con-
stitution. Congress can refuse to permit the issue of writs of error to 
the t,ribal courts, and thus prevent the exercise of this constitutional 
power and thus deny to Indians this great right. 
Congress has accorded this right to litigants in the State and Terri-
torial courts and in the courts of the District of Columbia. They have 
granted this right to persons who were unlawfully restrained of their 
liberty under the judgments of courts-martial, and also by the unlawful 
acts of persons claiming executive authority to imprison them. In all 
such cases the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is complete when the 
right claimed or the power exerted is alleged to arise under a treaty or 
under the Constitution or the laws of the United States and involves a 
construction thereof. (Oohens v. Virginia, 6 Wheaton, p. 378.) The 
jurisdiction depends only upon the nature of the case, and may be exer-
cised without any reference to the nature or the location of the court in 
which the controversy is found. 
If Congress provides that the Supreme Court may send a writ of 
error to a court or tribunal, the Constitution supplies the power to 
remove the record into the Supreme Court, and make au end of the 
case by a final judgment. It is a denial of justice for Congress tore-
fuse to enable the Supreme Court of the U uited States to exercise its 
appellate powers to correct the judgment of a court rendered in disre-
gard of the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the Uniteu States. In 
the case of the five civilized tribes this injustice seems to be open to 
censure for wantonness, when our treaties expressly secure to them the 
benefits and protection of the Constitution of the United States for all 
their rights of property, the security of their persons, their liberties, and 
their political and religious rights. · 
There are but two limitations by which the appellate power of the 
Supreme Court is prevented from extending. The first is, the nature 
of the question to be dealt with; the second is, the consent of Congress 
that a writ of error shall issue to n certain court. A question arose, 
early in our history, whether the sovereignty of a State created a third 
limitation upon ~he appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court so as 
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to prohibit a writ of error from issui.ng to a State court. W11en this 
supposed obstruction was swer)t 2tway the only test of jurisdiction re-
maining is the nature of the question, and the only permission required 
for its exercise is the consent of Congress. 
Some question has been made whether it is not better to place these 
tribal courts under the revisory power or appellate supervision of the 
United States courts located in the Indian country. The tribal courts 
are not United States courts in any respect. They are not created by 
United States laws nor supplied with United States judges, juries, or 
officers. They are not supported by the U niterl States and have no 
power to adminit;ter United States laws. It would not be a greater 
solecism to say that their legislatures are law-making bodies of the 
United States or that Congress could repeal their statutes. Such con-
jectures ignore every treaty agreement we have made with these tribes 
as to their right to make and enforce laws for their own government. 
So the United Stat,es courts in the Indian country can not exercise 
control over the tribal courts as inferior jurisdictions created by the 
United States. 
If the appellate power is vested, subiect to the regulation of Congress, 
in every United States court, it is · a policy now so settled that it will 
never be violated that no appeal, in any case, can be taken from any 
State court to any inferior Federal court. 
If such a thing may be done by authority of Congress in the case 
of these tribal courts, the experiment is unnecessary and would lead 
to delay and protracted litigation, as compared with that which would 
occur on the removal of a cause or record of a tribal court directly into 
the Supreme Court by writ of error. 
It is scarcely doubtful, also, that to give such revisory or appellate 
jurisdiction over the tribal courts to the United States courts located 
in the Indian country would violate the spirit and the terms of our 
treaties with those Indians. If such revisory power should be confined 
to cases that involved Federal questions the result would be merely to 
retard the :final decision by the Supreme Court, for no useful purpose. 
If such revisory power should be extended to all cases in the tribal 
courts there would be an end to those stipulations of the treaties that 
remove tbese Indians from the power of other governments in which 
they have no voice. That would be a fatal blow at all their efforts at 
civilization through local self-government. 
In several cases the Supreme Court has declared that these tribes 
are "nations;" not foreign nations, but domestic, dependent nations; 
nations that are called "tribes" in the Constitution, with whom the 
United States may enter into treaties and commercial regulations. 
Without attempting to derive the powers of the tribes through the sig-
nification of any title used to describe them, the declarations are de-
cided, ample, and uniform that under our treaties and laws these 
tribes have all the powers to make and enforce laws and adjudicate 
matters of right that are needed for the complete government of the 
people composing the tribes. 
We have for more than half a century recognized their full power 
to dispose of life, liberty, and property among their own people and under 
their own laws. To revoke all this now, by saying that their courts 
could not render a valid judgment to which a writ of error would lie, 
would be to admit our participation in cruel acts of deception towards a 
people over whom we assume a paternal!puardianship and dominion. 
If we had made the provision for a wnt of error :fifty years ago that 
is embodied in this bill, the Indians \Ybuld have had the guidance and 
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protection of the great tribunal upon which our people rely as the final 
arbiter of all qum:;timu; that concern their peri;oual rights and liberties, 
atHl, like our people, the.v would have been able to establish their 
cbiefest intere~ts and pro"perity upon the solid ba~is of s~cure titles to 
their lands. 
This, above eYerything else, has caused the Indians to halt while 
approaching the ~helter of the secure and invulnerable powers of state-
hood in the Amerita11 Union. 
They have feared that Congress would claim and usurp the power to 
destroy their land titles as fixed by their own laws, and have not seen 
how they could find protection under the appellate jurisdidiou of the 
Supreme Court of the United States, in which they have always found 
that justice has been rendered them without denial or delay. 
No power has been, or ever will be, able to shut them out from the 
protecting care of the appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of 
the United States. Because the tribal governments are not States 
of the American Union witb.in the meaniug of the Constitution they 
were denied the right of resort to the original jurisdiction of the 
Supreme Court in the case of The Cherokee Nation v. Georgia (5 
Peters, 1). · . 
And Congress has hitherto withheld from their people the right of 
direct resort to the appellate jurisdiction of that court. Still, the ques-
tions that coneern their most vital interests have been considered and 
derided, in collateral proceedings, in causes in which neither Indians 
nor their tribal governments are parties and in which they have ha(lno 
right to appe<tr and be heard. The cases of II olden v. Joy (17 V\Tall., 
237), United States v. Cook (19 Wall., 593), United States v. 43 Gallons, 
etc. (93 U. S., 1U3), Georgia v. Stanton (6 \Vall., 73), Scott v. Jones 
(5 How., 374), Cherokee 'l'obacco (11 vVall., 619), and other cases, serve 
to illustrate the utter helplessness of a :people who must submit to the 
dispm~al of their rights in courts where they are denied the privilege 
of ~tppearing as parties to the proceedings. 
In the present state of legislation by Congress, a supreme court of 
one of tbe tribal governments can deny to an Indian a right in lands, 
or any other right secured to him by the Constitution and laws of the 
United States, or by treaty, and he has no alternative but to submit to 
the wrong. 
N (; Indian courts having these great powers entrusted to them, should 
' be left beyond the reach of the mandate of the Supreme Court of the 
U uited States, to compel them to recognize and entorce rights arising 
under the Constitution and laws of the United States, and the treaties 
to which their tribes are parties. 
TllC writ of error provided for in this bill is a more direct and 
speedy remedy than any that exists under any law for the trial of cases 
in the Dnited States courts. This is an essential matter in the admin-
istration of justice in respect of laxul titles, and the power of disposi-
tion, as to tribal lands, given to the legislatures of the respective 
nations. Such questions, left open now, when lands are in such press-
ing demand, are t9o obviously dangerous to the peace of the Indian 
country to admit of any hesitancy in granting a remedy for their final 
and satisfactory settlement. 
A Rtill higher consideration should move Congress to open a direct 
cht.tnnel of cornmunication between the tribal courts of last resort and 
the Sup1·eme ~mrt of the United States. The direct recognition of the 
legal existence and powers of the tribal courts would give to them a 
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dignity and authority that would much increase their value among the 
people in that country as the dispensers of justice according to law. 
The Indian tribes would then realize that, while they have power to 
make and execute laws respecting their own people in their own coun-
try, they are not "a law unto themselves," but belong to a country 
where all laws must grow out of the legitimate powers of the legis-
lators, conformably to the Constitution of the United States. 
The exercise of such jurisdiction under the control of the Supreme 
Court of the United States would repress the notion of national inde-
pendence that has misled •so many Indians and made them a prey, 
through their vain aspirations for supreme power, to the evil machina-
tions of designing persons. 
Congress also needs the guidance of the Supreme Court in its legis-
lation about those delicate and involved questions that arise out of our 
trea,ties with these five tribes, and about their peculiar land laws, 
that are so different from our syst~m of lands owned in severalty. 
Such questions are judicial in their character, and rights are always 
endangered when they stand in the way of questions that are political 
in their character, and are urged by thm;e who are clamorous for per-
sonal advantages, or are excited in the alleged promotion of the general 
welfare. 
Under such circumstances Indian rights sometimes require high 
judicial protection. 
But~ above all, it is due to our own history and to the pledges made 
to these people that the Indians should feel that the great tribunal 
that has so far protected them from serious wrong will have the final 
decision of the vexed questions that are arising on all sides as to the 
power of their tribes to make laws for the disposal of their only remain-
ing patrimony in the country of which they were once the sovereign 
rulers and owners. 
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APPENDIX 1. 
HOLDEN v . .TOY. 
fExtract from opinion of the court, Storey, J.] 
DECEMBER, 1872. 
Disturbances, and in some instances collisions, of a threatening character oc-
curred between the Cherokee Nation ofindians and certain citizens of the States or 
Territories in which they resided, in consequence of which the United States and 
the Cherokee Nation became anxious to make some arrangement whereby the diffi-
culties which had arisen by the residence of the Indians within the settled parts of 
the United States, under the jurisdiction and laws of the States or Territorial govern-
ments~ might be terminated and adjusted. Measures of various kinds had been de-
vised and tried without e:ffectua1ly accomplishing t.lle object, as will be seen by 
reference to some of the early t1·eaties with that nation and the acts of Congress 
upon the subject. (7 Stat. L., 311; lb., 414.) _ 
Treaties of the kind were conclnded with that nation of Indians on the 6th of May, 
182t3, and on the 14th of February, 18:33, in both of which the United States agreed 
to possess the Cherokees of 7,000,000 acres of land west of the Mississippi River, 
bounded as therein described, and to guarantee it to them forever, upon the terms 
and conditions therein stipulated and agreed. Enough appears in thoae treaties to 
show that it was the policy of the United States to induce the Indians of that nation, 
resident in any of the States or organized Territories of the United States, to sur-
render their lands and possessions to tbe United Stutes and emigrate and settle in 
the territory provided for them in those treaties. Sufficient is known, as matter of 
history, to j nstify the remark that those measures, as well as some of like kind of an 
earlier date, were unsuccessful, and that the difficulties continued and became more 
antl more embarrassing. (The Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 5 Peters, 15; Worcester 
t·. Geor~ia, 6 Id., 515.) 
Prior meabmes having failed to accomplish the object of quieting the disturbances 
or rt>moving the difficulties, the United States, on the 29th of December, 1835, con-
clnlled a new treaty with the Cherokee Nation with a view to reunite their people in 
one hotly and to secure to them a permanent home for themselves and 1,heir posterity 
in the country selected for that purpose without the territonallimits of the State 
~;overeignt ies, and "·here they could establish and enjoy a government of their choice, 
aud l't'l'l'etnate such a state of society as might be consonant with their views, 
habits, awl con1litinns. (7 Stat, L., 479.) 
By t be firt<t article of tbP. treaty the Cherokee Nation "cede, relinquish, and con-
vey to the United States all the lands owned, chdmed, or possessed by them east of 
the ).Iississippl Hiver, '' and released all their claims for spoliations of every kind, 
for and in consideration of the sum of $i'"J,UOO,G00, to be expended, paid, and invested 
in thA manner stipulated ancl agreed upou in othe1· articles of the treaty. 
Reference is made in the second article of the treaty to the respective articles of the 
two before-mentioned t{eat.ies, in which the United States agreed to possess the Chero-
kees of 7,000,000 acres of land, situated and Lonndctl as therein described, and guar-
anteed it to t.bem forever upon the terms and conditions therein stipulated and agreed. 
Apprehension, it seems, was felt by the Cherokees tl1at tlw C('s:;ion contained. in those 
treaties, and conRrmed in the new treaty, did not contain a sntlicie'"lt quantity of land 
for the accommodation of the whole nation on their 1 e111oval, and in Yiew of that 
fact the United States, in consideration of $000,000, • O\' t'Jialltcu and agret•d to convey 
to the said Indians and their descendants, by parent in fee simple, a certain tract of 
land, situated and bonnded as therein described, estimated to C• utain tlOO.OUU acres of 
land, ever afterwards known as the Cherokee neutral lands, and it is admitted in the 
bill of complaint that it includes the tract. in controversy. 
Authority was conferred upon the President by t.he tir~:;t sectio11 of' tlH· :lf't of the 
2oth of May, 1830, to cause so much of a11y territOl'y belonging to the United ~tatl .. :s, 
west of the MissiiSsippi, not included iu any State or orgauizt>d Tenitor~r , ancl to 
which the India!.!- title had been extingnislled, "as be mas judge ueeest:~ary," to be 
divided into a suitable number of districts, for the receptiou of such tribes or natious 
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ot In<linns as may choose to excllange the lands where tlloy now reside antl to remove 
there, and to cause each of said districts to ue so descri l>ed by natnral or artificial 
boumlaries as to l.le ea~Sily t~i~Stin~uishe<l from every other. 
Power is also conferred upon the President by the secotlll Recti on of the act to ex-
cllange any or all of sucil districts witb any tt il.le or nation of Indians residing within 
tile limits of any of the States or Territories, for tile whole or any portion of the 
territory claimed and occupied by sn.ch tril.le or nation, within tbe bounds of any one 
or more of the States or Territories, snl1ject io cert;~ in condition~:> therein prescribed. 
Section 3 provides that in making snch excban~es tl1e Preside•• t way soleumly assure 
the tribe or nation th11t tbe United States will forever secure and gnarantee to them 
and their heirs and successors the conntry RO t>xcltange<l with tllem, and that, if they 
prefer it, the United States will cause a par.e11t or grant to be mar1e and executed to 
them for the same, provided that such lauds shall revlll·t to the United States if the 
Indians become ext.inct or abandon the teiTitorv. 
Much reason exists to suppose that Congress in framing those provisions had in 
view the st.ivnla.tious of the t1 eat.y cone] udeu t.wo years earlier, and it is equally prob-
ab'e that the President and Scm1te in negotiating and conclnding the two treaties of 
latet date were largely governed l.ly the several provisions in that act of Congress, 
but they ·were not controlled by these euactments, as is evident from the fact-that the 
latter of the two contains many stipulations differing widely from the provisious of 
that act, as, for example, the Umted. States, in the supplemental article enlarging 
the quantity of land set apart for the accommodation of the nation, expressly coYe-
nant antl agree to convey the additional tract to the said Indians and their descend-
ants l.ly patent, in fee simple title, and the article does not. contain :;uch provision as 
that contaiued in the third section of the act of Congress, t bat tbe iand shall nwert 
to the United States if the Indians become extinct or abandon the territory. ( -1 Stat. 
at Large, 41.:!; 7 Id., 48lJ.) 
An attempt is made in argument to sLow that the last-n!lmed treaty was negotiated 
lly fort'e of the act of Congress to provicle for an exthange of lands with the Indians, 
but it is clear that tlle proposition can not be snstamed, aH the treat.y differs widely 
in many respects from tbe provisions of that act of Congress. Doubtless the intent 
and purp~1se were the SHIIJe, to quiet the disturbances and to in<lnce the Indians re-
maining in the Statt>s and Territortes to emigrate and Hettie in the district of coun-
try stJt apart for them without the limits of t!JtJ se\'eral States and organized Terri-
torit>s; but the treat~~, tbongh concludefl to promote the same object as the act of 
Congress, adopts very clitlerent iuRtrumenralities. It is a treaty to confirm to the 
Indians the possession of the 7,000.000 acres of land previously granted to the nation 
and to purchase their landiS eat<t of the Mi~sissippi Rivet· for tl!e sum of $5,000,000, to 
be expended, paid, and inve~Sted in the manner tbt>rPiu stipulated and provided. 
Such prior grant of lanll was made or detint~d under the tw::> treaties before meu-
tionr·d to secure a new home for the Indians wir,hont the limits of the ~;everal ~tates 
and Territories, and to induce the Indians still residing '''it.hin those limits to emi-
grate aud settle iu tile country long l.lefore set. apart for that pnrpol-ie. Large num-
bers of the Cherokees emigrated and settled til ere under the tn~at.y of the 8th of .July, 
ltH7, and measures of vanous kinds had been adopted, at later periods, to induce the 
residue of the nation to follow those who bad accepted the proffered protection, but 
witilout much success. (7 Icl., 156,) 
EYen treai.ies proved iueft'ectual, as one after another failed to accomplish the de-
sired end. They -would not emigrate without compensation for their imvrovements, 
and many were reluctant to accept any of the term~> proposed, upon the ground that 
the quantity of land set apart for the accommodation of the whole nation was not 
sufficient for the pnrpose. Twice the United States offered the 7,000,000 acres of 
land, wHh other inducements, but the terms, though formally accepted, did not have 
the etl'ect to accomplish the end. Experience showed that better terms were required 
and the Government agreed to purchase their lands for the .consiclerntion named in 
the treaty and to convey to the Indians in fee simple title the ac1ditional tract of 
800,000 acres for $500,000, to be deducted from the consideration stipulated to be paid 
for the purchase of their lands. 
Other important stipnla1ions are contained in the treaty, among which are the fol-
lowing: (1) That tl1e United Sta.tt>S agree that the lands ceded shall all be included 
in one pattJnt, executed by the President, to tlle Cl.teroketl Nation, according to the 
pi'ovision of t.he before-mentioned act of Congress. (2) That the United States ngrt"e 
to extinguish, for the benefit of the Cherokees, the titles to the reservations within 
their country made in the Osage trea.ty to certain half-breeds, and for that purpose 
the United States agree to pay to tlte pen;ous to whom the t.itles belong the sum of 
$15,000, according 10 tlJe schedule accoB•p~tnying t.he 1reat_y. 1:~) Tltat the United 
States shall pay tho American Board of CommisRioners for Foreign Mi'3~Sions for the 
improvements they have on the c·eded couutry the sums at which the same shall ue 
appraised, and that. the money allowed for t.be improvements shall l.le expended in 
schools among the Osages, and for improving their condition. ( 4) That tb.e l;:tud 
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ceded to the Cherokee Nation shall, in no future time, be included, without their 
consent, within the territorial limits or jurisdiction of any State or Territory. (5) 
That the United States agree to protect the Cherokee Nation from domestic strifes 
and foreign enemies and against intestine wars between the several tribes. (6) That 
the United States agree to remove the Cherokees to their new homes and to subsist 
them for one year after their arrival. (7) That the United States shall liquidate 
claims for reservations and pay the sums awarded to the claimants, and many other 
stipulations which were of great value and highly beneficial to the Cherokee Nation. 
Valid treaties were made by the President and Senate during that period with the 
Cherokee Nation, as appears by the decision of this court in several cases. (United 
States v. Rogers, 4 Howard, 567.) Indeed, treaties have been made by the United 
States with the Indian tribes ever since the Union was formed, of which numerous 
examples are to be found in the seventh volume of the pnblic statutes. (Cherokee 
Nation v. Georgia, 5 Peters, 17; Worcester v. Georgia, 6 ld., 543.) Indian tribes are 
States in a certain sense, though not foreign states, or States of the United States, 
within the meaning of the seconu section of the third article of the Constitution, 
which extends the judicial power to controversies between two or more States, be-
tween a St.ate and citizens of another State, between citizens of different States, and 
between a State or the citizens thereof and foreign states, citizens, or subjects. They 
are not States within the meaning of any one of tbose clauses of the Constitution, and 
yet in a certain domestic sense, and. for certain municipal purposes, they are States, 
and have been uniformly so treated since the settlement of our country and through-
out its hiRtory, and numerous treaties made with tilem recognize them as a people 
capable of maintaining the relations of peace and war, of being responsible, in their 
political character, for any violation of their engagements, or for any ag·gtession com-
mitted on the citizens of the United States by any inuividual of their community. 
Laws have been enacted by Congress in the spirit of those treaties, and the acts of 
our Government, both in the execn ti ve and legislative departments, plainly recognize 
snch tribes or nations as States, and the courts of tile United State~:~ are bound by 
those acts. (Doe v. Braden, 16 Howard, 635; Fellows v. Blacksmith, 19 I d., 372; 
Garcia v. Lee, 12 Peters, 519.) 
Express power is given to the President, by and witil the ad vice and consent of 
the Senate, to make treaties, provided two thirds of tile Senators present concur; 
and inasmuch as the power is given in general terms without any description of the 
objects intended to be et:Jlbraced within its scope, it must be assumed that tile fram-
ers of the Constitution intended that it should extentl to all those objects which in 
the intercourse of nations liad usually been regarded as tile proper subjects of nego-
tiation and treaty, if not inconsistent with the nature of our Government and. the 
relation between the States and the United States. (Holmes v. Jennison et al., 14 
Peters, 569; 1 Kent, 166; ~Story on the Constitution, sec. 1508; 7 Hamilton's Works, 
501; Doer's Jnrisprudeuce, 229.) 
Beyond doubt the Cherokees were the owners and occupants of the territory where 
they resided before the first approach of civilized man to the western continent, de-
riving their title, as they claimed, from the Great Spirit, to whom the whole earth 
belongs, and they were unquestionably the sole and exclusive masters of the terri-
tory, and claimed the right to govern themselves by tileir own laws, usages, and 
customs. Guided by nautical skill, enterprising navigators were conducted to the 
New World. They found. it, says Marshall, C. J., in possession of a people who had 
made small progress in agriculture or manufactures, and whose general employment 
was war, hunting, and fishing. Expeditions were fitted out by all the great mari-
time powers of the Old World, and they visited many parts of the newly discovered 
continent, and each lllltde claim to such part of the country as they visited. Dis-
putes arose and conflicts were in prospect, which made it'necessary to establish some 
principle which all would acknowledge, and which should decide their respective 
rights in case of conflicting pretensions, Influenced. by these considerations they 
agreed that discovery should determine the right, that discovery should give title to 
the government by whose subjects or by whose authority it was made against all 
other governments, and that the title so acquired might be consummated by posses-
sion. (Johnson v. Mcintosh, 8 Wheat., 573.) As a necessary consequence the prin-
ciple established gave to the nation making the discovery the sole right of acquiring 
the soil and of making settlementR on it. Ouviom,l.\ this principle regulated the right 
conceded by discovery among the discoverers, bnt it could not affect the rights of 
those already in possession, either as aboriginal occupants or as occupants by virtue 
of a more ancient disoovery. It gave the exclnsi ve right to purchase, but did not 
found that right on a denial of the right of the possessor to sell. Colonies were 
planted by Great Britain, and the United States, by virtue of the revolution and the 
treaty of peace, sncceetled to the extent therein provided. to all the claims of that 
Government, both political and territorial. Throughout the Indians, as tribes or 
nations, have been considered as distinct, independent communities, retaining their 
original natural rights as the undis,puted ,possessors of the soil from time immemo .. 
s4 Rep. ~-~6 
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rial, subject to the conditions impose<i by the discoverers of the continent, which 
excluded them from intercourse with any other government than that of the first 
discoverer of the particular section claimed. They could sell to the government of 
the discoverer, but they could not sell to any other governments or their subjects, as 
the government of the discoverer acquired by virtue of their discovery the exclusive 
preemption right to purchase and the right to exclude the subjects of all other gov-
ernments1 and even their own, from acquiring title to the lands. 
Enough has already been remarked to show that the lands conveyed to the United 
States by the treaty were held by the Cherokees under their original title, acquired 
by immemorial possession, commencing ages before the New World was known to 
civilized man. Unmistakably their title was absolute, subject only to the preemption 
right of purchase acquired by the United States as the successors of Great Britain, 
and the right also on their part as such successors of the discoverer to prohibit the 
sale of the land to any other governments or their snbjects, and to exclude all other 
governments from any interference in their affairs. (Mitchel et al. v. United States, 
~Peters, 748.) Evidently, therefore, the Cherokees were competent to make the sale 
to the United States, and to purchase the lands agreed to be conveyed to them by the 
second article of the treaty. Both parties concefle that the title of the United 
States to the tract known as the Cherokee neutral lands was perfect and complete, 
and that the tract includes the land in controversy. Title to tbat tract was acquired 
by the United States as a part of the Louisiana pnrchase from the French Republic. 
By the treaty between the United States aud the French Republic of April 30, IR03, 
the chief executive officer of that Republic ceded the &aid territory to the United 
States, with all its rights and appurtenance~, forever. (8 Siat. L., 200.) When 
the President took postession of the territory the absolute fee-simple title and right 
of sovereignty and jurisdiction became vested in the United States as the successor 
of the original discoverer, subject only to t!.te Indian tit)e and right of occupancy as 
universally acknowledged by all the departments of our government throughout our 
history. All agree that this land then, and for many ;years thereafter, was occupied 
by the Osage Indians. On the 2d of June, 182G, t.he Osage tribes, by the treaty of 
that date, ceded to the United States all their right, title, interest, and claims to the 
lands lying * * * west of the State of Missouri, with such reservations and for 
such considerat.ions as are therein specified, which, it is conceded, extinguished for-
ever the t1tle of the Osage Indians to the neutral lands. (7 ld., 240.) 
Prior to the treaty of the 8t,h of July, 1817, t.he Cherokees resided east of the river 
Mississippi. Pursuant to that treat.v tht'Y were divided into two parties, one elect· 
ing to remain east of the Mississippi and the other electing to emigrate and settle 
west of it, and H appears that the latter made choice of the conn try on the Arkansas 
and White rivers. and that. tbPy settled there upon the lands of the United States 
described in t.he treaty. (lb., 157.) .. * * * 
WORCESTER v. THE STATE OF GEORGIA. 6 P. 
[Extract from the opinion of Marshall, C. J,j 
'l'his was the settled state of things when the war of our Revolution commenced. 
The iufluence of our euemy was established; her resources enabled her to keep up 
that influence; and the eolonists had much cause for the apprehension that the In-
dian nations would, as the allies of Great Britain, add their arms to hers. This, as 
was to be expected, became an object of great solicitude to Congress. Far from ad-
vancing a claim to their lands, or asserting any right of dominioH over t.hem, Congress 
resolved "that the securing and preserving tbe ti·iendship of the Indian nations ap-
pears to be a subject of the utm0st moment to these colonies." 
The earl.v journals of Congress exhiuit the most anxious desire to conciliate the 
Indian nations. Three Indian departments were established, and commissioners 
appointed in each, "to treat with t.be Indians in the1r respective departments, in the 
name and on the behalf of the united colonies, in order to preserve peace and friend-
ship with the said Indians, and to prevent their taking any part in the present com-
motions.'' 
The most strenuous exertions were made to procure those supplies on which Indian 
friendships were supposed to depend; and everything which might excite hostility 
was avoided. · 
The first treaty was made with the Delawares, in September, 1778. (7 Stat. L., 
13.) 
The language of equality in which it is drawn evinces the temper with which the 
negotiation was llndertaken, and the opinion which then prevailed in the United 
States, 
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"1. That all offenses or acts of hostilities, by one or either of the contracting par-
ties against the other, be mutually forgiven and buried in the depth of oblivion, never 
more to be had in remembrance. 
"2. That a perpetual peace and friendship shall, from henceforth, take place and 
subsist between the contracting parties aforesaid through all succeeding generations, 
and if either of the parties are engaged in a just and neoessary war with any other 
nation or nations, that then each shall assist the other in due proportion to their abili-
ties, till their enemies are hrougbt to reasonable terms of accommodation," etc. 
3. The third article stipulates, among other things, a free passagf) for the American 
troops through the Delaware Nation, and engages tha1, they shall be furnished with 
provisions and other necessaries at· their value. 
"For the better security of the peace and friendship now entered into by the con-
tracting parties agaim;t all infractions of the same by the citizens of either party to 
the prejndice of the other, neither party shall proceed to the infliction of punishments 
on the citizens of the other otherwise than by securing the offende:- or offenders, by 
imprisonment or any other competent means, till a fair and impartial trial can be had 
b.v judge or juries of both parties, as near as can be to the laws, customs, and usages 
of the contracting parties and natural justice," etc. 
5. The fifth article regulates the trade between the contracting parties in a manner 
entirely equal. 
6. The sixth article is entitled to peculiar attention, as it contains a disclaimer of 
designs which were, at that time, ascribed to the United States by their enemies, and 
from the imputation of which Congress was then peculiarly anxious to free the Gov-
emment. It is in these words: "Whereas the enemies of the United States have 
endeavored, by every artifice in their power, to possess the Indians in general with 
an opinion that it is the design of the States aforesaid to extirpate the Indians and 
take possession of their country; to obviate such false suggestion, the United States 
do engage to guarantee to the aforesaid nation of Delawares and their heirs all their 
territor,al rights in the fullest and molit ample manner, as it hath been bounded by 
former treaties. as long as the said Delaware Nation shall abide by and hold fast the 
chain of friendship now entered into.'' 
The parties further agree that other tribes, friendly to the interest of the United 
States, may be invited to form a State, whereof the Delaware nation shall be the 
heads, and have a representation in Congress . 
. This treaty, in its language and in its provisiol!s, is formed, as:nearasmay be, on the 
model treaties between the crowned heads of Europe. 
· The sixth article shows how Congress then treated the injurious calumny of cher-
ishing designs unfriendly to the political and civil rights of the Indians. 
During the war of the Revolution, the Cherokees took part with the Brttish. After 
its termination, the United States, though des rous of peace, did not feel its necessity 
so strongly as while the war continued. Their political situation being changed, 
they might very well think it advisable to assume a higher tone, and to impress on 
the Cherokees the same respect for Congress which was before felt for the King of 
Great Britain. This may account for the language of the treaty of Hopewell. (7 Stat. 
at Large, 18.) There is the more reason for supposing that the Cherokee chiefs were 
not very critical judges of the language, from the fact that every one makes his 
mark; no chief was capable of signing his name. It is probable the treaty was in-
terpreted to them. 
The treaty is introduced with the declaration, that "the commissioners plenipo-
tentiary of the United States give peace to all the Cherokees, and receive them into 
the favor and protection of the United States of America, on the following condi-
tions." 
When the United States gave peace, did they not also receive it f Were not bo'th 
parties desirous of it Y If we consult the history of the day, does it not inform us 
that the United States were at least as anxious to obtain it as the Cherokees f We 
may ask, further, did the Cherokees come to the seat of the American Government 
to solicit peace; or, did the American commissioners go to t.hem to obtain it¥ The 
treaty was made at Hopewell, not at New York. The word "give," then, has no real 
importance a1tached to it. 
The first and second articles stipulate for the mutual restoration of prisoners, and 
are of course equal. 
The third article acknowledges the Cherokees to be under the protection of the 
United States of America, aml of no other power. 
This stipulation is found in Indian treaties, generally. It was introduced into 
their treaties with Great Britain, and may probably be found in those with other 
European powers. Its origin may be traced to the nature of their connection with 
thMP powers; and its true meaning is discerned in their relative situation. 
The general law of European sovereigns,respecting their claims in America, limited 
the intercourse of Indians, in a great degree, to the particular potentate whose ulti-
mate right of domain was acknowledged by the others. This was the gener&l state 
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of things in time of peace. It was sometimes changed in war. The consequence was, 
that their supplies were derived chiefly from that nation, and their trade confined to 
It. Goods, indispensable to their comfort, in the shape of presents, were received 
from the same hand. What was of still more importance, the strong hand of govern-
ment was interposed to re>~train the disorderly and licentious from intrutlions into 
their country, from encroacl:lments on their lauds, and from those acts of violence 
which were often attended by reciprocal murder. The Indians perceived in this pro-
tection only what was beneficial to themselves, an engagement to punish aggressions 
on tllem. It involved, practically, no claim to their lands, no dominion over their 
persons. It merely bound the nation to the British crown, as a dependent ally, 
claiming the protection of a powerful friend and neighbor, and receiving the advan-
tages of that protection, without involving a surrender of their national character. 
This is the trne meaning of the stipulation, and is undoubtedly the sense in which 
it was made. Neither the British Government nor the Cherokees ever nndexstood it 
otherwise. 
The same stipulation entered into with the United States is undoubtedly to be con-
strued in the same manner. They receive the Cherokee Nation into their favor and 
protection. The Cherokees acknowledge themselves to be under the protection of 
the United States, and of no other power. Protection does not imply the destruction 
of the protected. The manner in which this stipulation was understood by the Amer· 
ican Government is explained by the language and acts of our first President. 
The fourth article draws the boundary between the Indians and the citizens of the 
United States. But in describing this boundary, the term "allotted'' and the term 
"hunting ground" are used. 
It is rPasonable to suppose that the Indians who could not write, and most proba-
bly could not read, who certainly were not critical judges of our language, should 
distinguish the word" allotted" fl'om the words "marked out." The actual subject 
of contract was the dividing line between the two nations, and their attention may 
very well be supposed to have been confined to that subject. When, in fact, they 
were ceding lands to the United States, and describing the extent of their session, it 
may very "\\ell be supposed that they might not understand the term employed, as 
indicating that instead of granting, they were receiving lands. If the term would 
admit of no other signification, wlrich is not conceded, its being misunderstood is so 
apparent, results so necessarily from the whole transaction, that it must, we think, 
be taken in the sense in which it was most obviously used. 
So with respect to the words "hunting grounds." Hunting was at that time the 
principal occupation of the Indians, and their land was more used for that purpose 
than for any other. It could not, however, be supp01:;ed that any intention existed of 
restricting the full use of the lands they reserved. 
To the United States it could be a matter of no concern whether their whole terri-
tory was devoted to hunting grounds or whether an occasional village and an occa-
sional cornfield interrupted and gave some variety to the scene. 
'l'hese terms had been used in their treaties with Great Britain and had never 
beun misunderstood. '!'hey had never been supposed to imply a right in the British 
Government to take their lands or to interfere with their internal government. 
The fifth article withdraws the protection of the United States from any citizen 
who has settled or shall settle on the lands allotted to the Indians for their hunting 
grounds, and stipulates that if he shall not remove within six months the Indians 
may punish him. 
The sixth and seventh articles stipulate for the punishment of the citizens of either 
country who may commit offenses on or against the citizens of the other. The only 
inference to be drawn from this is that the United States considered the Cherokees 
as a nation. 
The ninth article is in these words: "For the benefit and comfort of the Indians, 
and for the prevention of injuries or oppres8ions on the part of the citizens or Indians, 
the United States, in Congress assembled, shall have the sole and exclusive right of 
regulating the trade with the Indians, and managing all their affairs, as they think 
proper." 
To construe the expression, "managing all their affairs," into a surrender of self-
government, would be, we think, a perversion of their necessary meaning, and a 
departure from the construction which has been uniformly put on them. The great 
subject of the article is the Indian trade. The influence it gave made it desirable 
that Congress should possess it. The commissioners brought forward the claim 
with the profession that their motive was " the benefit and comfort of the Indians, 
and the prevention of injuries or oppressions." Tbis may be true as respects the 
regulation of their trade and as respects the regulation of all affairs connected with 
their trade, but can not be true as respects the management of all their afl'airs. The 
moBt important of these are the cession of their lands and security against intruders 
on them. Is it credible that they should have considered themselves as surrender-
ing to the United States the right to dictate their f~tnre cessions, and the te:rms on 
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which the;v should be made, or to compel their submission to the violence of disor-
flerly and licentious intruders~ It is ef)nally inconceivable that they conld have 
tmpposed themf'elves, by a phrase thus slipped into an article on another and most 
interesting subject, to have divested themselves of the right of self-government on 
subjects not conuected with trade. Sucb a measure could not be ''for their benefit 
and comfort," or for" the prevention of injnries and oppression." Snch a construc-
tion would be inconsistent with the spirit of this and of all subseqnent treaties, 
especially of those articles which recognize the right of the Cherokees to declare hos-
tilities and to make war. It woulil convert a treaty of peace covertly into an act 
annihilating the political existence of one of the parties. Had such a result been in-
tended it would have been openly avowed. 
This treaty contains a few terms capable of being used in a ~ens<~ whit~h could not 
have been intended at. the time, and which is inconsistent with t.he practical con-
st.ruction which has always been put on them; but its essential articles treat the 
Cherokees as a nation capable of maintaining the relations of peace and war, and 
ascertain the boundaries between them and the United States. 
The treaty of Hopewell seems not to have established a solid peace. To accommo-
date the differences still existing between the State of Georgia and the Cherokee 
Nation, the treaty of Holston was negotiated in July, 1791 (7 Stats. at Large, 39). 
The existing Constitution of the United States bad been then adopted, and the Gov-
ernment, having more. intrinsic capacity to enforce its jnst claims, was, perhaps, less 
mindful of high-sounding expressions denoting superiority. We hear no more of 
giving peace to the Cherokees. 'l'he mutual desire of establiAhing permanent peace 
and friendship and of removing all causes of war is honestly avowed; and, in pur-
suance of this desire, the first article declares that there shall be perpetual peace and 
friendship between all the citizens of the United States of America and all the indi-
viduals composing the Cherokee Nation. 
The second article repeats the important acknowledgment that the Cherokee Na-
tion is under the protection of the United States of America and of no other sovereign 
whosoever. 
The meaning of this has been already explained. The Indian nations were, from 
their situation, necessarily dependent on some foreign potentate for the supply of· 
~heir essential want~:~ and for their protection from lawless and injurious intrusions. 
into their country. That power was naturally termed their protector. They bad 
been arranged under the protection of Great Britain, but the extinguishment of the. 
British power in their neighborhood, and the establishment of tliat of the United, 
States in its place, led naturally to the declaration, on the part of the Cherokees,. 
tbat they were under the protection of the United States and of no other power .. 
They assumed the relation with the United States which had before subsisted with, 
Great Britain. 
This relar.ion was that of a nation claiming and receiving the protection of one. 
more powerful, not that of individuals abandoning their national character and . 
submitting as subjects to the laws of a master. 
The third article contains a perfectly equal stipulation for the surrender of pris-
oners. 
'l'I.Je fourth article declares that "the boundary between the United States and. 
the Chewkee Nation shall be as follows: Beginning," etc. We bear no more of "al-
lotments" or of "hunting grounds." A boundary is described between nation and 
nation by mutual consent. The national cha-mcter of each, the ability of each t() 
establish this boundary, is acknowledged by the otber. To preclude forever all dis-
putes, it is agreed that it shall be plainly marked by commissioners to be appointed 
by each party; and, in order to extinguish forever all claim of the Cherokees to the 
ceeded lands, an additional consideration is to be paid by the United States. For 
this additional consideration the Cherokees release all right to the ceded land for-
ever. 
By the fifth article the Cherokees a1low the United States a road through their 
country and. the navigation of the Tennessee Hiver. The acceptance of these ces-
sions is an acknowledgment of the right of the Cherokees to make or withhold them. 
By the sixth article it is agreed on the part of the Cherokees that the United 
States shall have the sole and exdnsi ,.e right of regulating their trade. No claim is 
made to the management of all their atlairs. This stipulation has already been ex-
plained. The observation may be repeated, that the stioulation is itself au admis-
sion of their right to make or refuse it. 
By the seventh article the United States solemnly guarantee to the Cherokee Nation 
all their lands not hereby ceded. 
The eigh.h article relinquishes to the Cherokees any citizens of the United States 
who may settle on their lands, and the ninth forbids any citizen of the United 
Statt>s to bunt on their lands, or to enter their country without a passport. 
The remaining articles are equal aud con~aiu stipulations which could be made 
only with a nation admitted to be capable of goveming itHelf. 
This treaty, thus explicitly recognizing the national character of the Cherokees 
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and their right, of self-government: thus guaranteeing their lands, assuming the 
duty of protection, and of course pledging the faith of the United States for that 
protection, has bet>n frequently renewed and is now in full force. 
To the general pledge of protect,ion have been added several specific pledges, deemed 
valuable by the Indians. Some of these restrain the citizens of the United States 
from encroachments on the Cherokee country and provide for the punishment of in-
truders. 
From the commencement of our Government, Congress bas passed acts to regulate 
trade and intercourse with the Indians, which treat them as nations, respect, their 
rights, and manifest a firm pnrpose to afford that protection which treaties stipulate. 
All these acts, aml especially that of 1802 which is still in force, manifestly consider 
the several Indian nations as distinct political communities, having territorial boun-
daries, within which their authority is ~xclusive, and having a. right to all the lands 
within those boundaries, which is not only acknowledged, but guaranteed by the 
United States. 
In 1819, Congress passed an act (3 Stats. at Large, 516) for promoting those humane 
designs of civilizing the neigllboring Indians, which had loug been cherished by the 
Executive. It enacts, ''that for the purpose of providing against the further ~ecline 
and final extinction of the Indian tribes adjoining to the front.ier settlements of the 
United States, anrl for introducing among them the habits and arts of civilization, 
the President of the United States shall be, and he is hereby anthorized, in every 
case where he shall judge improvement in tlJe habits and condition of such Intlia.ns 
practicable, and that the means of instruction can be introduced with their own con-
sent, to employ capable persons of good moral character to instruot them in the 
mode of agriculture suited to their situation; and for teaching their children in 
reading, writing, and arithmetic; and for performing such other duties as may be en-
joined, according to such instructions and rules as the President may give and ·pre-
scribe for the regulation of their conduct in the discharge of their duties." 
This act avowedly contemplates the preservat,ion of the Indian nations as an object 
sought by the United States, and proposes to effect this object by civilizing and con-
verting them from hunters into agriculturists. Thongh the Cherokees had already 
made considerable progress in this improvement, it can not be doubteu that the gen-
eral words of the act comprehend them. Their advance in the "habits and arts of 
civilization'' rather encouraged perseverance in the laudable exert.ions still furth~r 
to meliorate their condition. This act fnrnislJes strong additional evidence of a 
settled purpose to fix the Indians in thfir country by giving them security at home. 
The treaties amllaws of the United States contemplate the Indian Territory as 
completely AP-parated from that of the States, and provide that all intercourse with 
them shall be carried on exclusively by the Government of the Union. 
Is this the rightful exercise of power or is it usurpat,ion ~ 
While these States were colonies this power, in its utmost extf'.nt, was admitted to 
reside in the Crown. \Vhen our revolutionary struggle commenced, Congress was 
wmposed of an assemblage of deputies acting under specific powers granted by the 
legislatures or conventions of the several colonies. It was a great popular move-
ment, not pf'rfectly organized; nor were the respective powers of tbose who were 
intrusted with the management of affairs accurately defined. The neces~-;ities of our 
situation produced a general conviction that those measnres which concerned all 
must be transact.ed by a body, in which the reprf'sentatives of all were assembled, 
and which could command the confidence of alt; Congress, therefore, was considered 
as invested with all the powers of war and peace, aud Congress dissolved our con-
nection with the mother country, and declared these united colonies to be indepenrl-
ent States. WitlJont any written definition of powers they employed diplomatic 
agents to represent the United States at the several courts of Europe, offered tone-
gotiate treaties with them, and did actually negotiate treaties with France. From 
the same necessity and on the same principles, Congress assumed the management of 
Indian affairs; first in the name of these united colonies, and afterward in the name 
of the United States. Early attempts were made at negotiat.ion, and to regulate trade 
with them. These not proving successful, war was carried on under the direction 
and with the forces of the United States; and the efforts to make peace by treaty 
were earneAt and incessant. The Confederation fonnd Congress in the exercif!e uf the 
same powers of peace and war, in our relations with Indian nations as with those of 
Europe. 
Such was the state of things when the Confederation was adopted. That instru-
ment surrendered the powers of peace and war to Congress, and prohibited them to 
the States, respectivel5·, n11lPss a State be actually invaded, "or shall have received 
certain advice of a rt>solllt,i••n bl'ing formed by son1e nation of Inclians to invade such 
State, and the danger is so immitwut, as not to arlmit of delay till the United States 
in Congress assemulecl can be conf>nlted." This inst.rnment also gave the United 
States m Congress a;;semuled the f;ole and exclnsive right of "regulating the trade 
aud managing all the nfl'airs with the Indians, not members of any of the States; pro-
vided that the legislative power of any State within. its own limits be not infringed 
or violated." 
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The ambiguous phrases which follow tlie grant of power to the United States 
were so construed by the States of North Carolina. and Georgia as to annul the 
power itself. The di~contents and confusion resnlting from these conflicting claims 
produced representations to Congress, which were referred to a committee: who 
made their report in 17d7. The report does not assent to the construction of the 
two State8, hut recommends an accommodation, by liberal a'isertions of territory, or 
by an admission, on their part., of the powers clai111ed by Congress. 'l'he correct ex-
position of this article is rendered unnecessary by the adoption of our existing Con-
stitution. That instrument confeni on Congress th~ powers of war and peace; of 
making treaties, and of regulating commerce with foreign nations, and among the 
several States, anrl with t!Je Indian tribes. These powers comprehend all that is 
required for the regulation of our intercourse with the Indians. They are not limited 
by any restrictions on their free actions. The shackles imposed on tJ1is power, in 
the Confederation, are discardt>d. 
The Indian nations had always been considered as distinct, independent, political 
communities, retaining their originalnatm al rights, as the undisputed posse;;sors of 
the soil from time immt'morial, with the single exception of that imposed by irre-
sistible power, which excluded them from interconr~>e with any other Enropean po-
tentate t.han the first di~coverer of the coast of the particular region claimed; and 
t·his was a re~;triction which those European potentates imposed on themselves, as well 
as on the Indians. The very term "nation," so gt>uerally applied to them: means a 
''people distinct from others." The Constitution, by declaring- treaties already made, 
as well as those to be made, to be the snprewe law of the laud, has adopted and sanc-
tioned the previous treaties with the Indian nat.ions, and consequently admits their 
rank among those powers who are capable of making trPaties. Tlle words" treaty" 
and "natio!l" are words of our own la.ngnage, selectt>d in our diplomatic and legis-
lative -rroceediugs, by ourselves, having each a definite and well understoo(l mt·an-
ing. We have appl1ed them to Indians, as we haYe applied them to the other nations 
of the earth. They are applied to all in the the same ~>ense. 
Georgia herself baa fnrni~;bed conclusive evideneP that hPr former opinions on this 
subject concurred with those entertained hy her sist.er States and by the Govern-
ment of the United States. Various acts of her legislature llave been citt><l in the 
argument, including the contract of cession made in the year 180:t, all tending to 
prove her acqui«:>scence in the universal conviction tbat the Indian nations possessed 
'a full right to the lands tbey occupied until that right, should be extinguished by 
the United Htates, with their consent; tlla.t their terntory was separated from that 
of any State within whose cllartered limits thPy might reside by a boundary line, 
estahlit~hed by treaties; that within their boundary tlJeypossessed rights witll which 
no State could interfere, and that the whole power of regulating t.he intercourse with 
them was vested iu tho3 United States. A review of these nets on the part of Geor-
gia would occupy too much time, and is the less necessary, be.cause they have been 
accnrately detailed in the argument at thP har. Her uew series of laws, manifest-
ing her abandonment of these opinions, appear;; to have commenced in December, 18:l8. 
In .:>!)po~ition to this original right, possPssecl by the nndiAputed occupants of every 
country; to tllis recognition of that right, which is evidenced by our history, in 
every change through which we have passed, is placed the charters granted by the 
monarch of a distant and distinct region, parcelling out a territory in possession of 
others whom he could no remove, and did not attempt to remove, and the cession 
made of his claims by the treaty of peace. 
The actual ~tate of things at the time aml all history since explain these char-
ters; and the King of Great Brit.ain, at the treaty of peace, could cede only what be-
longed to his crown. These newly asserted titles can derive no a.id from the articles 
so often repeated in Indian treaties; extending to them tirst the protection of Great 
Britain and afterwards that of the United States. These articles are associated with 
others, recognizing their title to self-government. The very fact of repeated treaties 
with them recognizes it, and the settled doctrine of the law of nations is, that a 
weaker power does not surrender its independence-its right to self-government-by 
associating with a stronger and taking its protection. A weak state, in order to pro-
vide for its safety, may place itself under the protection of one more powerful with-
out stripping itself of the right of government and ceasing to be a state. Examples 
of this kind are not wanting in Europe. "Tributary and feudatory states," says 
Vattel. "do not thereby cease to be sovereign and independent states so long as self-
government and sovereign and independent authority are left in the admmi~tration 
of the state." At the present day more tban one state may be considered as holding 
its rights of self-government under the guaranty aml protection of one or more allies. 
The Cherokee Nation, then, is a distinct community, occupying its own territory, 
with boundaries accurately described, in which thE:l laws of Georgia can have no force 
and which the citizens of Georgia have no right to entt~r, but with the assent of the 
Cherokees themselves, or in conformity with treaties and with the acts of Congress. 
The whole interconrRe between the United States and this nation is, by our constitu-
tion and laws, vested in the Government of the United States. 
S. Rep. 281-2 
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APPENDIX 2 
PRELIMINARY 
[Instructions to Cherokee Commission. Senate Ex. Doc. No. 78, Fifty-first Congress, first session, pp. 
2,3.] 
* * In 1808 the Cherokee Indians lived in the States of North Carolina, 
Georgia, and Tennessee, and in the autumn of that year two deputations of said 
Indians, from what were known respectively at~ the Upper Cherokee towns and the 
. Lower Cherokee towns, visited Washington. They called upon the President and 
made the following representations: 
The deputies of the upper towns stated the desire of the Cherokees represented by 
them to engage in the pursuits of agriculture and of civilized life. They stated that 
it was impracticable to induce the nation at large to do thi!l, and they req nested the 
establishment of a division line between the upper towns and the lower towns. 
They also stated that by contracting their society within narrow limits they could 
and would begin the establishment of a regular government operated under fixed 
laws. 
The deputies of the lower towns expressed their desire to continue to live as hunt-
ers, and stated that because of the scarcity of game in their neighborhood th~ 
wished to remove west of the Mississippi River to some vacant lands of the United 
States. 
Under date January 9, 1809, the President replied to the deputations, saying that 
the United States was willing to satisfy the wishes of both. 
Those who wished to remain· were'' assured of our patronage, our aid, and good 
neighborhood." Those who wished toremove were'granted permission to send an ex-
ploring party to reconnoiter the country on the Arkansas and White rivers, with 
the understanding 1 hat when they should find a tract of country .that pleased them, 
and was not claimed by other Indians, arrangements would be made for an exchange 
of the country selected for a just portion of their country east of the Mississippi, to a 
part of which, proportioned to their numbers, the emigrating Indians would, it was 
held and admitted, have a just right. 
Upon this permission the Indians who desired to emigrate explored the country 
west of the Mississippi and White rivers, settled thereon and sent their agents with 
full power to execute a treaty relinquishing to the United States all the right, title, 
and interest to all lands of right to them belonging as a part of the Cherokee Nation. 
Accordingly, on July 8, 1817, a treaty was entered into between the United States 
and the" chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the whole Cherokee Nation" (7 Stat., 156), 
by which the United States agreed to give to that part of the Cherokee Nation lo-
cated on the Arkansas and White rivers a tract of land "to commence on the north 
side of Arkansas River, at the mouth of Point Remove, or Budwell's old place, thence 
by a straight line northwardly to strike Chataunga Mount~tin on the hill first above 
Shields Ferry on White River, running up and between said rivers for complement, 
the banks of which river to be the line." This land was given for as much land east 
of the Mississippi, conveyed to the United States by the Cherokee Nation, ''acre for 
acre" as the just proportion due that portion of the nation on the Arkansas, agree-
ably to their numbers. 
Other treaties between the United States and the Cherokees were made as follows: 
(1) That of February 27, 1819 (7 Stat., 195), by which the Indians ceded certain 
lands east .:>f the Mississippi River "in full satisfaction of all claims which the United 
States have on them, on account of the cession to a part of their nation who have or 
may hereafter emigrate to the Arkansas; and this treaty is a final adjustment of that 
of the eighth of July, eighteen hundred and seventeen." 
(2) That of October 24, 1824 (7 Stat., 228), by which the Cherokee Nation made 
further cessions to the United States of lands lying east of the Mississippi. 
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TREATIES AND ACTS OF CONGRESS UNDER WHICH THE CHEROKEE -NATION DERIVES 
TITLE TO ITS PRRSE~T POSSESSIONS. 
[Treaty of Washington, May 6,1828,7 Stat., 3ll.j 
Whereas it being the anxious desire of the Government of the United States to se-
cure to the Cherokee Nation of Indians, as well those now living within the limits of 
the Territory of Arkansas as those of their friends and brothers who reside in States 
east of the Mississippi, and who may wish to join their brothers of the West, a per-
manent home, and which shall, under the most solemn guarantee of the United States, 
be and remain theirs forever-a home that shall never, in all future time, be embar-
rassed by having extended around it the lines, or placed over it the jurisdiction of a 
Territory or State, nor be pressed upon by the extension, in any way, of any of the 
limits of any existing Territory or State; and . 
Whereas the present loeation of the Cherokees in Arkansas being unfavorable to 
their present repose, and tending, as the past demonstrates, to their future degrada-
tion and misery; and the Cherokees being anxious to avoid such consequences, and 
yet not questioning their right to their lands in Arkansafl, as secured to them by 
treaty, and resting also upon the pledges given them by the President of the United 
States and the Secretary of War of March, l~H:l, and l:lth of Octobor, H:l~l, in regard 
to the outlet to the West, and as may be seen on referring to the records of the War 
Department, still being anxious to secure a permanent home, and to free themselve, 
and their posterity from an embarrassing connection with the Territory of Arkansas 
and guard themselves from such connection iu future; and 
·whereas it being important, not to the Cherokees only, but also to the Choctaws, 
and in regard also to the question which may be agitated in the future respecting 
the location of the latter, as well as the former, within the limits of the Territory or 
State of Arkan~>as, as the case may be, and their removal therefrom; and to avoid 
the cost which may attend negotia.tions to rid the Territory or State of Arkansas, 
whenever it nmy become a State, of either or both of those tribes, the parties hereto 
do hereby conclude the following articles, viz: 
* * * * 
ART. 2. The United States agree to posaess the Cherokees, and to g-narantee it to 
theRl forever, and that guarantee is hereby solemnly pledged, of seven millions of acres 
of land, to l>e bounded as follows, viz: Comwencing at that point on Arkansas River 
where the eastern Choctaw boundary line strikes said river, and running thence with 
the western line of Arkansas, as defined in the foregoing article, to the south west 
corner of Missouri, and thence with the western boundary line of Missouri till it 
crosses the waters of Neosho, generally called Grand River; thence due west to a 
point from which a due south course will strike the present nortllwest corner of Ar-
kansas Territory; thence continuing due south, on and with the present western 
boundary line of the Territory to the main branch of Arkansas River; thence down 
said river to it.s junction with tlle Canadian River, and thence up and between the 
said rivers Arkansas and Canadian, to a point at which a line running north and 
south from river to river will ~ive the aforesaid seven mill ions of acres. In addition 
to the seven millions of acres thus provided for and bounded, the United States further 
guarantee to the Cherokee Nation a perpetual outlet west, and a free and unmolested 
use of all the country lying west of the western boundary of the above-dcscriuedlimits, 
and as }ar west as the sovereignty of the United States and their right of soil extend. 
* * * * * ART. 7. The chiefs and headmen of the Cherokee Nation aforesaid, for und in con-
sideratior. of the foregoing stipulations and provisions, <lo hereby agree, in the name 
and behalf of their nation, to give up, ancl they do hereby surrender to the United 
States, and agree to leave the same within fourteen n1onths, as hereinbefore stipu-
lated, all tbe lands to wi.Jich the,v are entitled in Arkausas, and which were securecl 
to them uy the treaty of 8th January, 1~17, and the convention of the 27th February, 
1819. 
ART. 8. The Cherokee Nation west of the Mississippi, having by this agreement 
freed themselves from the harassing and ruinous effect~> consequent upon a location 
amidst a white population, and secured to themselves an<l thetr posterity, under the 
solemn sanction of ~he guarantee of the United States as contained in this agreement, 
a large extent of unembarrassed country; and that their urothers ~'et remaiuing in 
the States may be induced to join them aud enjoy the repose and blessings of such a 
state in the future, it is further agreed, on the part of the United States, &c. (Here 
follow certain provi~>IOns for the benefit of such of the Cherokees east of the Missis-
sippi as may desire to remove \Vest.) 
(NOTE.-- This treaty was ratified with the following proviso, expressed in the reso-
lution of the Senate:) 
Provided, nevertheless, That the said convention shall not be so construed as to ex-
tend the northern boundary of the ''perpetual outlet west," provided for and gnar-
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anteed in the second article of said convention, north of the thirty-sixth degree of 
north latitude, or so as to interfere with the lands assigned, or to be assigned, west 
of the MissisRippi River, to the Creek Indians who have emigrated, or who mi-
grate, from the States of Georgia and Alabama, under the provisions of any treaty or 
treaties heretofore concluded between the United States and the Ureek tribe of In-
. dians; and provided further, that nothing in the said convention shall be construed 
to cede or assign to the Uherokees any lands heretofore ceded or assigned to any tribe 
or tribes of Indians, by any treaty now existing and in force with any such tribe or 
tribes. 
[Act May 28, 1830, 4 Stat., 41l.J 
Be it enacted by the Senate and Bouse of Representatives of the United States of 
.America in CongTess assernbltd, That it shall and may be lawful 1or the Pre~ident of 
the United States to cause so much of any territory belonging to the United States, 
weRt of the river Mississippi, not included in any State or organized Territory, and 
to which the Indian title has been ext.inguished, as he may judge necessary, to be di-
vided into a suitable number of districts for tlHl reception of such tribes or nations of 
Indians as may choose to exchange the lands where they now reside and remove 
there, and to cause each of said tlistricts to be so described by natural or artificial 
marks as to be easily distinguished from every other. 
SEc. 2. And be it fut·ther tnaded, That it shall and may be lawful for the President 
to exchange any or all of such districts so to be laid off and de~;cribed with any 
tribe or nation of Indians now residing within the limits of any of the States or Ter-
ritories, and with which the United States have existing treaties, :tor the whole or 
any part or portion of the Territory claimed and occupied by.snch tribe or nation, 
within the bounds of any one or more of the States or Territories where the laud 
claimed and occupied by the Indians is owned by the United States, or the United 
States are bound to the State within which it lies to extinguish the Indian claim 
thereto. 
SEC. 3. And be it ju1·ther enacted, That in the making of any such exchange or ex-
changes it sha,ll and may be lawful ior the President solemnly to ast.ure the tribe or 
nation with which the exchange is made that the United States will forever ~;ectue 
and guaranty to them and their heirs or successors the country so exchunged with 
them, and, if they prefer it, that the United ::Hates will cause a patent or grant to be 
made and extlcuted to them for the same: Provided always, That such lands shall 
revert to the United States, if the Indians become ex tinct or abandon the sam@ 
* If " 
SEC. 8. And be U further enacted, That for the purpose of giving effect to the pro-
visions of thiti act the sum of five hundred thousand dollars is hereby appropriated, 
to be paid out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated. 
lTreaty of Fort Gibson, February 14, 1833. (7 Stat., 414.) See Senate Ex. Doc. 78, Fifty:first Con-
gress, first session, pp. 3, 4, tor explanation of this treaty.J 
* * And whereas it appear,; from the Creek treaty made with the United 
States by tht> Creek Nation, dated twenty-fourth day of January, eighteen hundred 
and twenty-six, at the city of Washington, that they bad the right to select, .and did 
select, a part of the country described within the boundaries mentioned above in said 
Cherokee articles of agreement; and 
Whereas both the Cherokee and Creek Nations of Indians west of the Mississippi, 
anxious to have their boundaries settled in an amicable manner, have met each 
other in council and, after full deliberation, mutually agreed upon the boundary 
lines between them: Now, therefore, the United States on one part, and the chiefs 
and head meu of the Cherokee nation of Indians west of the Mississippi on the other 
part, agree as follows: 
ARTICLE 1. The United States l'!.gree to possess the Cherokees and to guarantee it to 
them forever, and that guarantee is hereby pledged, of seven millions of acres ofland, 
to be bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at a point on the old western Territorialline 
of Arkansas Territory, being twenty-five :niles north from the point where the Ter-
ritorial line crosses Arkansas River; thence running from said north point south, on 
the said Territorial line, to the place where said Territorial line crosses the Verdi-
gris River; thence down said Verdigris River to the Arkansas River; thence down 
said Arkansas to a point where a stone is placed opposite to the east or lower bank 
of Grand River at its junction with the Arkansas; thence running south forty-four 
degrees west one mile; thence in a straight line to a point four miles northerly from 
the month of the North l:<'ork of the Canadian; thence along the said four-mile line 
to the Canadian; thence down the Canadian to the Arkansas; thence down the 
Arkansas to that point on the Arkansas where the eastern Choctaw boundary strikes 
said river, and running thence with the western line of Arkansas Territory as now 
defined to the southwest corner of Missom:.i; thence along the western Missouri line 
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4;o the land assigned the Senecas; thence on the south line of the Senecas to Grand 
River; thence up said Grand River as far as the south line of the Osage Reservation, 
extell(led, if necessary; thence up and between said south Osage line, extended 
west, if necessary, and a line drawn drawn dne west from the point of beginning to 
a certain distance west, at which a line runnin~ north and south from said Osage 
line to said due west line will make seven millions of acres within the whole de-
scribed boundaries. In addition to the seven millions of acres of laud thus provid~d 
for and bounded, the United States further guarantee to the Cherokee Nation a per-
petual outlet west and a free and unrnolesteu use of all the country lying west of the 
western boundary of said seven millions of acres as far west as the sovereignty of 
the United Htates and tlleir right to soil extend: P1·o1'ided, however, That if the saline, 
or salt plain on the great western prairie shall fall within said limits prescribeu for 
said outlet the right is reserved to the United State~:~ to permit other tribes of red 
men to get salt on said plain in common with the Cherokees, and letters patent shall 
be issued b.v the United States as soon as practica.ole for the land hereby guaranteed. 
ART. il. The Cherokee Nation hereby relinquish and quitclaim to the United States 
all the right, interest, and t,itle which the Cherokees have or claim to have in and to 
all the land ceded, or claimed to have been cedeu to said Cherokee Nation by said 
treaty of sixth May, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-eight, and not embraced 
within the limit~:~ or boumlaries lixed in this present supplementary treaty or articles 
of con ventiou and agreement. 
ART. 5. These articles of agreement and convention are to be considered supple-
mentary to the treaty before mentioned betwe~n the United Htates an•l the Cherokee 
Nation west of the Mississippi, dated sixth of May, one thousand eight hundred and 
twenty-eight, and not to Vtll'Y the rights of the parties to satd treat.v any further than 
said treaty is incousistent wit.h the provisions of this treaty, now concluded, or these 
articles of convention anu agreement. " ,. " 
[Treaty of New Echota, December 29, 1835. 7 Stat., 478.] 
Whereas the Cherokees are anxious to make some arra.ngements with the Govern-
mt'nt of the United State~:~ whereby the difficult.ies they have experieuced by a resi-
dence within the settled parts of the United States under the jurisdiction and laws 
of the State go,Ternments ma,y be terminated and adjusted; aud with a view to reuni-
ting their people in one body anu securing a permanent home for themselves and their 
postPtity in the country selected hy their forefar hers without the territorial limits of 
the State sovereignties, and where they can establish and enjoy a government of their 
chowe, aud perpetuate such a state of society as may be most consonant with their 
views, habits, and condition, aud as may tend to their individual comfort and their 
advancement in civilization. 
ARTJCLE l. The Cherokee Nation hereby cede, relinquish, and convey to the United 
States all the lauds owned, claimed, or p<1ssessed by them east of the Mis~issippi 
River, and hereby release all their claims upon the United States for spoliations of 
every kind, for and in consideration of the sum of five milliJns of dollars, to be ex-
}lellde<l, paid, and invt'stcd in the manner stipulated and agreed upon in the follow-
ing articles. " " " 
ART. 2. (After reciting the boundaries of the lands that the United States had 
by tbe treaty of May 6, 1828, and the supplementary treaty of February 14, 11:333 
(supra), guaranteed and secured to be conveyed by patent to the Cherokee Nation), 
"and whereas it is apprehended by the Cherokees that in the above cession there is 
not contained a sufficient quantity of land for the accommodation of the whole na-
tion on their removal west of the Mississippi, the United States, in consideration of 
the sum of five hundred thousand dollars therefor, hereby covenant and agree to con-
vey to the said Indians an I their ll('sceudau ts, by patent in fee simple, the following 
additional tractoflantl, sitnatetl between the west line of the State of Missouri and 
the Osage Reservation, beginning at the southeast corner of the same, and ruus north 
along the east line of the O~:;age lauds, fifty miles to the north~ast corner thereof, and 
thence ~:-ast to the west line of the State of ~Ii!:lsonri ; thence with said line south fifty 
miles; thence west to the place of beginning, estimated to contain eight hundred 
thou~:~an(l acres of land; but it is expressly understood that if any of the lands as-
signed the Quapaw~:~ shall fall within the aforesaid bounds the same shall be reserved 
and excepted out of the lands above granted, and a pro rata reduction shall be made 
in the price to be allowed to the United States for the same by the Cherokees. 
ART. 3. The United States also agre0 that the lands above ceded by the treaty of 
Feb. 14, 11:333, including the outlet, and those eeued by this treaty, shall all be in-
cluded in one patent executed to the Cheroko:.e Nation of Indians by the President of 
the United States according to the provisions of the act of May 28, 1830. " * • 
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ART. 5. The United States hereby covenant and agree that the lands ceded to the 
Cherokee Nation iu the foregoing article shall, in no future time, without their con-
sent, be included within thtJ territorial limits or jurisdiction of any State or Territory. 
But they shall secure to the Cherokee Nation the right, by their national councils, 
to make and carry into effect all such laws as they may deem necessary for the gov-
ernment and protection of the persons antl property within their own country be-
longing to their people or such persons as have connected themselves with them ; 
provided always, that they shall not be inconsistent with the Constitution of the 
United Stateg and t-Juch acts of Congress a8 have been or may be passed regulating 
trade and intercourse with the Indians; and also, that they shall not be considered as 
extending to such citizens and Anny of t.he United States as may travel or reside in 
the Indian country by permission, according to the laws and regulationsest.ablished 
by the Government of the same. * " " 
[Treaty of Washington, Aug. 6, 1846. (9 Stat., 871.) See Sena,te Ex:. Doc. 78, Fifty-first Congress, first 
se~:~sion, pp. 4 and 5, for explanation of this treaty.] 
Whereas serious difficulties have for a considerable time past oxisted between the 
tlifl'erent }JOrt.ions of the people constituting and recognized as the Cherokeee Nation 
of Indians, which it is desirable should be speedily settled, so that peace and har-
mony may be restored among them; and whereas certain claims exist on the part of 
the Uherokee Nation, and portions of the Cherokee people, against the United States : 
Therefore, with a view to a final and amicable settlement of the difficulties and claims 
before rueutioned, it is m11t,nally agreed by the sevt>ral parties to this convention, as 
follows, \'iz: 
ARTICLE 1. That the lands now ovcupied b.11 the Cherokee Nation sl1all be secured to the 
1vhole Cherokee people for theit· common ·usc and benefit; and a patent shall be issued for 
the same, including the ejght hundred thousand aeres purchased, together with the 
outlet, wPst, promiserl by the ULitecl States, in conformity with the provisions relat-
jng t.l10reto, contained in the third artide otthe treaty of 1~35, and iu the third section 
of th e act of Congress approved May tweuty-eighfl.l, 1830, which authorizes the Presi-
dent of the United States, in making exchanges of lauds with the Indian tribes, "to 
assure the tribe or nation with which the exchange is made that the Uuited States 
will forever secure and guarantee to them and their heirs or successors, the country 
so excbange(l vi'i • h them; and if thHy prefer it that the United States will cause a 
pateut or graut to be made and executed to them for the same: Provided, always, That 
such lands t-Jhall revert to the United States if thu Indians becomes extinct or abandon 
the same." 
ART. 4. " lf * In consideration of the foregoing stipulation on thl) part of the United 
States, the '' "Testern Cherokees," or "Old Settlers," hereby release and quitclaim 
to the United States all right, tHle, interest, or claim they may have to a common 
property in the Cherokee lands east of the Mississippi River, and to exclusive owner-
ship to the lands ceded to them by the treaty of 1~33 west ot the Mississippi, includ-
ing the outlet west, consenting and agreeing that the said lands, together with eight 
huudred thousand acres ceded to the Cherokees by the treaty of 1~35, shall be aud re-
main the common property of the whole Cherokee people, themselves included. * " " 
NOTE.-(a) In the meantime, viz, on December 3L, 1H38, a patent had issued to 
the Cherokee Nation for all the lands stipulated au!l agreed to be conveyed to it 
by the second and third articles of tbe trenty of Decemuer 29, 1~35, viz, the 7,000,000 
acres, the outlet lands, and tile 800,000 acres, making in all 14,374,135.14 acres, 
according to the provisions of the act of l\Iay ~tl, 1830. 
(b) Tbe trPaty of182tl between the United Stat,Ps of America and the United Mexi-
can States (8 Stat. 374) contirms the validity of the limits descriued in the treaty with 
Spain of 1819, and in the second article the lwundary line between the two countries 
is described and bountled as follow:s: 
'' * Then, following the course of the Rio Rox:o (or Red River) westward to 
the degtee oflongiturle 100 west from Loudon and 2:3from Washington, thence cross-
ing the ~-;aid Red River ana running thence by a line d·ue north to the river Arkansas. 
* "' "'~ Therefore at the:; date of the treaty of1<:;:35 with the Cherokees, the sovereignty 
of the United States extended to tile 100th meridian, and hence the perpetual outlet 
guaranteed the Chtwokees extends only that far. This outlet is what is known as 
the Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River, or rather west of the 7,000,000 acres 
mentioned in the treaty. (See let1 er of Commissioner of Indian Afft:tirs to the Secre-
tary of the Interior, February 17, 1b:::i~, pp. 3:), etc., House Ex. Dvc. 54, Forty-seventh 
Congress, second session. ,. ,. * 
l Treaty. Washington, July 19, 1866. 14 Stat., 799.1 
ART. 13. The Cherokees also agree that a conrt or courts may be established by the 
United States in said Territory with such jurisdictit1n and organized in such manner 
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as may be prescribed by law: Provided, That the judicial t1·ibunals of the nafion shall 
be. allowed to 1·etain exclusive jurisdiction in all civil and criminal caBC8 arisinfJ within 
their country in which member8 of the nation, by natidty or adoption, slwll be the onl_tJ par-
ties, or where the canse of actio'' shall arise in the Cherokee Na,twn, except as otherwi.~e pro-
vided irt this treaty. 
* ~ 
ART. 16. 'l'he United States may sett.le fricnc11y Indians in any part of the Cherokee 
conn try west of 96°, to be taken in a compact form in CJnautity not excefldiug one 
hnndred and sixt.y acres for eacb meml.Jer of each ofsaid tril.Jes tl111s to be settled; the 
boundaries of each of said districts to be distinctly marked, aud the Jau<l conveyed 
in fee simple to each of Haid tribes, to be helrl in common or by their members in 
severalty as the United States may decide. 
Said lands thus dispose<l of to Le pai1l for to the Cherokee Nation at snch price as 
may be agret•d on between the said parties in intereHt, snbjPct to the approval of the 
President; aud if they sboulcl not a~ reo, t ben the prict> to be fixHl by the Presi<lent. 
The Cherokee Nation to retain the right of JWSHesHion of and jurii;diction over all 
of said country west of 9fi0 of longitude until thus sold anii occupied, after wbich 
their jurisdiction and right of possession to terminate forever as to each of said dis-
tricts tlms Holcl and occnpierl. 
ART. 17. The Cherokee Nation hereby cedes in ti·nst to tl1e United States the tract 
of land in the State of Kansas which was solfl to the Cherokees by the United States 
undt·r the provisions of the second article of the treaty of 1t-~5; and also that strip 
of the lan<l ceded to the nation b.v the fourth article of said treaty which is included 
in the State of Kansas, and the Cherokees con:;ent that said lands may be included 
in the limits and jurisdiction of the said State. " * • 
ART. 26. The United States guarantee to the people of the Cherokee Nation the 
quiet and peaceable possesAion of their country aud protection against domestic feuds 
and insurrections and against hostilities of other tribes. They shall also be protected 
against interruptions or intrusion from all unauthorized citiz~·ns of the United States 
who may attempt to settle on their lands or reside in their Territory. In case of 
hostilities amon~ the Inllian tribes, the United States agree t.hat tbe party or parties 
commencing the same shall, so far as practicable, make reparation for the damage 
done. 
ART, :n. All provisions of treaties, heretofore ratifieil. and in force, and not incon-
sistent with the provisions of this treaty, are hereby reaftirrued anrl declared to be in full 
force; and 110tbing herein shall be con.,trned as an acknowledgment by the United 
StateR, or as a relinquishment by the Cherokee Nation of any claims or demands un-
der the guaranties of former treaties, except as herein expressly provided. 
" " " i+ ... ... 
DISPOSITION OP LANDS WEST OF 96° UNDER ARTICLE 16 OF THE TREATY 
OF 1866. 
COMANCIIES AND KIOWAS. 
[See Senate Ex. Doc. No. 78, .Fifty-first Congress, first session, p. 7.] 
Prior to tbe date of the treaty with the Cherokees of July 19, 1866, by the sixteenth 
article of which the United StateH was authorized to settle friendly Indians on the lands 
westofninety-sixth degree, the United StateR had by treaty of0ctober18, 1H65 (14Stat., 
717), seta part a large tract of country, embracing some2,279,841 acres of the lands of the 
Cherokee Nation, being that part of the Outlet lands that lies west of the Cimarron 
River, for the use and occupation of tbe Kiowa and Comanche Indians. This treaty, 
however, did not divest the Cherok<'e Nation of its title to said lands, nor vest any 
title thereto in the Comanches and Kiowas, the United States having at the date of 
said trtaty no right to interff're with the title of the Cherokee Nation to its lands, 
except in cases purely political. (S('e United States 1'. Ben Reese, post, p. 47, and 
cases cited.) 
By the treaty of October 21,1867 (15 Stat., :)~1), the Kiowa~:~ and Comanches relin-
f}Uished all right to permanently occupy tt·rritory outside a reservation created by 
that treaty, and which embraced no partoftbe Cherokee country. In this way they 
relinquished all claim to that part or t.he Cherokee Outlet lands, which had been 
illegally set apart t.o them by the treaty of 1b65. By the treaty of 1867 they were 
indeed given the right to hunt on lands north of their presPnt reservation aud south 
of the Arkansas River, so loog as the buffalo might range th~rein in such numbers as 
to justify the chase, but this right to Jmnt was not such an appropriation of the lands 
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as was contemplated by thu sixteenth article of the treaty of 1866 with the Cherokee 
Nation. 
CHEYENNES AND ARAPAHOES. 
[Idem, pp. 7-11.] 
By the treaty of0ctober21, 1667 (15Stat., 593), a tract of country west of ninety-sixth 
degree, bounded by the Arkansas River on the east., the thirty-seventh parallel ofnorth 
latitude lJeing the southern lJoundary line of the State of Kansas on the north, and tbe 
Cimarron or Red Fork of the Arkansas River on the we~:;t and south, within which 
boundaries are included 4,294,739 acres of the Cherokee lands west of the 96°, all 
lying west of the Arkansas River, was set apart for the undisturbed use aud occupa-
tion of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indian~, as from time to time they might be will· 
ing, with the consent of the United States, to admit arnoug them. 
The Cheyennes and Arapahoes having represented that they ctid not understand the 
location of their reservation, as detiued lJy the treaty of 1867, and that they bad never 
been upon said reservation, and did not uesire to go there, bnt flesired t,o locate on 
the north fork of the Canadian River, some 60 miles below Camp Supply, the reser-
vation upon which they are now located lying entirely south of tbe Cllerokee coun-
try, was set aside for them by Executive order dated Augnst 10, 1869. (For history of 
subsequent negotiations had with the Cheyennes and. Arapahoes iu regard to these 
lands, and status of the grant of 1867, as viewed by the Interior Department, see 
Honse Ex. Doc. No. 54, Forty-seventh Congress, second session; Senate Ex. Doc. No. 
Ja,.Forty-eighth CongrPss, first session.) 
TITLE OF THE OSAGE AND KANSAS, PAWNEES, 0TOE AND 1\fiSSOURTA, PONCA, AND 
NEZ PERCE AND TONKAWA TRIBES OF L-,DIANS TO PORTIONS 0.1<' THE OUTLET 
LANDS. 
OSAGE AND KANSAS INDIANS. 
lAct .June 5, 1872,17 Stat., 228.] 
AN ACT to confirm to the Great and Little Osage Indians a reservation in the Indian Territory. 
Whereas by the treaty of eighteen hundred and sixty-six between the United 
States and the Cherokee Nation of Indians, said nation ceded to the United States 
all its lamls west of the ninety-sixth rueridian west longitude, for the settlement of 
friendly Indiaus tllereon; and whereas by act of Cougress approved July fifteenth, 
eighteen hundred and seYenty (16 Stat., :362), the President was authorized and 
directed to remove the Great and Little Osuge Indians to a lo~ation in the Cherokee 
country ,-.;est of the ninety-sixth meridian, to lJe designated for them lJy the Uuited 
States authorities; and whereas it was provided by the same act of Congress that 
the laJHls of tbe Osages iu Kansas should be sold lJy the United States, and so much 
of the proceeds thereof as were IH'ce:ssary shonld he appropriated for the payment to 
the Cherokees for the lands set apart for the said O:;ages west of the ninety-sixth 
meridian; and whereas under the provisions of the alJove-mentioned treaty and act 
of Congress, and concurrent action of the authorities of the United States and the Cher-
okee Nation,:the sa.id o~ages were removed from their former homes in the S tate of Kan-
sas to a reserYation set apart for them in the Indian Territory, at the time of there-
moval supposed to he west of the said ninety-sixth m ... ricllan, anfl bounded on the east 
tht--reby, and upon which said Osages have made Rnbstantial and valualJle improve-
ments; and whereas by a recent survey and establishment ofthe ninety-sixth merid-
ian it appe:ns that the most valu :1 ble portion of said Osage rcst--rvatkn, and upon 
v>'hich all their ituprovements are situated, lies east of the said meridian; and whereas 
it, the»refore lJecame necessary to select other landR in lieu of those found to be east 0f 
the established ninety-sixth meridian for said Osage· Indians; and whereas a tract 
has accord mg·ly been selected lying between the western bonudar.v of the reservations 
heretofore set apart for said Indians and the main channel of the Arkansas River, 
with t.he so nth line of the State of Kansas for a northern boundary, and the north line 
of the Creek country and the main channel of the Arkansas River for a southern and 
western boundary; and whereas the act of Congress, approvefl July fifteenth, eight-
een hundred and seventy, restricts the said reservation for said. Osage Jndians to" a 
tract of Jand in compact form equal in quantity to one hundred and sixty acres for 
each memlJer of said tribe;" and whereas in a letter ofthe Cherokee deleg·ation, ad-
dressed to the Secretary of the Interior on the eighth day of April, eightee-n hnndred 
and seventy-two, on hehnlf of the Chrrokee Nation, containing their approval of 
and assent to the proposition to proYide for the settlement of the Osa,ge and Kaw 
Indians on that portion of t.he Cherokee country lying west of the ninety-sixth de-
gree west longituue, south of Kansas1 east and north of the Arkansas River. Therefore, 
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House OJ Representatives of the United States of .AnteJ·ica 
n Congress assembled, That in order to provide said Osage tribe of Indians with a res-
irvation, and secure to them a sufficient quantity of land suitable for cultivation, 
ehe following-described tract of country west. oftbe established ninety-sixth meridian, 
tn the Indian Territory, be, and the same is hereby set apart for and confirmed as their 
ireservation, namely: Bounded on the east by the ninety-Rixth meridian, on tbe south 
and west by t.he north line of the Creek country and the main channel of the Arkan-
sas River, and on the north by tbe south line of the State of Kansas: P1·ot•ided, That 
the location as aforesaid shall be made under the pTovisions of article sixteen of the 
treaty of eighteen hundred and sixty-six, so far as the same may be applicable 
thereto: Ancl provid(d further, That said Great and Little Osage tribe of Indians shall 
permit the settlement within tbe limits of said tract of land (of) the Kansas tribe of 
Indians, the land so settled and occupied by said Kansas Indians, not exceeding one 
bundred and sixty acres for each member of said tribe, to be paid for by said Kansas 
tribe of Indians out of the proceeds of the sales of their lands in Kansas, at a price 
not exceedmg tbat paid by the Great and Little Osage Indians to the Cherokee Na-
tion of Indians. 
(Act March 3, 1873; 17 Stat., 538.] 
.lndian Bureau.-That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized 
and directed to transfer from the proceeds of eale of the Osage Indian lands in Kan-
sas, made in accordance with tbe twelfth section of the act of Congress approved 
July fifteenth, eighteen hnndrecl and sevent.y, the sum ot one million six hundred and 
fifty thousand six hundred dollars, or so mncb tbereof as may be necessary. to pay 
for lands purchased by the Osages from the Cheroke~s, and to place the same on the 
books of his Department to the credit of the Cherokee Indians. The same shall bear 
interest at the rate of fhe per cent, in accordance with the act of Congress approved 
June fifth, eighteen hundred and f:>eventy-two, entitled "Au act to contirm to the 
Great and Little Osag-e ludians a reservation in the lwlia.n Territory," and the acts 
of Congress and treat.ies therein mentioned ancl referred to, whenever the amount to 
be so transfeucd. shall be certified to the said Secretary of the Treasury by the Secre-
tary of the Interior. * " * 
[Act March 3, 1883; 22 Stllt., 624.] 
• * That the sum of three hundred thousand dollars is hC'reby appropriated to 
be paid into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation ont of tlw funds <lne nnder appra.ise-
DH'Dt tor Cherokee lands west of the ArkanHas River, whicb snm shall be expende1l as 
the acts of the CherokPe legislature direct, this amonnt to lJe imtnNliately available: 
Prm•ided, That the Cherokee Nation, through its proper authorities, shall execute 
conveyanc·e'l, Hatisfactory to the St>cretary of the Interior, to t,he United States in 
trust only for the bent'l'tt of the Pn,wnees, Poucas, 'Nez Perces, Oto1·s, and Mis-;onrias, 
and O;,ages now oc1mpying said tract, as they respectively occupy the same before the 
paj·rucut of said sum of money. ,. * * 
[Deed June 14, 1883.] 
Deed of conveyance of t.his date made by the Cherokee Nation to the United States 
in trust for the use and benefit of tbe Osage and Kaul:las Iuuians, agreeauly to the 
foregoing item. 
[Act May 29, 1872; 17 Stat., 190.j 
APPRAISEMl~NT OJ!' LANDS WEST OJ!' THE ARKANSAS RIVER. 
, SEc. 5. That the President of the UnitPd States and the Secretary of the Interior 
are bereuy anthorizecl to make an appraisement of the Cherokee lanch; ]~'in~ west of 
the uiuet_, -sixth meridian of west loug-itude, and we:-t of the land of the Osage In-
dians, in t,be Ioclian Territory, and sonrb of the sontlwru line of the State of Kansas, 
ceded to the United States by the ')hcwokPe Indians under tlleir treaty of July nine-
teenth, eighteen bundred aud sixtJ-six, for the settlement of friendly Indians, and 
report the Ha111e to Congress: P1·ovided, That the .Secretary of the Interior be, and be 
hereby is, autborizecl to negotiate with the Soutlwru Cheyennes and Arapalloes for 
the relin1ptishment of tllc'ir claim to the la,nd cetletl to tht~ut u.v the second article of 
the trf'at.y of Ustoher twt. .ty-eig·hth, cigllteeu linntlre.L a.nll sixty-seven, out of the 
cession macle hy the Uberokees in the treaty of .J nly nineteenth, eighteen hnnclred 
and sixty-six; such relintJ uiohtUeut, if ol>taiued, to be in consideration of a sufficient 
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and permanent location for the said Cheyennes and Arapalloes upon the lands ceded 
to the United States by the Creeks and Seminoles in the treaties of March twenty-
first and. June fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six; and that the Secretary 
report the action taken by him under this provision to Congress at its next ses-
sion. * if * 
[Act .July 31, 1876 ; 19 Stat., 120.] 
* * " For this amount, or so much thereof as may be required to pay the ex-
penses of a commission to be appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, to appraise 
certain Cherokee lands in the Indian Territory, in aecordauce with the fifth section 
of the act making appropriations for the expenses of the Indian Department, ap-
proved May twenty-ninth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, five thousand dol-
lars. * * * 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 78, Fifty-first Congress, first session, page 12.] 
NoTE.-The total area of Cherokee lands lying west of the Arkansas River amounts 
to 6,574,486.G5 acres, which on June 2:3, 187~, in pursuance of the authority vested in 
him by the act of May 29, 1872 (17 Stat., 190), and the act of July :n, 1876 (19 Stat., 
120), supra, were appraised by the President as follows, viz: 
Pawnees. 
6, 344, 572. 51 acres, at 47.49 cents per acre ...•.........•.••.•..•.. $3, 013, 037. 481~0-% 
230, 014.04 acres, at 70 cents per acre............................ 161,009.821.8.0%-
6, 574,486.55 ~ 174,047. 31-r=l00.6 
This appra)sement was objected to by the Cherokees as illegal and in violation of 
the sixteenth article of the treaty of 1866. (For history and details of appraise-
ment, correspondence, etc., see House Ex. Doc. No. 54, Forty-seventh Congress, sec-
ond session.) 
[Act AprillO, 1876; 19 Stat., 28.) 
PAWNEES. 
SEC. 4. That the following-described reservation in Indian Territory be, and the 
same is hereby, set apart for:the use and occupation of the Paw nee tribe of Indians, 
namely, all that tract of country between the Ctmiuron and Arkansas rivers em-
braced within the limits of townships twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-three, and 
twenty-four north, of range four east, townships eighteen, nineteen, twenty, twenty-
one, twenty-two, twenty-three, and twenty-four north, of range five east, townships 
eighteen, nineteen, twenty, twenty-one, twenty-two, and twenty-three north, of 
range six east of the Indian meridian: Provided, 'I' hat the terms of the sixteenth ar-
ticle ofthe Cherokee treaty of July nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, shall 
be complied with so far as the same may be applicable thereto: And p1·ovided ju1·thm·, 
That the sum to be paid to the Cherokees by the Pawnees for such quantity of the 
land herein described as may be within the limits of the Cherokee country, west of 
the ninety-sixth meridian of west longitude, shall not exceed seventy cents per acre: 
And provided also, That the portion of the reservation herein described lying within 
the territory ceded to the United States by the third "'article of the Creek treaty of 
June fourteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, shall be paid for by said Pawnees 
at· the rate of thirty cents per acre. * " *. 
[Act March 3, 1883,22 Stat., 624.J 
* * * That the sum of three hundred thousand dollars is hereby appropriated 
to be paid into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation, out of tho funds due under ap-
praisement for Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River, which sum shall be ex-
pended as the acts of the Cherokee legislature direct~ this amount to be immediately 
available: Provided, That the Cherokee Nation, through its proper authorities, shall 
execute conveyances, satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior, to the United 
States in trust only for the benefit of the Pawnees, Poncas, Nez Perces, Otoes and Mis-
sourias, and Osages, now occupying said tract, as they _respectively occupy the same 
before the payment of said sum of money. * * * 
[Deed .Tune 14,1883.1 
Deed of conveyance of this date from the Cherokee Nation to the United States in 
trt\st fo:f the ll.Se ~nq benefit o.f the :Pawnee lndians agreeably to the foregoing item. 
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OTOES AND 1\:USSOURIAS, 
[.Act March 3, 1881, 21 Stat., 380.] 
.AN ACT to provide for the sale of tbe remainder of the reservation of the Confederated Otoe and 
Missouria Tribes of Indians in the State of Nebraska and Kansas, and for other purposes. 
SEc. 5. That the Secretary of the Interior may, with the consent of the Indians, 
expresserl in open council, secure other reservation lands upon which to locate said 
Indians, cause their removal thereto, and expend such sum as may be necessary for 
their comfort and advancement in civilization, not exceeding one hundred thousand 
oollars, including costs of surveys and expense of removal, the same to be drawn from 
the fund arising from the sale of their reservation lands under the act approved 
August fifteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-six. * 
[Executive order, June 25, 1881.] 
DEPARTMENT OF TH:i;; INTERIOR, 
Washington, June 25, 1881. 
SIR: .Agreeably to your recommendation of the 13th instant, the following de-
scribed lands in the Indian Territory, west of the ninety-sixth degree, west longitude, 
in t.he tract ceded to the United States by the Cherokees for the settlement of friendly 
Indians, by the sixteenth atticle of their treaty of .July 19, 1866, are hereby designated 
and assigned for the use and occupation of the Confederated Otoe and Missonria tribes 
of Indians, under the provisions of the act of Congress approved March 3, H:ltll (21 
8tats., p, 3tH), namely: 
Township 22 north, range 1 east, containing··---- ..•. ---- ...... -----· .. 
Township 23 north, range 1 east, containing . ___ ................... __ ... 
'l'own!:!bip ~3 nortb , range 2 east, containing ......... _ .... __ .... __ .... _. 
Township 23 north, range 2 east, containmg .....•.••••.. __ •.... __ . _. __ . 







Also that portion of towuship 23 north, range 3 east, lying west of the 
Arkansas Hi ver, containing ............ -:. ......... _ ......... __ ...... ;. 14,098.84 
Total anreage ..••••...••.••••••. --.-. . . . • . . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • . . . • . . . . 129, 113. 20 
The papers which accompanied your letter before noted are herewith returned. 
S. J. KIRKWOOD, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN .AFFAIRS. 
Secretary. 
[Act March 3, 1883, 22 Stat., 624.] 
That the sum of three hundred thousand do1lars is hereby appropriated 
to be paid into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation out of the funds due under ap-
praisement for Cherokee lands west of the .Arkansas River, which surn shall be ex-
pendPd as the acts of the Cherokee legislature direct, this amount to be immediately 
ava.ilable: Provided, That the Cherokee Nation, through its proper authorities, shall 
execute conveyances, satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior, to the United States 
in trnst only for the benefit of the Pawnees, Poncas, Nez Perces; Otoes, and Missou-
rias, and Osages, now occupying said tract, as they respectively occupy the same be-
fore payment of said sum of money. * ,. ,. · 
[Deed June 14, 1883.] 
Deed o~ ~couveyance of this date from the Cherokee Nation to the United States in 
trust for t•ue use and benefit of the Otoe and Missouria tribe of Indians agreeably to 
the foregoing item. 
PONCAS. 
[Act August 15,1876,.19 Stat., 192.1 
• For this amount for subsistence, including the Yankton, Sioux, and Pon-
cas, and for purposes of their civilization one million dollars: * Providedfu~·­
ther, That the Secretary of the Interior may use 0f the foregoing amounts the sum of 
twenty-five thous:1nd dollars for the removal of the Poncas to the Indian Territory, 
and providing them a home therein, with the consent of said band. ,. • • 
s. Rep. 2-27 
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(Act March 3, 1877; HI Stat., 287.) 
* * * For this amount, for subsistence, including the Yankton, Sioux, and Pon-
cas, and for other purposes of their civihzation, one million one lmndred and twenty-
five thousand dollars. ~ * ~" And providedjnrther, That the sum of fifteen thou-
sand dollars of this apprepriation, in addition to that heretofore appropriate1l, may 
be used for the removal and permanent location of the Poncas in the Indian Terri-
tory. * * .. 
[Act May 27, 1878; 20 Stat.,76.] 
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to be expended under 
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, to be immediately available in tbe re-
moval of the Ponca Indians from their present location on the Quapaw Reservation, 
Indian Territory, to a new one west of the Kaw or Kansas and between the Arkan-
sas and Shakaskia nvers, au d. for their settlement thereon, preparation of land. for cul-
tivation, purchase of agricultural implements, wagons, stock cattle, and such other 
articles as may be required for their advancement m civilization, including the em-
ployment of such skilled labor as may be necessary to aid and teach them civilized 
pursuits with a view to their future self-.support, thirty thousand dollars, an1l which 
amount may be immediately available; in all, forty-five thousand five hundred dol-
lars. * * * 
tAct March 3,1881; 21Stat., 422.] 
* * For the purchase of one hundred and one thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-four acres of lanu in the Indian Territory, where most of these Indians (Pon-
cas) are now located, fifty thousand dollars. * * * 
r Act March 3, 1883; 22 Stat., 624.] 
* .,. That the sum of three hundred thousand dollars is hereby appropriated, 
to be paid into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation, out of the fund& due under ap-
praisement for Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River, which sum shall be ex-
pended as the acts of the Cherokee legislature direct, this amount to be immediately 
available: P1·ovided, That the Cherokee Nation, through its proper authorities, shall 
execute conveyances, satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior, to the Unite<l States 
in trust only for the benefit of tbe Pawnees, Poncas, Nez Perces, Otoes and Missou-
rias, and Osages now occupying said tract, as they respectively occupy the same be-
fore payment of said sum of money. * * * 
[Deed .Tune 4, 1883.] 
Deed of conveyance of this date from the Cherokee Nation to the United. States in 
trust for the use and benefit of the Ponca tribe of Indians, agreeably to the foregoing 
item. 
NEZ PERCl!:S AND TONKA WAS. 
[Act May 27, 1878; 20 Stat., 74.1 
* * * Nez Perces of Joseph's Band.-For this amount, or so much thereof as may 
be necessary, to be expended under the direction of the 8ecretary of the Interior iu 
the removal of the Nez Perces Indians of .Joseph's baud, now held as prisoners of 
war at Fort Leavenwort.b, Kansas, to such suitable location in the Indian Territory as 
the United States has a right to use for such purpose, consistent with existing treat-
ies or arrangements with tribes occupying Indian Territory, and for their settlement 
thereon, and for clothing. subsistence, and snch other a.rt.icles as maybe required for 
their advaucement in civilization, including the employment of such skilled labor as 
may be necessary to aid in teaching them civilized pursuits with a view to their 
future self support, the sum of twen·ty thonsancl dollars: P1·ovided, That such amonut 
of the above sum as may be necessary for said removal and for subsistence for 
remainder of the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-
~ight, may be immediately available. * " * 
[Act March 3, 1883 ; 22 Stat., 624.' 
* That the sum of three hundred thom;and dol1ars iR hereby appropriated, 
to be pain into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation out of the funds due under ap-
praisement for Cherokee lauds west of the Arkansas River, which sum shall be 
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expended as the acts of the Cherol\ee ltlgis1atnr0 direct, thiH amonnt to be immedi-
diately available: Provided, That the CberokPe Nation, tbrongh its proper antborities, 
shall execute conYeyancPs, sat.Jsl"actory to the ~ecretar.v of the Interwr, to the United 
States in trust only for the l.leuetit of the Pnwnees, Poncas, Nez Perce::;, Otoes and 
Missourias, and Osages now occupying said tract, as they respectively occupy the 
same before the payment of said sum of money. ,.. * * 
LDred .Jm1e 14, 1883.] 
Deed of conveyance of this date from the Cherokee Nation to the United States in 
trust for the use and benefit of the Nez Perces tribe of Indians, agreeal.lly t.o the fore-
going item. 
[Act .July 4, 1884; 23 Stat., 90.] 
* In support and civilization of J osepll's l.land of Nez Perce Indians in the 
Indian Territory, twenty thousand do11:us; an1l of this amount. a sum not exceeding 
one thousand six hundrt:ld and twPnty-five dollars may be paid, nwler tlH· direction 
of the Secretary of the Interior, to James RenlJHo, for expenses iucurred l.ly him in 
taking thirty-three Nez Perce Indians 1rom t.he Indian Terri~ory to Idaho; and the 
Secretary of the Interior is authorized to expend the l.lalance of this ~tppropriatwn for 
tbe removal of the Nez Perce In1lians !lOW in the Indian Territory to :some other 
location, and if he deem it proper so to do, and for their support at such new loca-
tion. 
fAct March 3, 1885; 23 Stat., 378.] 
* * For support and civilization of Joseph's lland of Nez Perce Indians, 
eighteen thousand dollars; and the Secretary of the Interior is authorize<! to expend 
of this amount a sufficient sum, which is hereuy made immediately available for t.he 
purpose, for the removal of the Nez Perce Indians now iu the Indian Territory to 
some other location, if he deem it proper Ro to do. 
[Deed May 22, 1885.) 
Deed of relinquishment and quitclaim from Nez Perce Indians to the United States 
in trust for the use and benefit of sncb Indians as the United States might see fit to 
locate thereon, of all their right, title, and interest in and to said lands. 
(AntAugnst7, 1882; 22 Stat., 349.1 
Be it enacted by the Senate and Honse of Rep1·esentath•e8 of the United States of A1ner-
ica in Oong1·ess assemblr-d, That the legi8hLtive council of the Cherokee Natio!l may 
execute a lease of the salines or salt deposits on the plains, not to exceed three in 
number, located on the lands of the Cherokee Nation, lying west of the ninet,'i'·Sixth 
degree of longituJe in the Indian Territory, and so much land connected therewith 
as may be necessary for the working of the same for a period of not exceeding 
twenty years, with right of a highwa.y for ingress and egress to he res '1'\'<'(l for such 
purpose and to facilitate the manut'aetnrc of salt, and the conditiO'!lS of which lease 
shall insure the payment to the ChProkee national an thoritics of a royalty of not less 
than one do}lar per ton, said lease beiug snbjcct to such conflitions aud to t.be proper 
jurisdiction of the Cherokee national legislature, and said le:tse and conditions sub-
ject to the approval of the Seceetary of the Interior: Prol'iclcd, Thr.t the proceeds of 
such royalty from the manufacture of salt shall l.le in a(ltlition to the educational fund 
of said nation: And provided furthe1·, That said saline~ shall continue subject to any 
rigbts of the United States under >iections fiftPen alld sixteon of the treatv of July 
nineteenth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, with the Cherokee India!ls; and said lease 
or leases shall be liable to revocation by the legislative council of the Cherokee Na-
tion and the Secretary of the Interior for the noll-performance of any such condi tiona. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 78, Fifty-first Congress, first session, pp.14, 15.] 
Payrnents to the Cherokee Nation on acconnt of lands west of 96°, exclnsive of amount 
paid by Osages ($1,09~),1:~7.41). 
Amount appropriated l.ly an item contained in the act of Congress ap-
proved Jnne 16, 18t30 (21 Stat.,4~), to l.le paid into the treasur.v of the 
Cherokee Nation ont of the fnn<ls dne said nation for its lands in the 
Indian Territory west of the Arkansas l{i ver .. _ •••...•...•. _ ••••.. _. $300, 000. 00 
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Amount paid for the lands assigned to tlle Ponca Indians out of the ap-
propriation made by an item contained in the act of Congress approved 
March 3, 1tl81 (:H Stat., 4:l:2) .•.••• ••••.•••••.•.••• .•.• -- •• ---- .• ---... $48, 389.46 
Amount appropriated hy an item containfld in the act of Congress ap-
proved March 3, 188:~ (2:2 Stat., 624), to be paid into the treasury of 
the Cherokee Nation out. of the funds dne under appraisement for 
Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River .... - ... --.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300, 000. 00 
Amount appropriated by the act of Congress approved October 19, 1888 
(25 Stat., 609), to pay certa1n freedmcm and Delaware and Shawnee 
Indians their proportion of the amount appropriated by the ad of Con-
gress approved March 3, 188:3 <.24 St.at.,624) ·----- ---------- .... ·----- 75,000.00 
Amount appropriated l>y an ltem containccl. in the act approved Mareh 
2, 1889 (~f> Stat., 994), to enal>le the Secretary of the Interior to ascer-
tain who are en titled to share in the distribution of the $75,000 appro-
priated Octol>er 19, 1888 (25 Stat., 609) ... -- .. - .•.............. --····. 5, 000.00 
Total .. , ••. ---. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 728, 889. 46 
(NOTE.-rt may not require the whole of the $75,000 appropriation to pay the 
freedmen and Delaware and Shawnee Indians, and the appropriation, $5,000, may 
not be exhansted in determining who are entitled to share in the distribution of the 
appropriation of $75,000.) 
APPROPRIATION ITEMS RECOGNIZING THE LEGISLATURE OF THE CHEROKEES AS A. 
LAW-MAKING BODY. 
[Act .June 16, 1880; 21 Sta.t., 248.] 
That the sum of three hundred thousand dollars is hereby appropriated, to be paid 
into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation, out of the fund due said nation for its 
lands in the Indian Territory west of the Arkansas River, as per estimate of the Sec-
retary of the Interior, and which sum shall be expended, as the acts of the Cherokee 
legislature direct, to relieve the destitution of the Cherokee people caused by the 
fat lure of the crops during the past season by reason of the drought; this amount to 
be immediately available. 
[.A.ct March 3, 1881; 21 Stat., 422.] 
For the purchase of one hundred and one thousand eight hundred and ninety-fom 
acres of land in the Indian Territory, where most of these [Ponca] Indians are now 
located, fifty thousand dollars. 
,{A.ctMarch 3, 1883; 22 Stat., 624.j 
That the sum of three hundred thousand dollars is hereby appropriated, to be paid 
into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation, out of the fund due under appraisement for 
Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River, which sum shall be expended as the acts 
of the Cherokee legislature direct; this amount to be immediately available: Pt·o-
vided, That the Cherokee Nation, through its proper authorities, shall execute con-
veyances, satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior, to the United States in trust 
only for the benefit of the Pawnees, Poncas. Nez Perces, Otoes and Missourias, and 
Osages now occupying said tract, as they respectively occupy the same, before the 
payment of said sum of money. * * * 
[Act October 19, 1888; 25 Stat., 608.) 
Whereas by an item in the act making appropriations for snndry civil expenses of 
the Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eight~en hundred and 
eight.y-four, and for other purposes, approved March third, eighteen hundred and 
eighty-three, the sum of three hnndred thousand dollars was appropriated, to be paid 
into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation, out of the fund due under appraisement 
for Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River, which sum shall be expended as the 
acts of the Cherokee legislature direct; and 
Whereas by an act of the Cherokee legislature, which was passed over the veto of 
the principal chief and became a law on the nineteenth day of May, eighteen hundred 
and eighty-three, the principal chief was ttirected to cause .. the said sum of three 
hundred t.honsand dollars to be paid out pe1· capita to the citizens of the Cherokee 
Nation by blood, and which snrn has been paid out only to Cherokee citizens by blood, 
as directed by said act ; and 
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Whereas by the said act of the Cherokee legislature, the aforesaid freedmen, Del-
aware and Shawnee Indian~ have been deprived of their legal and just dues guaran-
teed them by treaty stipulations: Therefore, 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of .Representatives of the United States of .A:rner-
ica in Congress assembled, That there be, and hereby is, appropriated, out of any money 
in the Treasury not or her wise appropriated, the sum of seventy-five thousand dollars, 
or so much t.hereof as may be necessary, to carry out the provisions of this act; ann 
the amount actually expended shall be charged against the Cherokee Nation, on ac-
count of its lands west of the Arkansas River, aud shall be a lien on said lands, and 
which shall be deducted from any payment hereafter made on account of said lands. 
The said sum, or so much thereof as may be necessar.r, Hhall be by the Secretary of 
the Interior distributedper capita, first, among such freedmen and their descendants 
as are mentioned in the ninth article of the treaty of July nineteenth, eighteen hun-
dred and sixty-six, between the United States and the Cherokee Nation of Indians; 
second, among the Delaware tribe of Indians incorporater1 into the Cherokee Nation 
by the terms of a certain agreement entered into between the said Cherokee Nation 
and Delaware Indians, under the provisions of the fifteenth article of the aforesaid 
treaty, on the eighth day of April, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven ; and, third, 
among the Shawnee tribe of Indians incorporated into the,Cherokee Nation by the 
terms of a certain agreement entered into between the said Cherokee Nation and 
Shawnee Indians, under the provisions of the aforesaid article and treaty, on the 
seventh day of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, and approved, respectively, 
by the President of the United States and the Secretary of the Interior on the ninth · 
day of June, eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, in snell manner and iu such amount 
or amounts as will equalize the pe1· capita pa.yment made to Cllerokees by blood, in 
accordance with the act of the Cherokee legislature aforesaid, out of the sum of three 
hundred thousand dollars appropriated by the act of March third, eighteen hundred 
and eighty-three, aforesaid. ' 
fAct March 2, 1889, 25 Stat., 994.] 
To enable the Secretary of the Interior to ascertain who are entitled to share in the 
pe1· capita distribution of the sum of seventy-five thousand dollars appropriated by the 
act approved .Oct,obc:r nineteenth, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, entitled "An 
act to secure to the Cherokee freedmen and others their proportion of certain pro-
ceeds of land under the act of March third, eighteen hnndred and eighty-three, and 
to make payment thereof," the sum of five thousand dollars, or so mnch thereof as may 
be necessary, and to compensate in such snm as he may deem reasonable any duly 
authorized agent or agents act,ing for said freedmen and rendering them aid in ob-
taining the allowance of said seveuty-tive thonsaud dollars, the sum of fifteen tllou-
sand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessar.v; and the amount so expended in 
ascertaini.ng to whom said money shali be paid. shall be c!Jarged against the Cherokee 
Nation on account of its landi>, anc1 shall be deducted from any payment hereafter 
mafle on ncconnt of said lands. And said Secretary is hereby authorized and directed 
to make inquiry and. report to tile uext sessio~1 of Congress wllat other sums of money, 
if any, have been appropriated by the Cherokee Nation in violation of their treaty 
obligations in reference to freedmen in saiu nation, and what sum would be required 
to secure to !:laid freedmen those treaty rights in respect to the same. 
$ It • 
JUDICIAL OPINIONS ON TITLE. 
[Holden v. Joy, 17 Wall., 211. U.S. S.C., Dec. T., 1871.] 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE. 
1. The treaty of the 29th December, 1835, between the United States and the Cherokee 
Indians, was not made in virtue of the act of May, 1830, authorizing an "ex-
change" oflandswest of the Mississippi for the territory claimed or occupied 
by any tribe of Indians within the limits of any State or Territory, but was 
mnc1e 1mder the treaty-making power vested by the Constitution in the Presi-
dent. and Senate. 
2. 'l'he Indian tri l.Je~ are capable of taking as owners in fee simple lands by purchase 
where the Unite11 St::Ltes in form, and for a valuable and. ad.equate con~idera. 
tiou, to sell them to them. 
3. Such sale is properly made by a treaty. 
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4. The above-mentioned treaty of 29th December, 1835, made such a sale to the 
Cherokee Indians of the lands west of the Mississippi, known as the "Cherokee 
neutra-l lamls," and the fact and validity of the sale have been recognized by 
Congress through appropriations made in execution of the treaty making 
it. * * * 
Referring to the clause in the patent to the Chl'rokees, which provides that the 
l ands embraced therein shall revert to the United States if the Indians become ex-
tinct or abandon the same, the United States Supreme Court said: 
"* * •¥ Possess~d as t·he United States were of the fee-simple title to the neutral 
lands discharged of the right of occupancy by the Osage Indians, it was clearly com-
petent for the proper authorities of the Unitefl States to convey the same to the 
Cherokee Nation. Subsequent acts of the United States show that the stipulations, 
covenants, and agreements of the treaty in question were reganlcd by nll the Depart-
ments of the Government as creating bimlin,g obligations, as fully appears from the 
fact they all concurred in carrying the provisions into full effect. (::\linis v. United 
States, 15 Pet., 448; Porterfield v. Clark, 2 How., 76.) Appropriations were made for 
surveys, and surveys were ordered, and plats were made, and on the 1st December, 
1838, a patent for the land promise(l was issued by the President in full execution 
of the second and tl1ird articles of the treaty. 
"Among other things, it is recited in the patent that it is issued in execution of 
the agreements and stipulations contained in the snid several treaties, and that the 
United States do give and grant unto the Cherokee Nation the two described tracts of 
land as surveyed, containing the whole quantity therein mentioned, to have and to bold 
the same, together with all the rights, privileges, and appurtenances thereto belong-
ing to the said Cherokee N atiou forever, subject to certain conditions therein specifieu1 
of which the last one is th:Lt the lands hereby granted shall revert to the United 
States if the said Cherokee Nation becomes extinct or abandons the premises. * * * 
"Objection is made by the appellant that the tre~tty was inopenttive to convey 
neutral lands to tho Cherokee Nation, which may be well admitted, as none of its pro-
visions purport proprio rig ore to make any such conveyance. Nothing- of the kind 
if:l pretendeu, but the stipu1ation of the second article of the treaty is that the United 
Sta,tes covenant anll ngree to convey to the said Indians and their descendants, by 
patent in fee simple, the described additional tract, meaning the tract known as the 
neutral lauds; and the third article of the treaty stipulates that the lands ceded by 
the treaty, as well as those ceded h:r a prior treaty, shall all be included in one patent, 
to be executed ttl the Cherokee Nation of Indians by the President according to the 
provisions of the before-mentioned act of Congress. 
"Suppose that is so, sWl it is insisted that the President and Senate in conclud-
ing such a treaty conld not lawfully covenant that a patent should issue to convey 
lands which belongetl to the United States without the consent of Congress, which 
can not be admitted. On the contrary, there are many authorities where it is held 
that a treaty may convey to a grantee a good title to such lands without an act of 
Congress conferring it, and that Congress has no constitutional power to settle or 
interfere with ri,ghts under treaties, except in cases purel,y political. Much reason 
exists, in view of those aut,horities and others which might be referred to, for hold-
ing that the obJection of the appellaut is not well founded, but it is not necessary 
to decide the question in this case, as the treaty in question has been fully carried 
into effect, and its provisions have been repeatedly recognized by Congress as valid. 
Congress, on the 2nd Jul.>, 1836, appropriated $.J.,500,000 for the amount stipulated to 
be paid for the lands cedetl by the Cherokees in the first article of the treaty, de-
ducting the cost of the land to be conveyed to them west of the Mississippi under 
the second article of the same treaty, which is the precise amount stipulated to be 
paid for the coneession, deducting the consideration which .the Iudians agreed to 
~now for the nentra.llands. Appropriations were also made by that act to fulfil and. 
execute the stipulations, convenants, and agreements contained in the fourth, 
eleventh, seventeenth, and eighteenth articles of the treaty, and for the removal of 
the Cherokees, and for f:lurveying the lands set apart by treaty stipulations for the 
Cherokee Indians west of the Mississippi RiYer. Commissioners were appointed to 
adjudicate the claims of individual Cherokees, as provided in the thirteenth article 
of the treaty, and their compensation was fixed by Congress, and appropriations 
were made by Congress for that purpose. Such a board was duly constituted, con-
sisting of two commissioners, and it was made the duty of the Attorney-General, in 
case of their disagreement, to decide the point in difference. 
"Prior treaties between the United States and the Cherokee Nation proving to be 
insufficient to protect and promote their respective interests, the contracting parties 
on the 15th of July, 1866, made a new treaty of. that date by the first article of which 
they declare tha.t the pretended treaty made with the so-called Confederate St.ates 
by the Cherokee Nation on the 7th of October, 1861, is void, which is all that need 
be said upon the subject, as both parties repudiate the instrument and concur that 
it is of no effect. ., 
* • .- ft • • 
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((Two oujeetion:; are mn,1n to the title of t1H~ appellre m; afl'<'rtet1 h~· that treal)·, 
in addition to those urged to show that the prior treat~· bet ween the same parties 
was inoperative nnd invalid. It is contended u~· tile app,·llant that the Cherokee 
possessory right to the neutral lands was exti11g·uitihed by the seventeeuth artide of 
the treaty, ·which undoubtedly is correct, but the conclmliou "·hicb he attempts to 
deduce from that fact can not he sustainet1, that the Chrrokce Natiou :~hamloued 
the lands within the meaning of the last condition insertPd in the patent by which 
they acquired the same from the UnitPtl States. 
"Strong do11hts are entertained whether that condition in the patent is valid, as 
it was not authorized by the treat~· under ·which it was i~:-~sned. By the treaty the 
United States eoYenant<'d and agret•d to convey tht·· landt- in ice-simple title, and it 
may be well helJ that if that coudition rcduc<'<l the estai<' em1vcye<l to less than a 
fee, it is void, but it is not necessary to decide that point, as it is clear that if it is 
valid it is a condition subsequent, whict. no one but the grantor in this caHe can set 
up nuder any circumstances. 
11 Even if the rnle was otherwise, still the point could not avail the appellant, as 
the parties mauiff'stly waivetl it in this case, nor is it trne that the sale in trust by 
the Cherokee Nation to thGir former grantor constitutes sueh au a bawlonmcn t of the 
premises as that contemplated by the condition inserted in the patent." 
[United States v. Ben Ree~e, ;; DilL, 405. United States district court, we.;tern district of 
Arkansas, May term, 187.9.] 
In the case of the United Sates v. Ben Reese, which came np on demurrer to in-
formation filec1 by the Fnitecl States district attorney charg-ing defendant with a 
violation of sec·tion 5388 Uuitecl States Revised l::\t:1tntes, " by unlawfully cutting 
timber on lands situated and l~·ing in the Cherokee Nation in the Indian country in 
the western district of Arkansas, which said lands in pnrsnanC'e of law may be re-
sen·ed and purchased hy the United States for military or other purposes," the 
United Hta tcs court for the western district of Arkansas after reviewing the various 
treaties and acts of Congress uucler which the Cherokee N:ttiou deri,·es title to its 
lands, held that the title of the Unitecl S-tates passed to the Cherokee Nation under 
the treaty of 1833. 
"* * * Now, the question arises, what kincl of :t title do these several treaties 
aucl this law of 1830 give the Cherokees to their lands? If it were not for the treaty 
of 1835, the treaty of 1833 i~:> broa<l enough in its terms to convey a fee-~:>imple title. 
'l'his treaty is snbsf'qnent in date to the net of 1830, which contained the clause that 
the lanlls should revert to the United States if the Indians 'become extinct or 
abandon the same.' There is no limitation to the title conveyed Ly the Unite(:. 
States of 1833. If such treaty is inconsistent ·with the law of 1830, it repealed so 
mnch of it a~; was inconsistent. Besides the act did not make any grant, it only 
provided that it might be done. 
"'l'he treat,y-making power was not limited by its terms, as the authority to make a 
treaty with the Indian tribes was one which tho treaty-making power deriYc'd from a 
source higher than an act of Con!~ress, to wit, the Constitution. And by thiH power 
the President and the Senate of the United States could make a treaty with any In-
dian tribe, extending to all objects, whi<·h, in the interconrse ofuations, had usually 
been regarded as the proper subject of negotiation and treaty, if not inconsistent 
with the nature of our GoYernment and the relation between the StateR and United 
States. Thil'l treaty-making vower coultlmake a sale or gnmt of land without an act 
of Congress. It could lawfully :proYidc that a patent ~:>honl<l issue to convey lands 
which belong to the Unitetl States without the consent of Congress, and in such cas6 
the grantee wonltl have a goo'l title. (Hol,1en 1·s. Joy, 17 \Vallace, 247; Unitecl 
States vs. Brooks, 10 liowarcl, 442; Meigs vs. McClnrg,!) Cranch, 11.) 
"Uongreo!:l has no constitutional right to interfere with rights under treaties, ex-
cept in cases purely political. (llohlen 11. Joy, 17 ·wan .. 247; Wilson v. Wall, 6 \Val-
lace, 89; ln~nrance Company v. Carter, 1 Peters, 542; Doe v. \Yilson, 23 Howard, 461; 
:Mitchell v. United States, 9 Peters, 749; The Kansas Indians, 5 Wallace, 737; 2 Story 
on Constitution, sec. 1308; Foster 1'. Neilson, 2 Peters, 254; Cre\YS v. Burcham, 1 
Black, 356; Worcester t'. Georgia, 6 Peters, 562; Blair v. Pathklller, 2 Y crger, 407; 
Harris v. Burnett, 4 Blackford, 369.) If title passed by the treaty of 1833 there were 
no restrictions npon it. 
"But it may be asked, how could this title be held to be a title in fee when the 
word heirs was not used in the granU At the common law, by a rule ·which in this 
country is purely technical, the word hl'il's is necesr-;ary. But this rule diclnot apply 
to grants to a corporation aggregate. The fee passed without thc~wonls hei1·s o1· 
successors, because in jnclgment of law a corporation newer diel::l and m immortal by 
means of perpetual succession. (4 Kent Com. 7.) ThiH tribe of ln<1ians may b<~ 
regardetlunder the law as a corporation aggregate. It ha~; been claimed by 8ome 
S. Hep. 281-3 
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that t . ..tis title obtained under the treaty of 1833 could not be a fee sim1>le title be 
cause it was takeu under the general law prohibiting the alienation of Inclian lands' 
and that this was snch a restriction upon the title as to take awny its fee simple 
character. But thi,s act was not in existence untH the 30th of June, 1834.. But it is 
said the treaty of 1833 did not operate to convey the lands described therein. This 
point is not entirely free from doubt. But it does seem to me that the words used in 
the first section of the treaty are sufficient to operate as a cession of the laud men-
tioned in the treaty. The United States agrees to possess the Cherokees and to 
guarantee to them forever, and that guarantee is hereby pledged of seven millions 
of acres of land. The United States agrees to possess whatf Why, the land de-
scribed. And to guarantee what, and for how long~ Why, not the possession, hnt 
the land, and forever. It does seem to me that this was a cession of the laud (le-
scribed. This opinion is confirmed by the language of the second artlcle of tue 
treaty of 1835. (Rev. I. T., 68.) It is: "The United States also agrees that the 
lands above, ceded by the treaty of February 14, 1833." This languag·e IS a recogiii-
tion of the cession of the lands. If they had a.lready been ceded to the Cherokees 
forever by the treaty of 1833, then the agreement by the United States, by the third 
article of the treaty of 1835: to give them a patent for these lanus according to the 
provisions of the act uf Congress of May 28, 1830, was a mere nndu1n pactwn. It 
wa:s an attempt to place a restriction upon a title which hau already passed, and 
which, according to the 1st section of the treaty of 1833 was to be evidenced by 
patent. 
"I am unable to see what consideration passed to the Indians to induce them 
to take a title of less grade, under the 3rd article of the treaty of 1835, when they, 
by the terms of the 1st article of the treaty of 1833, had one of a higher grade. 
Now, unless the treaty was afterwards modified by some other trcrtty or law, and my 
con&truction of it is the correct one, it can not be held that these lauds of the Chero-
kees are '!anus ot the United States,' in the sense of the language of section 5388 of 
the general statutes. Although the construction may be at fault, still it throws 
some light on what must have been intended by the treaty of 1835. 
"But suppose the condition contniued in the patent is valid, let us see what effect 
that has upon the title. The condition is that the lands revert to the United States 
ifthe said Cherokees become extinct or abandon the same. Now, the first of these 
conditions is one which would be silently engrafted on the grant, independent of 
any express words. When there is a grant, and the grantee and his heirs become 
extinct,. the land escheats to the State, whether the grantee be an individual or a 
body of individuals. In an ordinary patent, absolute from the government, the 
implied right of escheat to the sovereign lies beh:ind the patent. In this case it is 
expressed. 
"'l'herefore, that expressed condition does not take away the character of a fee 
simple title. But the other one, against abandonment, does. This leaves the title . 
less than a fee. But what character does it have~ Mr. Blackstone, (book 2d, chap. 
7, p. 109,) says: (A buse or qualified. fee, is such a one as hath a qualification sub-
joined thereto, and which must Le determined whenever the qualification annexed 
to it is at an end. As in case of a grant to A and his heirs, tenants of the manor of 
])ale. In this instance, whenever the heirs of A cease to be tenants of the manor the 
grant is entirely defeated. * * * This estate is a fee, because by possibility it 
may endure forever in a man and his heirs. Yet, as that duration depends upon the 
concurrence of collateral circumstances which qualify and debase tlle purity of the 
donation, it is, therefore, a qualified or base fee.' Chancellor Kent (vol. 4, p. 10 of 
his Commentaries) says: 'A qualified, base, or determinable fee, is an interest which 
may continue forever, but the estate is liable to be determined without the aid of a 
conveyance, by some act or event, circnmseribing its continuance or extent. It is 
the uncertainty of the event, and the possibility that the fee may last forever, that 
renders the estate a fee and not merely a freehold.' If the condition attached to the 
fee is one which is certain to happen, then thm·e is a reversion. If such condition is one 
which may never happen, there is not a reversion, but only a possibility of a rever-
sion. (4th Kent's Com. 9; 1 ·washburn on Real Property, p. 90, pl. 86, 87, and 88.) 
Mr. Washburn (in pl. 88, vol. 1, p. 90) says: 'If the estate be to A and his heirs till 
B comes back from Rome, the right to have it when he ~omes back is not a rever-
cion, but a mere possibility. He may not come back, and if he were to die before he 
same back, the estate would become absolute in the grantee.' 
H Here is a grant made to the Cherokees, having conditions which may never 
happen, and in view of the facts that the Cherokee Indians are not likely to be-
come extinct. and that they are now occupying the lands with no intention of 
abandoning the same, the.re is only a remote possibility of either event happening. 
In such case there is not an absolute 1·ight of ?"eversion in the Uuited States, but only 
a possibility of reversion. '!'here is a broad distinction between the rights of the 
grantee in case of a reversion, and a mere possibility of reversion, when there is 
only a }>OSsibility of reversion, all the estate is in the feoffee, notwithstanding the 
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qualification." (4 Kent's Com. 11; 2 Bouvier's Inst., sec. 1699, p. 220; 1 Washburn 
on Renl Property, pl. 89, p. 90.) 
"Tlli::; Indinn title heing a base, qnalified, or determinable fee, with only the possi-
bility of a reversion, and not tlle rig·ht of reversion in the United States, all the estate 
is in the Cherokee Nation of Indians. I cannot, therefore, see how these lands 
which hav<' be<'n rlepredated upon, can be held to be 'lands of the United States' in 
the sense of the language used in sec. 5388. * * * The demurrer is therefore 
sustained." 
[U. S. v. Payne, 2 McCrary 289. U.S. Dist. Ct. W. D. Ark., May T., 1881.] 
* The lands upon which the defendant claims to have settled were ongm-
ally a. part of the Louisiana purchase. B~y :such purchase the title thereto was vested 
in the United States. By the act of Congress May 28, 1830, the President was author-
ized to set apa1:t the country now known as the Indian <"oun1ry, or Indian Territory, 
into certain districts for the use and occupancy of Indians, to be removed there from 
east of the Mississippi RiYer. 
The provisions of the act of 1830 were supi)lemented by treaties bargaining and con-
veying certain tracts to certain tribes, by far the greater part of it having been con-
veyed to five nations, to wit, the Cherok<'es, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks, and 
Seminoles. These assignments were made to tllese tribes by tlle several treaties 
made with them, and the President, under the act of 1830, put them in possession 
thereof. * * * 
Did the power which made .this treaty have a right to reserve this land' Most 
certainly. The treaty making power has a right to convey title to the lands of the 
United States without an act of Congress, and if a treaty acts directly on the subject 
of the grant, it is eqnivalent to an act of Conf,'Tess, ~tnd the grantee has a good title. 
Holden v. Joy, 17 'Vallace 24 7; United States 1:. Brooks, 10 Howard 442; Meigs v. 
:McClung, 9 Cranch 11; as long ago as the Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 5 Pet. 1; and 
Worcester v. the State of Georgia, 6 Pet. 515. The Supreme Court of the United 
States, speaking through that most eminent of all American judges, Chief Justice 
John Marshall, held that a treaty with an Indiau tribe was like a treaty with a for-
eign nation as far as the powers of the contracting parties were concerned ; t.hat H, 
like a treaty with a foreign power, was a law equally as sacred and equally as bind-
ing as a law of Congrt:>ss. * * * 
Now we must look to the acts of the Government since the adoption of this treaty 
in order to understand its purpos~. We find. that in the year 1866 it entered upon 
the policy of settling tribes of Indians other than the five ci vilize<l tribes in the 
Indian country. Since that time by treaties, laws, and Executive orders of the Pres-
ident, it has settled. upon reservations in the Indian country the Cheyennes, Arapa-
hoes, the Kiowas, the Comanches, the \Vichitas, the Pawnees, the Sac and Fox, the 
Nez Perces, the Poncas, the M:odocs, the Kansas, the Osages, the Pottawatomies, the 
Absentee Shawnees, as well as some other small tribes. This explajns why the treaty 
making power thought on March 21, 1866, that there was an urgPnt necessity of the 
Government for more lands in the Indian Territory. This shows tlutt the Govern-
ment has not only desired. to locate other Indians in the Indian Territory, but to a 
g1·eat ext<'nt it llas consunnnate<l thn-t de:sire. It is a, matter of public hi:story that a 
number of these tribes which have been removed to t:!Je Indian conntry, taking ad-
vantage of the embarrassment of the Govermnent, gro,Ying out of the war of there-
bellion, bad gone on the war path. The Gov<>rmlH•nt was desirou:;; of securing peace 
with them and of settling them upon reservations where they could be civilized. It 
entered into treaties by which they were to be anrl. were n·move<l to Ill<li:m country. 
Then again white people in other localities were pressing on other tribes and de-
manding of the Government their remo-v-al. To get them out of the way of the white 
settlements and to locnte them where they conld he fn·<' from intrusion by the '"bites, 
they were remoYeLl to the Indian country. 'Tis true hut few of theRe tribe~:~ we1·e set-
tled on the lands in controversy; but I cite the condnet of the <Jnvernme11t in onler 
to arrive at its policy in regard to the Indian eotmtry1 and from that ]Jolicy to receive 
aid in t.he construction of the 3nl article of the ~t·mino1e tn•at·.·. The Uovernment 
wanterl to locate other Indians and freedmen thereon. The meaning of the United 
States in regard to locating other Inclians thert·iu is plain when we co11sider what 
action it has taken since that time in regard thereto. Trnf', l'mtp;rciis has recently 
prohibited the location of certain other tribes of ludianfl in that country, hut it has 
not by auy law changed the general policy. * * * 
A treaty like a statute, must be construed to give it effect, if possible, and courts 
always adhere to this rule. In construing this treaty we have a right to take into 
consideration the situation of the partie::; iu making the treaty. To get at this in-
tt·ntiou we have a right to consi<ler the constrnction the parties to tlle treaty, and 
who were to be afl'eetetl by it, have giYen it, and what has been their action under 
it. The action of the United States which I have cited is sufficient to show its con-
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strnrtion of the treaty. It is a matter of public notoriety that the other 11arty t o 
the treaty has agreed with the United Stateb in its construction. Then we h~ve 
both parties to it agreeing npon the sawe <'Onstrnctiou. That is the construction t o 
be taken as the true one unless the parties to it were mutually led into this con-
struction by fraud, accident, or mistake. In a case where the mutual construction 
was in the face of the language used and the rights of third persons intervened, the 
l anguage would be taken as governing * '¥ * 
[U. S. v. Rogers, 23 Fed. Rep., 658. U.S. D. C. W. D. Ark., Dec. T, 1884.] 
In the case of the United States vs. Rogers, which came up before the same court 
upon a question of jurisdidion between the district of Kam;as and the western dis-
trict of Arkansas under the net of January 6, 1883 (22 Stat.,400), the court again re-
views the character of tho title of the Cherokee N::ttiou, as previou13ly discussed in 
United States 1'8. Reese (s~tpra) ancl says in regard to ihc outlet lands: 
"* * ,~. By looking at the title of the Cherokees to their lauds, we find that 
they hold them all by substantially the s~1.me kind of title, the only difference being 
that the outlet is incumbered with the stipulation that the United States is to 
permit other tribes to get salt on the salt plains. With this exception, the title of 
the Cherokee Nation to the outlet is just as fixed; certain, extensive, and perpetual as 
the title to any of their lands. This court heM in the case of U.S. v. Reese, 5 Dill., 405, 
that 'tlle Cherokees hold their land by title different from the Indian title, by occu-
pation; they derived it by grant from the United States. It is a base, qualified or 
detenninable fee without the right of reversion, but only a possibility of reversion, 
in the Uuited States. This in effect puts all the estate in the Cherokee Nation.' 
'<Prior to the act of Congress of .January 6, 1883, all of the country lying west of 
Missouri and Arkansas, known as the 'Indian Territory,' was a,ttachcd by a law of 
the United Sta,tes to the judicial district of Arkansas. And the district court of such 
district had jurisdiction over all the country described above as Inrlian country for 
the trial of offenses when committed by a certain class of persons, or upon a certain 
class of persons. Up to the time of the act above referred to there was no question as 
to the Cherokee outlet ·being in the jurisdiction of the district court for the western 
district of Arkansas. It was Indian country and Indian country, lying west of Mis-
souri and Arkansas, and a part of what was known as the Indian count'ry. On the 
date above named, Congress passed an act entitled 'An act to provide for holding a 
term of the district court of the United States, at ~'ichita, Kansas, and for other 
purposes,' wllich provides, by section 2, that all' that part of the Indian Territory 
lying north of the Canadian River and east of Texas and the 100th meridian not set 
apart and occupied by the Cherokee, Creek, and Seminole Indian tribes, shall, from 
and after the passage of this act, be annexed to and constitute a part of the United 
States judicial district of Kansas, and the United States courts at W"ichita and Fort 
Scott, in the district of Kansas, shall have exclusive original jurisdiction of all of-
fenses committed within the limits of the territory hereby annexed to said district 
of Kansas against any of the laws of the United now or that ma,y hereafter be oper-
ative the1·ein. (22 Stat., 400.) 
"By the treaties and patent above referred to the Cherokee outlet, was beyond 
question, set apart to the Cherokees and to that extent was in a condition the con-
verse of that which is necessary to attach it to the district of Kansas. It matters 
not what may have been the extent of their title. If they had a title of any degree 
whatever, it was set apart t,o them. Now, at the. time of the commission of this 
alleged offense, was it occupied by the Cherokee tribe of Inuians ~ If it was set 
a,part and occupied by this tribe, it is not in the jurisdiction of the district court of 
Kansas. 
"The evidence in this case shows that the Cherokee Nation has constantly, and all 
the time since it obtained the outlet, claimed it, and exercised acts of ownership and 
control over it. The Nation has collected at different times a grazier's tax from 
white men who were grazing their stock on it. Individual Indians have gone on it and 
fenced up large tracts of land on the outlet. Different individual Indians have gone 
out and lived on it, and nowliYe on it. That since the passage of this law of January 
6, 1883, the Cherol<ee 'Nation has leased to citizens of the Uniteu States for grazing 
purposes 6,000,000 acres of this outlet. That under the provisions of the sixteenth article 
of the treaty of 1866 with the United States, it has so~d tracts of land on this outlet for 
reservations to the Pawnl9es, Poncas, Nez Perces, Otoes and Missonrias. The very 
country where this alleged offense was committed, was, at the time of its commission, 
leased to the cattlemen as a, part of the 6,000,000-acre lease. That the Cherokee Nation 
never has abandoned any part of the outlet except what it bas sold. It claims the 
title and possession ofthe outlet and of that part of it where this alleged offense is 
shown to have been committed. The United States, the grantor, has admitted its 
title to it. Then, does the Cherokee Nation occupy the country where the offense was 
committed~ It becomes necessary in this connection to ascertain what is meant by the 
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word 1 occnp~· .' It is well to remember that the conn try was set apart to the Cherokee 
Nntion-not to iw1ividnal ('herokees, but to the Cherokee Nation as such. 'Vhen 
Cm1gress used tlw plnasP 'not Ret apart and occnpiP<l,' di<l it mean to impl~- that to 
coustitute an occupation the 0herokec Natiou must actually reHitle on the land, as 
a tenant resides in the house of his landlord? How eonld the nation do that~ This 
would be impossible. Did it mean to say that all the country upon "\Yhich individ-
ual Indians, members of the tribe, did not actnally reside, was after the passage of 
the act to be in the jurisdiction of the district court of Kansas·? If so, the juris-
diction of that court woul<l be of the most rambling, meandering, and nncert:tin 
character; as it is a notorious fact that there are millions of acres scattered all over 
the Cberokee Nation which are not occupie<l Pither by the nation or its citizens in 
the sense of actual residenre upon the land. "'e iilHl. that tl1e word 'occupied' or 
'occupation, ' may be so nsecl in law, in connection with other expressions, or under 
the peculiar facts of the case, as to signify actnal residence. Under the peculiar 
facts hrre, actual resi<lencc of the Clwrokee Nation "\Yonhl be an impossibility and 
an absurdity. 'When CongTPSI'l used the word 'occnpied,' it couhl have nH'ant no 
more than poss<'ssion of the com1tr~~. To have JH>SBn;sion does not require actual 
residence. Words are to be taken aceonling to th<'ir customary l<'gal meaning. \Ve 
find that, ordinarily, in the law, tbe words 'oc<'upation,' or' occnp,Y,' or 'occupied,' 
mean, as used, subject to the will and control pus11c.ssio pedis; that the wordH 'occu-
pation,' or 'occupy,' or occupied.' are synon~·mous with sulJjection to the will and 
control. ·wherever there is a l'lnhjl'ctiou of land to the will aml control of another 
with title in him, it is occupiNl by that other. It is in the actnall<'gal possession 
of that other. (Lawrence r. Fulton, 19 CaL, 690; Plume 1'. Sewanl, 4 CaL, 9.J.; Hailey 
1~. Irby, 2 Nott & McC. (S. C.), 3.J.3; .JaekHon r. \Yoodruif, 1 Cow., 285; Jackson v. 
Halstead, 5 CaL, 219.) :Messr:s. Rapalje & Lawrence, in their Law Diet., Vol. 2, p. 
893, in defining the word 'occupation' say, 'In ih; usual senst•, it is where a person 
exercises physical control over Janll.' Hence, when a nation or body of people have 
the title to land, and the same is subject to their will and eontrol, it is occupied by 
them-legally, it is in their po:'lsession. 
"The Government of the United States occupies all of its public lands. The 
Cherokee Nation occnp1es aml is in the actual legal possession of all its lands to 
which it bas title, and to which it has not relinqni~:;h~d such title. This, in my 
judgment, is the only reasonable interpretation which can be give to this word 'oc-
cupied,' as used in the act of Congress of .J mmary 6, 1883. If this be so, there is left 
no room for any other construction of this act of Congress than that it does not put 
in the jurisdiction of the district court of Kansas any of the 0herokee country to 
which the nation has title, and which is subject to its will and control. But it is 
claimed in this case that the Cherokees no louger have any title to the country 
where the alleged offense is said to have occurred., a~-> they sold it to the Cheyennes 
and Araphoes in 1866. 
"We find b;\' the treaty of May 22, 1866, between the United States and the Chey-
ennes and Arapahoes, a reservation was set apart for them which included as a part 
thereof the very country where this alleged crime was committed. By the terms of 
the second article of the treaty the;v were not required to settle on said reservation 
until such time a>:~ the United States shall have extinguished all claims of title thereto 
on the part of other Indians to said reservation. They dicl not settle on this reser-
Yation and claimed that they clid not un<lerstaucl the location of it as defined by the 
treaty with them of August 16, 1868, and therefore refused to go upon it. The Pres-
ident of the Fnitetl States, by Executive order of August 10, 1869, located them on 
their present reservation on the North Fork of the Canadian Hiver. By the six-
teenth article of the treaty of July 27, 1866, between the l 'nited States and the 
Cherokees, it was agreed 'that the United States ma,y settle friendly Indians in any 
part of the Cherokee country west of 96 degrees, to be taken in compact form, in 
quantity not exceeding 160 acres for each member of each of said tribes thus to be set-
tled; the boundaries of each of said districts to be distinctly marked, and the land con-
veyed in fee simple to each of said tribes, to be hehl in common or by their members 
in severalty as the Untted States may decide; said lands thus disposed of to be paid 
for to the Cherokee Nation at l'luch Jtrice oo may lte agreed on between the said 
parties in int<'rest, subject to the approval of the President, and if they should Rot 
agree, then the price to be fixed by t.he President; the Cherokee Nation to retain the 
right o:f'possession of and jurisdiction over all of said country west of 96 degrees of 
longitude, until thus solcl a1Hl occupied, after ·which their jurisdiction and right of 
pos~:~essiou to terminate fore,·er as to eaeb of said districts thus sold and occupied.' 
The plain meaning of this provision of the treaty is that when the United States 
should desire any of the outl<'t for the sPttlement of fi·ienclly Indians on the same, 
that the Cherokees wonl<l sell the same to snell ltHlians and make title in fee simple 
to them for the same, the purchase price to "be paid by them, or the Government of 
the United States for the Ill, to the Cherokees. Bui nntil the country, or any part of 
it, is so sold and occupied, the right of possession and jurisdiction over all of said 
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country west of 96 degrees of longitude to be retained by the Cherokees. Here is a 
plain recognition of the title of the Cherokees by the Government of the United 
States, with their right of possession a,nd jurisdiction. Inasmuch as there never was 
any sale by the Cherokees to the Cheyennes and Arapahoes of the country wbere this 
offense was corumittetl, that the same was never sold by them and occupied by the 
Cheyenne~ and Arapahoes, the country is still in the con(lition of being set apart 
and occupied by the.Cherokees, and does not come under the designation of Inclian 
count1·y not set apaTt and occupied by the CheTokees. Therefore, it is not in the juris-
diction of the United States district court for the district of Kansas, and that court is 
not one in which a trial of the case of Rogers can he had, and the petitioner can not 
be removed to said district, and the 'warrant of removal' will be refused and the 
petitioner in the proceedings by habeas C01']ntB will be discharged." 
[U. S. v. Soule et al., 30 Fed. R~p., 918. U. S.C. C. D. of Kansas, .June T., 1887.] 
In the case of the Unitefl States 1;. Soule et al., in tlJe United States circuit court 
for the district of Kansas, which came up on a plea to the jurisdiction, under the act 
of January 6, 1883 (sup1'a), the court hel<l~in contradistinction to the ruling of the 
United States court for the western district of Arkansas in the ease of United States 
vs. RogerE>, previously cited-tht1!t the district court for Kansas bad jurisdiction over 
the Cherokee Outlet lands, and in regard to the title of the Cherokee title thus ex-
pressed itself: 
"* * * We go back to the treaty ot 1828 (7 Stat. at Large, 311). The preamble 
of that treaty recites: 'Whereas, it being the anxious desire of the Government of 
the United States to secure to the Cherokee Nation of Indians a permanent home,' 
etc. Article two then reads: 'The United States agree to possess the Cherokee Na-
tion, and to guaranty it, to them forever, and that guaranty is hereby solemnly 
pledged of seven millions of acres of land to be bounded as follows.' Then follows a 
description by metes and bounds of the tract above indicated, of 7,000,000 of acres. 
Then, in the same article, are these words: 'In addition to the seven millions of acres 
thus provided for and bounded, the United States f~rther guaranty to the Cherokee 
Nation a perpetual outlet w est, and a free and unmolested use of all the country 
lying west of the western poundary of the above described limit and as far west as 
the sovereignty of the United States and their right of soil extends.' The treaty of 
February 14th, 1833 (7 U. S. Stat. at Large, 414), reiterates the same grants, attaches 
to the provision quoted for outlet, etc., a proviso: "If the saline or salt plain on the 
great western prairie shall fall within said limits, the right is reserved to the United 
States to permit other tribes of red men to get salt on said plain in common with 
the Cherokees,' and also that letters lJatent shall be issued as soon as practicable for 
t he land so guaranteed. 
"Subsequent treaties have reduced the boundaries of this 7,000,000 tract and also 
provided for cessions of some portions of the territory west to other tribes. In pnr-
suance of tl.Jis treat.y, patent was issued for all the lands including the outlet west. 
No distinction was made in the granting clause between the 7,000,000 tract and the outlet 
west. Now, is this :>utlet within the meaning of the act of 1883 'set apart and occu-
pied' by theCherokeeNation ~ That it wassetaparttothatnation is evident, but was it 
occupied~ Doubtless, in a certain sense it was occupied, because the Cherokee Nation 
h ad a title and right to possess it; but if Congress had meant by this act to include 
all land owned by the Cherokees, the words 'set apart' would have been ample, and 
the word' occupied' was superfluous. Obviously some distinptivematter was intended 
to be expressed by the use of that word. The significance of it is evident, from the 
language of the :proviso in article 2 heretofore quoted. Manifestly Congress set 
apart that 7,000,000 acres as a home, and that was thereafter to he regarded as set 
apart and occupied 'because,' as expressed in the preamble of the treaty, 'Congress 
was intent upon securing a permanent home.' Beyond that, the guaranty was of an 
outlet, not territory for residence, hut for passage ground over which the Chero-
kees might pass to all the unoccupied domains west. But while the exclusive right 
to this outlet was guaranteed, while patent was issued conveying this outlet, it was 
described and intPnded obviously as an outlet, and not as a home. So, whatever rights 
of property the Cherokees may have in this outlet, it was not territory set apart for 
a home, and is not territory within the laugnage of the act of 1883, 'set apart and 
occupied' by the Cherokee tribe. I think therefore that the district court of Kansas 
had jurisdiction over the territory in which this ofi'ense is charged to have been com-
mitted. 
"I am aware that in the case of U. S. vs. Rogers (23 Fed. Rep., 658), Judge Parker, 
of the western district of Arkansas, has expressed a different conclusion, and has 
held that the jnriscliction over this outlet still remains in the district court for the 
western district of Arkansas. I have given his careful and elaborate opinion 
thorough study; and while, according to that opinion, the consideration which its 
careful preparation and which the distinguished ability of that learned judge com-
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pels, I am 1mable to yiel<l to the force of his Teasoning. Both the geographical argu-
ment and the double description in the act of 1883 lead me to a different conclusion, 
and to hold that the jurisdiction over the outlet is veste(l in the district court of 
Kansas. The plea to the jurisdiction of the district court will therefore be over-
ruled, and the case certifietl back to that court for trial." 
[Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians v. United States and Cherokee Nation. 20 C. C., 449. June, 1885.] 
The status of th(• Cherokee Nation, one of the defendants, is entirely different. II 
has its territorial pol:lSetisions and boundaries, its constitution (very much like tht 
Constitution of the United States), its laws, its executive, legislative, and judiciae 
departments, with none of which can any State or the United States interfere. 
Its relation to the United States are :fixed by contracts set out in treaties and laws, 
to which as a nation, it has given its assent. The United States, by the terms of 
those contracts, has become trustee of its funds, which it has agreed to administer 
according to the provisions of those contracts. * * * The Cherokee Nation "has 
a right to stand upon the contracts of its treaties, * * * and no act of Congress 
and no proceedings of the political departments of the Government in connection 
therewith can take away its vested rights thereto guaranteed by such treaties." 
[Same v. Same, 117 U. S., 288.] 
NOTE.-On appeal to the Supreme Court of United States the decision of the Court 
of Claims was affirmed. · 
[Cherokee Nation v. Southern Kansas Railway Company, 135 U.S. 656; Oct. T, 1889]. 
The fact that the Cherokee Nation holds these lands in fee simple umler patents 
from the United States is of no consequence in the present discussion; for tho United 
States may exercise the right of eminent domain, even within the limits of the sev-
eral States, for the purposes necPssHry to the execution of the powers granted to the 
General Government by the Constttution. * * * 
OPINIONS OF ATTORNEYS-GENERAL. 
[Cherokee Lands. Removal of intruders. 16 Opinions, 470.] 
Communications from your predecessor, dated July 11 and 18, 1879, request my 
opinion in relation to tbe then recent remoYal by the military of one J. W. Bell and 
others, attempting to settle upon the Cherokee lands west of 96°. 
Part of these persons so attempting settlement, it a,ppears, were white persons, 
and others half-breed Cherokees. It appears also that Bell claimed to have author-
ity from the Department of the Interior for such settlement. But no such a,uthority 
was produced. 
So far all concerns persons who belong to the white race, and make no claim to 
Cherokee citizenship, there is, of course, no question. They must be considered as 
trespassers or intruders, and the Government is under treaty ohHgations to remove 
them. The question proposed by the War Department is whether, assuming Bell to 
be a citizen of the Cherokee nation, he was a trespasser upon the lands mentioned, 
and was rightfully expelled. 
The question is to be answered lly reference to the provisions of the 16th article of 
the Cherokee treaty of 1866, which are as follows: 
The United States may settle friendly ln<lians in any part of the Cherokee country 
wc~t oftje 96°, to be taken in a compact form in quantity not exceeding one hun-
dred and sixty acres for each member of each of said tribes thus to be settled; the 
boundaries of each of said districts to be distinctly marked, and the land conveyed 
in fee simple to each of said tribes to be held in common or by their members in sev-
eralty, as the United StatPs may decide. 
Saicllands thns disposed of to be pai<l for to the Cherokee Nation at such price as 
mny be agreed on between the said parties in interest, subject to the approval of the 
· President; and if they should not agree, then the price to be :fi.xei by the President. 
The Cherokee Nation to retain the right of possPssion of and jurisdiction over all 
of said country west of 96.:> of longitude until thns sold and occupied, after which 
their juris(liction and right of possession to terminate forever as to each of said 
districts thus sold and occupied." 
The fair interpretation of this article would seem to be that the lauds to which it 
refers were absolutely reserved to the United States, upon the conditions therein 
named, for the settlement thereon of trihes of friendly Indians. The jnrisdictiou 
and pol:lsession of the Cherokee Nation as to the lands from time to time remaining 
unsold and unoccupied would give no right to the nation to settle its citizens 
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thereon until the privilege acquired by the United Stn,tes to settle tribes of friendly 
Indians "in any part of the country west of 96°" should be satisfied or in som~ 
authentic way be renounced; and this being so, no porson attempting a settlement 
on these lands can justify under any authority given by the Cherokee Nation. On 
the contrary, it is the duty, as it is the interest of the Nation, to pTevent its citizens 
from making such settlement. It appears that Bell produced no evidence that such 
authority had been given him. But if he had, aud the view above taken be correct, 
the United States, in the maintenance of their treaty privilege, would have been 
justified in ejecting him. 
The parties to the treaty are jointly interestecl-the United States m nsing the 
lands for the purposes indicated, the Cherokees iu obtaining payment for them. 
(Attorney-General Devens to Secretary of \Var, February 25, 1880.) 
[Kansas School Land Grant. Indemnity case, 16 Op;mons, 434.] 
* The effect of the conveyance by the United States to the Cherokee Na-
tion of this tract of land (Cherokee neutral lands) upon the purchase made by them 
under the treaty of 1835 was to vest in the tribe a fee simple to said tract (Holden 
v. Joy, 17 Wall., 211). This tribe did not hold this tract of land by the ordinary 
Indian title, which is one of occupancy only, which may be continuert indefinitely. 
In such case the fee simple to the laud is in the United States. The effect of this 
sale was to separate distinctly the tract from the public lands of the United States 
and vest it in private ownership. Nor is it perceived tlutt any change in the rights 
thus acquired, or in the separation thus made, occnrs by reason of tl.Je fact that 
afterwards the Cheroke~s conveyed the land to the Unitetl States upon certain de-
fined trusts. It was no longer public lanu, and the only right which the United 
States had in it after it had been reeonveyed by the Cherokees was to hold it for 
the purpose of the trnst upon which it had been received. * * * (Attorney-Gen-
eral Devens to Secretary of Treasury, January 21, 1880.) 
CHEROKEE STRIP. 
[18 Opinions, 555.] 
The lands lying in the "Cherokee Strip" which are leased to the whites are not 
lands of the United States within the meaning of section 5388, Revised Statutes. 
* * * 
DI~PARTMENT 01!' JUSTICE, 
Febrnary 24, 1887. 
SIR: By your letter of the 18th instant you request my opinion on three questions: 
The first is, "Are the lands leased to the whites in Cherokee Strip lands of the 
United States, referred to in section 5388, Revised Statutes, or otherwise~n 
The Cherokee Strip referred to in your inquiry, I assume, is the land described in 
the seventeenth article of tho treaty of the 19th of June, 1866 (14 Stat., 804), by 
which the land therein described is ceded to the United States in trust, as set forth 
in the treaty. Section 5388 is almost a literal reenactment of the act of the 2d of 
March, 1859, the title to which is "An act to protect the timber growing upon lamls 
of the United States reserved for military and other purposes." The enactment in 
its terms limits its provisions to lauds "which, in pursuance of law, may be reserved 
or purchased for military or other purposes." The section being highly penal, the 
eservation or purch~tse contemplated therein must be for some specific national pur-
pose or use of the United States. The beneficiary of the proceeds of the land con-
tained in the strip, by virtue of the provisions of the trust, is the Cherokee tribe of 
Indians. When the United States became the trustee the purpose of the trust was, 
and still is, the sale of the lands according to the terms of the treaty. This is not 
such a purpose or reservation for the United States as is contemplated by section 5388, 
referred to in your first inquiry. * * * 
I am, very respectfully, 
A. H. GARLAND. 
The SECRETARY OF WAR. 
EFFECT OF TREA'.riES. 
[Worcester v. Georgia, 6 Pet., 581.] 
The language used in treaties shall never be construed to their prejudice. If 
words be made use of which are susceptible of a more extended meaning than their 
plain import as connected with the tenor of the treaty, they should bt;~ considered 
as used only in the latter sense. * * * How the words of the treaty were under-
stood by this unlettered people, rather than their critical meaning, should form the 
rule of construction. (See also the Kansas Indians, 5 Wall., 760; Choctaw Nation 
v. Unitell States, 119 U. S., 27, 28.) 
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[Fellows v. Blacksmith, 19 How., 366.] 
* * * A treaty, after executed and ratified by the proper authorities of the 
Government, becomes the supreme law of the land, and the courts can no more go 
behind it for the purpose of annulling its effect and operation than they can behind 
an act of Congress. (1 Cranch, 103; 6 Pet., 735; 10' Howard, 422; 2 Pet., 307, 309, 
314; 3 Story Const. Law, p. 695.) 
[Wilson v. Wall., 6 Wall., 89.] 
* * Congres has no constitutional power to settle the rights under treaties 
except in cases purely political. (Insurance Co. v. Cantor, 1 Pet., 542; Doe v. Wil-
son, 23 Howard, 460; The Kansas Indians, 5 Wall., 737; Foster v. Neilson, 2 Pet.~ 
254; Crews v. Burnham, 1 Black, 356; Blair v. Pathkiller, 2 Yerger, 407; Harris v. 
Barnett, 4 Blackford, 369.) 
[Reichart v. Felps, 6 Wall., 105.] 
* * * Congress is bound to regard the public treaties, and it had no power to 
organize a board of revision to nullify titles confirmed many years before by the au-
thorized agents of the Government. 
[The Sinking Fund Cases, !J9 U. S., 719.] 
'fhe United States can not, any more than a State, interfere with private 
rights, except for legitimate governmental purposes. * * * They can not legis-
late back to themselves, without making compensation: the lands they have given 
this corporation to aid in the construction of its railroad; neither can they by legis-
lation compel the corpomtion to discharge its obligations in respect to the subsidy 
bonds otherwise than according to the terms of the contract already made in that 
connection. The United States are as much bound by their contracts as inclividuals. 
If they repudiate their obligations, it is as much repudiation, with all the wrong 
and reproach that term implies, as would be if the repmliator had been a State, 
municipality, or a citizen. No change can be made in the title created by the grant 
of the lands, or in the contract for the sudsidy bonds, without the consent of the cor-
poration. All this is indisputable. 
And in the same case, in the dissenting opinion of Justice Strong, on page 736, 
this doctrine, which was the unanimous opinion of the court, is stated thus: 
Now, where is the power of Congress to and new terms to any contract made with 
the United States, or made between any two private individuals~ Where is the 
power to annul vesteu rights' It is certainly not to be fonnd in the Constitution. 
True, the proviAion that no State shall pass any law impairing the obligations of 
contracts applies only to State legislation. For such legislation the prohibition was 
necessary; for State legislatures have all legislative power which is not expressly 
denied to them. But no necessity existed for imposing such a limitation on the 
power of Congress. As Mr. Hamilton says, in the eighty-fourth number of the Fed-
eralist, "Why declare that things shall not be done which there is no power to do'" 
* * * I search in vain for any express or implied grant of power to add new terms 
to any existing contracts made by or with the Government, or any grant of power to 
destroy vested rights. * * * And not only is such legislMive authority not con-
ferred upon Congress by the Constitution, but it is, in effect, expressly denied. 
EXECUTIVE DOCUMENTS HAVING REFERENCE TO THE QUESTION OF 
TITLE. 
* 
[Senate Mis. Doc. No. 98,Forty-first Congress, second session.] 
* 
DEPAH.TMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
March 1, 1869. 
SIR: In accordance with your request of the 27th ultimo, that I furnish the Com-
mittee on Indian Affairs an estimate of the quantity of lands embraced within the 
limits of the Cherokee eountry west of the ninety-sixth degree of west longitude, 
south of Kansas, the area of the "Outlet," ~he quantity in the State of Kansas, and 
the character of the title by which said lands are held by the Cherokee Indian Nation, 
I have the honor to submit the following statement: 
(1) The quantity of the Cherokee lands south of Kansas, between the ninety-sixth 
and ninety-eigth degree~pf longitude west of Greenwich is 4,247,347 acres. 
(2) Between the ninety-eighth and one hundredth degrees of longitude west of 
Greeuwich is 4,2471347 acres. 
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(3) In the State of Kansas a strip of about 2 miles in width, adjoining the south 
boundary of the State, and extending west from the Neosho River to the one hun-
dredth meridian, 228 miles, is estimated to contain 368,6±0 acres. 
* * * * * * 
The character of the title of the Cherokee lauds under the th1·ee foregoing heads, 
estimated to amount to 8,863,33± acres, as lYell as that portion of their lands south 
of Kansas, and lying east of the ninety-sixth degree of ·west longitude, containing 
an estimated area of 4, 710,801 acres, and aggregating the quantity of 13,574,135 
acres, was derived by patent in fee simple from the Unite<l States under date of 
December 31, 1831; by virtue of the provisions of treaties with the Cherokees of 
Ma,y 6, 1828; act of Congr<'ss of May 28, 1830; stipulations in treaty of February 14, 
1833, and the second and third artidcs of treaty of December 29, 1835. 
(4) The area of the "Outlet," whirh liPs in Imlian Territory between 100° and 
103c 30' of west longitude, contains 4,273,893 acres, and does not appear to be owned 
by the Cherokees. 
I have, etc., 
Hon. JAS. HARLAN, 
Jos. S. WILSO~, 
Comrnissioner. 
Acting Chai1·man Committee on Indian Affairs, U. S. Senate. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. 124, Forty-sixth Congress, second se~sion.] 
* * * The condition of the lands in what is usually denominateu the Indian Ter-
ritory is that of lands to which the ultimate fee is vested in the Unitf>d States, but 
which, by treaty stipulations, statutory enactments, a111l executive art:-> thereun(ler, 
have been set apart and reserved for the sole use and occupancy of cPrtain Indian 
nations and tribes, so long as their national or tribal organizations are preserved. 
The boundaries of this section of country are defined only by the terms of the 
varions troa,ties with these nations all<l tribes, awl by the legislative action which 
has prescribed the limits of the contiguous States and Tenitories of the Union. 
Over it the public laud system has never been exten<led, nor has any action eYer 
been taken by Congress looking to its snryey as public latHl. ~Inch of it is held by 
four nations-the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Cherokee, and Creek-to whom patents 
have issued in accordance with the r<'quirements of laws and treaties, and who ex-
ercise within their respective boundaries full control, sub.i cct only to sue h supervisory 
power by the Uniteu States Government as may be deemed necessary for the public 
peace, and all attempts to induce Congress to erect it into a Territory of the United 
States have heretofore failed. 
This statement of the condition of the land is, I think, suffici<'nt to show that 
even had the act of July 25, 1866, made a grant to the Atlantic and Pacific Railroacl 
Company of land in the Indian Territory the Department woulll be powerless to 
carry it into effect without further legisJation, and for that reason the company's 
demand conld not be eomplied with. 
But, in addition, I think the demand ca,n not be complie(l with for reasons that the 
company has no grant of lands in the Indian Territory, that, without entering upon 
the question of the intent of Congress to make a present grant of such lands, which 
I do not understand the company to claim, an ultimate grant, even, was not con-
ferred by the act except as such grant might be acquired from the Indians by the 
company. (Report of Commissioner of the General Land Office, October 13, 1877.) 
[Message, Senate Ex. Doc. No. 20, Forty-sixth Congress, first session, pp. 5, 6.] 
In a letter to the Secretary of the Interior, April19, 1879, in reference to an at-
tempt made by citizens of the United States to enter lands in the Inilian Territory 
west of lands occupied by the four civilized tribes, the Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs said (see copy with Choctaw papers): 
''The lands in question were ceded to the Cherokee, Creek, Seminole, Chickasaw, 
and Choctaw Nations of Indians prior to 1836, unuer solemn treaty obliga,tions that 
they should be protected against the encroachments of tho whites. The grants to 
them were fee simple, saving only that their lands were not to be conveyed except 
to the United States. By the treaties of 1866 with these tribes they ceded the lands 
under conshleration in trust to the Government for the purpose of settling other 
Indians thereon, the tnbes to be reimburse<! from the proceeds of the sales of the 
lands as fast as such settlements were made. 
"Under these provisions the Osages, Poncas, Pawnees, an<l Nez Percos have been 
settled within the Territory, but a large area· remains undisposed of, in which the 
United States has onl;v a trnst intPrest. and over a large portion of which, by the 
treaty of 1866, the Indians still have jurisdiction. 
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r'While the language of the Cherokee treaty of July 19, 1866, varies somewhat in 
form from'that of the treaties with the other tribes, the purpose to be accomplished 
is the same in all. A certain rate per acre was to be paid for the lands ceded by each 
nation as iast as they were sold. Payment in full has not been made in accordance 
with the treaties. The lands have not all been settled by other Indians, and hence 
the trust has not been discharged." * * * 
[Idem. pp. 13, 14.] 
In replying to this letter the Secretary of the Interior, under date April25, 1879, 
wrote as follows: 
* * "By the intercourse act of Jnne 30, 1834, this tract of territory, with 
others, was deelared Indian country, ::tnd for its government the basis was created 
of the present intercourse laws as embodied in the Revised Statutes, sections 2111 to 
2157. Since that period, although the boundary of the Indian country has been 
varied under the operation of numerous laws, the whole Indian Territory has been 
regarded as Indian country, subject to no State or Territorial laws and excepted 
from judicial process, except nn(ler special enactments providing for a limited and 
restricted jurisdiction, for the purposes of which it has been, by section 53:-l, Re~ 
vised Statutes, attached to the western district of Arkansas. 
"None of the laud or general laws of the United States have been extended to any 
part of the Indian Territory, exeept as to crimes and punishments and.any other pro-
visions regulated by the intercourse acts. . 
"This being the condition of·thii1gs, it is clear that no authorized settlement could 
be made by any person in the Territo.,., except under the provisions of the inter-
course laws, such person having first obtained the permission provided for in those 
statutes. 
"It may be further stated that no part of said Territory remains free from ap-
propriation either to a direct trust assumed by treaty, or by reservation for trihes 
thereon under Executive order, except that portion still claimed by the State of 
Texas, and lying between Red River and the north fork of the same." (See th~ 
various treaties, agreements, a.nd Executive ord0rs from 1866 to the pre~ent time.) 
[Senate Ex. Doc. 111, Forty-seventh Congress, first session. Letter of Secretary of Interior to Sec-
retary of War, May 1, 1879, as to status of lands in Indian Territory.] 
In a letter to the Secretary of the Interior, April 25, 1881, the acting commissioner 
for the General Land Office said: 
" '¥ Prior to 1866 the whole area of the Indian Territory, except a small 
portion in the northeast corner which belonged to the Senecas, Shawnees, and Qua-
paws, was embraced in the grants made and patented to the Cherokee, Choctaw, 
and Creek Indians, under the treaties with said tribes, respectively. 
"The seYeral treaties under which the title of the United States was conveyed to 
gaid tribes are as follows: 
''Chm·okee T1·eaties.-May 6, 1828 (7 Stat. 310); February 14, 1833 (7 Stat. 414); 
December 29, 1835 (7 Stat. 478). 
Patent issued to the Cherokee Nation December 31, 1838. 
"Articles 15 and 16 of the treaty with the Cherokees (14 Stat. 803, 804) provide that 
the United States may settle any civilized Indians, friendly with the Cherokees and 
adjacent tribes, within the Cherokee country, on unoccupied lands, on certain terms 
and conditions specified in the treaty. 
"These provisions made the United States the agent of the Cherokees for the sale 
and disposal of unoccupied land in the Cherokee country for the benefit of said 
tribe, but restrictecl such sale and disposal exclusively to friendly Indians. 
"In pursuance of the stipulations of the foregoing compacts, and in the exe1:cise of 
the trusts assumed by the United States under the several treaties, and in accord-
ance with specific provisions of law and the lawful orders of the President, all the 
lands in the Indian Territory to which the United States has title have been penna-
nentJJ- appropriated or definitely reserved for tJJe uses and purposes named * * * /' 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 54, Forty-eighth Congress, first session. Letter from Secretary of Interior, .Jan-
uary 12, 1881, transmlttirJg, in compliance with Senate n·solntion of December 4, 1883, copieR of docu-
ments and correspomlence relating to leases of lamls in the Indian Territory to citizens of the United 
States for cattle graziug and other purposes.] 
(NOTE.-Those relating to Cherokee lands west of ninety-six degrees, will be found 
on pp. 126-160.) 
s. Rep. 2--28 
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[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 17, Forty-eighth Congress, second session.] 
In a letter from the Secretary of the Interior, January 3, 1885, transmitting, in an-
swer to Senate resolution of December 3, 1884, report relative to the leasing of Indian 
lands in the Indian Territory, Mr. Secretary Teller said: 
"The Cherokees have a fee-simple title to their lands, and they do not recognize 
the right of the Department to interfere in the management of their affairs with 
reference thereto. Patent was issued to this nation of Indians, December 31, 1838, 
for their lands in the Indian Territory, under the provisions of articles 2 and 3 of tlle 
treaty of 1835 (7 Stat. 428), and in accordance with the terms of the act of May 28, 
1830 (Id. 412)." The Secretary then cites Holden v. Joy (17\Vall. 211), United States 
v. Ben Reese (5 Dill. 405 ), and Attorney-General Devens's opinion in Kansas school-
land grant indemnity case (16 Opinions 430). 
"The sixteenth article ofthe treaty of1866 (14 Stat., 804) provides that: 
"'The United States may settle friendly Indians in any part of the Cherokee country 
west of96° to be taken in a compact form, in quantity not exceeding one hundred 
and sixty acres for each member of said tribes thus to be selected, the boundaries of 
each of said districts to be distinctly marked, and the lanil conveyed in fee simple to 
each of said tTibes, to be held in common or by their members in severalty, as the 
United States may decide, * * * the Cherokee Nation to retain the right of 
possession and jurisdiction over all of said conn try west of 96° of longitude until 
thus sold and occupied, after which their jurisdiction ·and right of possession to 
terminate forever as to each of said districts thus sold and occupied.' 
"The article does not change or modify the title of the Cherokees or vest any title 
in the United States to the lands west of ninety-six degrees. It simply gives the 
United States the right, with certain conditions to follow, to settle frienflly Indians 
in that country. This is the country which is supposed to hav13 been leased. Judge 
Parker, of the United States district court for the western district of Arkansas, in a 
letter of July 17, 1883, in answer to one adclresRed to him by one C. vV. Rogers, says 
that 'if persons take cattle into their (the Indians) country to graze them, they (the 
Indians) have the right to collect a graz~r's tax.' 
"The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, in a report made June 22, 1874, having 
had under consideration the petition of sundry citizew:; of Kansas remonstrating 
against the imposition by the Cherokee Nation of a tax upon cattle driven through 
their territory from Texas to northern markets, say, after quoting the ninth section 
of the act of June 30, 1834, regulating trade and intercourse with the Indians, now 
section 2117 of the Revised Statutes: 
"'Now, this is conclusive _in re~ard to that portion of the tax exacted for the privi-
lege of grazing stock within the limits of the Cherokee reserYe. The tax is within 
the amount of the penalty fixed by law for grazing stock without the consent of the 
nations, even though the stock should be kept upon their grazing land full three 
months. It only remains, then, to inquire into the legality of the tax imposed for 
the right of way through the country. * * " (Senate Ex. Doc. 74, Forty-fifth 
Congress, second session, p. 2.) 
"Under the decisions of the courts as to the title to which they hold their lands, 
and the guaranty pledged them by the United States in the si~teenth article of the 
treaty of 1866, can anyone question or doubt their right to make such a disposition 
of the grass growing on their lands as they have made, whether it is called a lease, 
license, or uermit ~ The land is theirs, and they have an undoubted right to use it in 
any way that a white man would use it with tbe same character of title, and an at-
tempt to deprive the nation of the right would be in direct conflict with the treaty 
as well as the plain words of the patent. They are quite capable of determining, 
without the aid of the Interior Department or Congress, what is to their advantage 
or disadvantage, and the Government cau not interfere with their rightful use and 
occupation of their lands, which are as rightfully theirs as the public domain is that 
of the United States, subject only to the provisions of Article xvr of the treaty of 1866, 
which at most is only a contract to sell certain portions of the land, but until the 
Government settles friendly Indians thereon and pays for the land, tbe right of pos-
session and occupancy is especially reserved. 
"It has been said that the permits or leases from the Cherokee Indians were ob-
tained by fraud and corruption. On this subject the Interior Department has no 
information not possessed by the public at large. The fifth article of the treaty of 
1835 with the Cherokees provides as follows: 
"'The United States hereby covenant and agree that the lands ceded to the Chero-
kee Nation in the foregoing article shall in no future time, without tlutir consent, be 
included within the territorial limits. or jurisdiction of any State or Territory. But 
they shall secure to the Cherokee Nation the right by their national conncils to make 
and carry into effect all such laws as they may deem necessary for the government 
and protection of the persons and property within their own country belonging to 
their people, or such pereop.s as have cpn.uected themselve& with them; ]?1·ovided1 
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always, That they shall not be inconsil:;tcnt with the Constitution of the United 
States, and such acts of Congress as have been or may he passed regulating trade 
and intercourse with the Indians; an<l also, that they shall not be cousidere<l as ex-
tending to such <·itizcns and Army of the UnitNl States as may travel or reside in the 
Indian country by permission according to the la·ws and regulations established by 
the government of the same.' 
"Under the provisions of the treaty of 1833 the Cherokees adopted a constitution 
and organize<l a government, not on the plan ,of the former Indian government, but 
on a phm very ucarly resembling that of the several State governments .. This con-
stitution provides for au elective chief and the election of member:; of the council 
and house of rcprescntativ<'s. By the provisions of the treaty of 184G the Cherokees 
were recognized as a na1.ioll, and the Government stipulated with them that-
" 'Laws shall he passed for equal protection, and for the security of 1tfe, liberty, 
and propert.y; and full authority shall be given by law to all or any portion of the 
Cherokee people peaceably to assemble and petition their own govermucnt, or the 
Governnwnt of the lhtited States, for the redress of grievances, aud to <liscuHs their 
rights. All armed police, light horse, and other military organization::, shall he 
abolished, and the la,ws enforced by the civil authority alone. 
"'No one shall be punished for any erime or misdemeanor except on conviction by 
a jury of his conn try, and the sentences of a court duly authoriz.ed by law to take 
cognizance of the offense. And it is further agreed all fngiti ves from j nstice, except 
those included in the general amnesty hcteiu1:1tipulated, seeking refuge in the terri-
tory of the United States shall be delivered up by the authorities of the United 
States to the CherolH•e 1 'ation for trial alHl pnni1:1hment.' 
''This was in eonseqnene<' of some diHorders that had arisen among the different 
bands of this tribe. The right of the Cherokee .~. ':ttion to control its property is 
especially guarautce<l by the proYisionsof Artkle YI of the treaty of 1835 and the sub-
sequent treaties. This is especially the case iu the treaty of 18G6, as may be seen by 
the reference to Article XYI of that treaty, wherein it is stipulated that the la1uls to 
be taken by the United States to settle friendl~' Indians on should be paid for at such 
price as the Cllcl'okecs and suchfrimully Jzulians might agree 011, subject to the approval of' 
the President of the Cnited States. The rights re~·wrved to the United States are clearly 
expressed in the seYeral treaties, and the right of the United States to control the 
Cherokee property aml prevent ihe natio11 from having the full and absolute control 
of the products of these lands is not even suggested. On the contrary, the Govern-
ment guarantees, in Article xxvr, as follows: 
"'The United States guarantee to the people of the Cherokee Nation the quiet and 
peaceable posses:;;iou of their country and protection ~-tgainst domestic feuds and in-
surrections, and against hostilities of other tribes. They shall also be protected 
against interruptions or intrusion from all unauthorized citizens of the United States 
who may attempt to settle on their lands or reside in th.eir territory. In case of 
hostilities among the Indian tribes, the Unite1l Htates agree that the party or parties 
commencing the same shall, so far as practicalJle, make reparation for the damages 
done.' 
"The Department has not considered it the duty of the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs or the Secretary of the Interior to interfere with the a:ffairs of the Cherokee 
Nation, except in the case especiall~' providecl for by treaty with that nation. 
"The title of the lands occupied by the Osages, Kaws, Pawnees, Poncas, Nez Per-
ccs, Otoes, au(l Missonrias, in the Indian Territory, is held by the United States in 
trutst for such lnclians, by <leed from the Cherokee Nation. The Government is trus-
tee without interest, and the Indians are the cesi11is que t1'Uiit, heing tbe real owners 
of such land. But these Indians are not the tenants of the trustees and can not be 
dispossessed, because their right of occupation and n:se of the lands was fixed in the 
statutes creating the 1rust; the United ~tatc·s is the naked trustee, and whatever 
the Indians might do with the fee in them tlwy may do with the fee in the United 
States in trust for them, except to sell the lands. Some of the Indians named have 
bought and paid for their lands, and arc entitled under the treaty with the Chero-
kees to a fee-simple title in themselves. Their right to occupy and control the pos-
session of such lnnds, and to receive the pro duets thereof can not be questioned, and 
Congress can not interfere to prevent the eeliiuis que iTust from having the usual and 
natural use of the lands so occupied by them. Any attempt to do so would be a 
confiscation of the lands.'' 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 54, Forty-eighth Congress. second session. Senate Ex. Doc. No. 50, Forty-eighth 
Congress, scwond session. (Out of print, .-ec eopy sent in Choctaw case.)] 
In transmittiug a report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs of Jan nary 26, 1885, 
iu reply to Senate resolution of .January 22, asking information as to the status of 
unoccupied lands in the Indian Territory, to the :President, the Secretary of the Iu-
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terior (Ron. H. M. Teller), on the same date, wrote as follows, with reference to the 
lands of the Indian Territory: 
"* * * It is believed that there will be found at all times in the United States 
a wholesome public opinion that will demand of the Government that its contracts 
heretofore made with the Indians be respected in all cases where they do not conflict 
with the interests of the Indians and are not unjus't to the people of the -cnited 
States; but contracts or trea,ties impossible of execution, unjust and unfair to both 
whites and Indians, ought to be segregated or modified by legislative action. It is 
not beneficial to the Indians to have million~ of acres of valuable land remain nn· 
occupied around them. 
"There is a general sentiment that these lands should not be ·withheld from settle-
ment because they were included within the boundaries of the Indian Territory. 
"These lamls are desirable for agricultural and grazing purposes, and every year 
the difficulty of kee1)ing them from settlement will increm;e. That they can be so 
maintained for any eonsiuerable length of time is haruly }lOSsible. Objection will be 
made to the occupation of any part of the Indian Territory by others than Indians, 
on the ground that the Government set apart the Territory for the exclusive use of 
the Indians, and covenanted that no others shoulu reside therein. It is not deuiecl 
that t.he treaties so provifle. It is, however, within the power of the Government, 
with the consent of the Indians interested, to change this }lrovisiou of the treaties 
so that these desirable unoccupied lands may be placed within the lawful reach of 
settlers. 
"Steps should be taken at once to change the present condition of a:tl'airs in the 
unoccupied portion of the Indian Territory. It can be (lone without the violation of 
the treaties or without subjecting the Government to the charge of bad faith. The 
power that made the treaties may in like manner abrogate or modify them. It is 
not proposed to uespoil the Indians nor to compel them to accept less than the full 
value of whatever the:v surrender. It will not be wise to take an acre of this land 
needed by these Indians or by the coming generation of them; but the lands now 
owned by the Government for the 1mrpose before mentioned may be opened to set-
tlement with the consent of the ci vilizecl tribes, or scgrcgntetl from the lands occupied 
and owned by the Indians, and then opened to settlement. 
"However, until the existing status of the lands shall have been changed by 
agreements with the Ind.ians interested, or in such other mmmer as may be deter-
mined upon by Congress, the integ-rity of the treaties heretofore made with the In-
dians should be maintained, and tlle power of the GovtTnment, to the extent neces-
sary, should be exercised to keep intruders and all unauthorized persons oft' of the 
lands." (Senate Ex. Doc. No. 5-1, Forty-eighth Congress, second session.) 
EXECUTIVE DOC"CMENTS HAVING REFERENCE TO DISPOSITION OF 
LANDS W:EtiT OF TilE NINETY-SIXTH DEGREE. 
[Message, Senate Ex. Doc. No. 32, Forty-fifth Congress, second session.] 
In a report made to the Secr~tary of the Interior, February 16, 1878, in reply to 
Senate resolution of January 30, 1878, calling for information respecting the status 
of lands in the Indian Territory, the CommiRsioner of Indian Affairs said: 
"The C..:herokees, by the bixteenth article of the treaty of July 19, 1866 (14 Stat., 
p. 799), ceded to the United States the authority to settle friendly Indians on any 
part of their lands west of the ninety-sixth degree. These lands (8,140,884 acres), 
when so occupied by friendly Indians, are to be paid for to the Cherokees, at such 
price as may be agreed upon as stipulateu in said sixteenth article. 
"In accordance with this stipulation and an a1·t of Congress approved June 5, 
1872 (17 Stat., p. 228), the Kansas and Osage tribes of Indians were settled upon 
the tract of country lying bet\>;een the Arkansas River and the ninety-six degrees, 
the Kaws occupying a tract of 100,14-1 acres and the Osages a tract of 1,466,167 acres. 
The price paid for these two tracts was 70 cents per acre. 
"By the fourth section of an act of Congress approved April10, 1876 (19 Stat., p. 
28), there was set apart for the use and occupation of the Pawnee Indians a tract of 
country comprising 230,014 acres out of the lands named in the sixteenth article of 
said Cherokee treaty, the price not to exceed 70 cents per acre. The Pawnees have 
been in possession of this reserve for several years, but no payment has been made 
to the Cherokees. The lands were a})praised last year by a commission appointed 
under the fifth section of an act of Congress approved May 29, 1872 (17 Stat., p.190), 
at an average valuation of 59.9 cents per acre. The remainder of the Cherokee lands 
west of the ninety-sixth degree (6,3-44,562 acres) is unoccupied, the United States not 
having as yet settled thereon any other tribes." * * * 
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[Message, Senate Ex. Doc. 26, Forty-sixth Congress, fir:;t session, pp. 1, 2.] 
May 24, 1879, the Secretary of the Interior, in transmitting report of the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs, in reply to Senate resolution of May 14, 1879, said: 
"Since that report (see Ex. Doc. No. 32, Forty-fifth Congress, second sessi.on snpm) 
the Ponca and a part of the Nez Perce tribes haYe been located upon a portion of the 
Cherokee lands, with the consent of that nation, which is the only change in the 
conrlition of the Indians in said Territory. 
"As stated by the Acting Commissioner it is the intention of this Department to 
observe fully tlH' laws and treaties UJHler -n·hich the country known as the Indian 
'ferritory was originally set apart for the permanent home of the Indian tribes who 
might be from time to time locate(l therein. 
' "My letter of M:ay 1, 1879, to the honorable Secretary of \Var, a copy of which 
formed a part of my report of the lOth instant, in answer to Senate resolution of May 
7, 1879, will be found to set forth in full the history and occupation of said Territory 
for the purposes indicated." 
[Senate Mis. Doc. No. 76, Forty-sixth Congress, second session.] 
Letter of Secretary of Interior, April 20, 1880, inclosing opinion of Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs relative to proposed amendment to Indian appropriation bill ad-
vancing $500,000 to Cherokee Nation on account oflands of theirs sold by the United 
States. 
[Senate Mis. Doc. No. 77, Forty-sixth Congress, second session.] 
Letter of Cherokee delegation, April 8, 1880, to chairman Senate Committee on 
Indian Affairs, inclosing amendment as above. 
[Message, H. Ex. Doc. 54, Forty-seventh Congress, second session, pp. 35, 36,37 .] 
In a report made to the Secretary of the Interior, February 17, 1882, upon the ques-
tion of payment to the Cherokees for lands west of the ninety-sixth degree, under 
treaty of 1866, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs said: 
(After reciting the sixteenth article of the treaty.) 
~ * * * * * * 
"This article (sixteenth article, treaty of 1866) does not change or modify the title 
of the Cherokees to their lands west of the ninety-sixth degree, this provision of 
the treaty simply gives the Uniteu States the right to settle friendly Indians in that 
part of the Cherokee country, and provides that the Cherokees will sell to such 
Indians a portion of their country, the area to be fixed according to the number of 
Indians so settled, who were to pay the Cherokese for lands occupied at a price to 
be agreed upon by the parties in interest, and if they could not agree the President 
was to fix the price. Said article vests no title to these lands in the Unitetl States. 
"In accordance with the stipulations contained in said sixteenth article, and the 
provisions of the act of Congress approved June 5, 1872 (17 Stat., 228), the Osage and 
Kansas tribes of Indians were settled upon the tract of country lying between the 
ninety-sixth degree and the Arkansas River, the two tribes together occupying 
1,570,186.30 acres, at 70 cents per acre, making an aggregate sum of $1,099,137.41, 
which amount has been transferred on the hooks of the Treasury from the Osage fund 
to the credit of the Cherokees. 
* * * * * * * 
"It was a condition precedent to the relinquishment by the Cherokees of the right 
of posses~ion of and jurisdiction over any of said lands that the same was to be sold 
and occupied. 
"It is true that a portion of said lands were to be set apart by the treaty of 1867 
for the Cheyennes and Arapahoes, but these Indians alleged that a mistake had been 
made and that the country set apart for them was not that which they understood 
they were to have, and therefore they declined to accept the terms of the treaty so 
far as they relate to the reservation thPrehy created. 
"'fhe Cherokees have never received payment from the Cheyennes and Arapahoes 
for these lands, and they have never been occupied by the last-named Indians, and 
therefore they have not been 'thus sold and occupied,' as contemplated by the six-
teenth article of the Cherokee treaty of 1866. 
"The treaty with the Cheyennes and Arapahoes did not affect the title thereto, 
and it remains the same as it existed prior to the said treaty. 
"This view of the case appears to have been taken by Congress in the act of April 
10, 1876 (19 Stat., 28), authorizing the sale of the Pawnee reservQtion in Nebraska, 
and the settlement of said Indians in the Inuian Territory. The fourth section of this 
act, aftPr describing the reservation thereby set apart for the Pawnees, provides 
'That the. terms of the sixteenth article of the Cherokee treaty of July 19, 1866, 
shall be complied with iO jar as the same may be applicable thereto,' part of the lands 
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seu apart for the Pawnees being l:mds ceded to the United States by the Creek treaty 
of June 14, 1866, and the remainder being a portion of the Cherokee lands which by 
the treaty of 1868 the United States attempted to set apart for the Cheyennes an(l 
Arapahoes, and providrd further 'that the snm t-o be paid to the Cherokees by the 
Pawnees for such quantity of the land herein described as may be within the limits 
of the Cherokee country west of the ninety-sixth meridian of west longitude shall 
not exceed seventy cents per acre.' * * * 
"The select committee of the Senate on the removal of the northern Cheyennes, 
etc., appear to have taken the same ground.. The committee in their report, in 
speaking of the lands set apart for these Indians by executive oruer of August 10, 
1869, says that 'it was never intended to be more than a temporary abiding })lace for 
these tribes, where they were to stop until the enited States could extingnish the 
claim of the Cherokees to the lands included in the treaties with the Arr.pa1wes and 
Cheyennes.' (See Senate Report No. 708, Forty-sixth Congress, second session, p. 2.) 
"Of the Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River, the following clispos tions 
haW) been made, viz: 
"Under the provisions of the act of Congress approved AprillO, 1876 (19 Stat., 28), 
there was set apart for the Pawnees 230,014.04 acres, at 70 cents per acre, making 
$161,009.821liOQO • 
"There has been assigned to the Poncas 101,894.31 acres, at 47.49 cents per acre, 
which amounts to $48,389.60 17rfo; to the Nez Perces 90,710.89 acreR, which, at the same 
price, amount to $43,078.60 11tto; and to the Otoes ancl Missourias, under the act of 
March 3, 1881 (21 Stat., 380), 129,113.20 acres, at 47.49 cents, equals $61,315 .85l0~~· 
"Of the Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River there has, therefore, heen as-
signed to fri(mdly Indians 551,732.44 acres, at an aggregate value of $313,693.89h{0 • 
"By the act approved June 16, 1880 (Pamphlet laws, p. 248), it. is provided, 'that 
the sum of $300,000 is hereby appropriated, to be paid into the treasury of the Chero-
kee Nation, out of the funds due said nation for its lands in the Indian Territory 
west of the Arkansas River, as per estimates of the Secretary of the Interior.' 
"By the deficiency act of March 3, 1881 (21 Stat., 422), $50,000 was appropriated 
for the purchase of 101,894 acres of land occupied by the Poucas in the Indian Terri-
tory. Of this amount $48,389.46 has been carried to the credit of the Cherokees, 
being at the rate of 47.49 cents per acre, the price fixed by the President, as before 
stated, making a total of $348,389.46. 
"The Cherokees have, therefore, received $38,595.70 in excess of the amount due 
them for their lands west of the Arkansas River, which has been appropriated under 
the provisions of the sixteenth article of the treaty of 1866. It may be proper to 
add, however, that the Cherokees still have, as the treaty provides, the possession 
and jurisdiction of all lands except those assigned as above stated, and have been 
and are now receiving rents from the same." 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 19, Forty-sixth Congress, second session.) 
Letter of the Secretary of the Interior, January 3, 1885, transmitting, in answer to 
Senate resolution of December 23, 1884, report of Commissioner of Indian Affairs re-
garding the price paid and appraisement made of Cherokee lands west of Arkansas 
River. 
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES. 
[Senate .Journal, Fortieth Congress, third session. February 13, 1869.] 
Mr. Doolittle, from the Committee on Indian Affairs, to whom was referred the 
joint resolution (H. Res. 335) for the protection of settlers on the Cherokee neutral 
lands in Kansas, reported it without amendment, and that it ought not to pass; and 
also submitted a report (No. 224) thereon as follows: 
[Senate Report 224, Fortieth Congress, thinl session.] 
The Committee on Indian Affairs, to whom was referred House Resolution 335, 
having had the same under consideration, report: 
(1) That in their opinion the title to the lands in question, prior to the treaty of 
1866, was in the Cherokee Nation as purchasers, and held by patent of the United 
States in fee simple. 
(2) That no person had any right, legal or equitable, to enter upon such lands 
and claim adversely to that people. 
(3) That the only settlers who can claim any legal or equitable rights in said lancb 
adverse to the Cherokee Nation or their assign<'es :tre those provided for in the 
treaty of 1866 and the treaty supplementary tber0to of 1868. 
Therefore, the committee report in favor of an indefinite postponement of said 
resolution. 
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[Renate Report No. 64-, Forty-eighth Congre,;s, first Aession.] 
January 22, 1884-, the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, in reporting upon sun-
dry petitions to Congress, praying that the Oklahou1a lanlls lH· opCiwd to settlt'ment, 
after citing the letter of the Secretary of the Interior of April ~5, 1879, supra, said: 
"* * * It will bf\ seen by this letter from tho Se('retary of the Interior that the 
present legal status of the Oklahoma. lauds is that tlH·y are reservetl h~' treaty stip-
ulations for the purpose of settling Indians an<l freellnwn thereon. The fact that 
no other disposition of them can he made except in Yio1ntion of the treaty stipula-
tions i~:>, in the opinion of your counnittee, a snflicil·nt objPctiou to granting the 
prayer of the petitioners." 
[House Report No. 2857, Fiftieth Congress, first session, July 11, 1888.] 
Report of Committre on TerritorieR 011 hHl (H. R. 106 i4-) to organize the Terri-
tory of Oklahoma, in which and in the minority report presented by Mr. Barnes, p. 
16, etc., the title to the outlet Jandt> is fully dhwussed. 
MISCELLANEOUS LEGISLATION. 
[Act March 3, 1885, 23 Stat., 384.] 
* * * 
SEc. 8. That the President is hereby authorized to open negotiations with the 
Creeks, Seminoles, and Cherokee!:> for the purpose of opening to settlement under the 
homestead laws the unaRsignenlands in said Indian Territory cedNl by them respec-
tively to the United St~Ltes by the several treaties of Augnst eleventh, eighteen 
hnnclrell and sixty-six, March twenty-first, eightl'en lnm<lred and sixty-six, and July 
nineteenth, eighteen hundre<l and sixty-six; and for that purpose thl• sum of five 
thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, be, au<l the same is hereby, 
appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not othenvise appropriated; his 
action hereunder to be reported to Congress. 
* * * 
[Act February 8, 1887, 24 Stat., 388.] 
AN ACT to provide for the allotment of lands in severalty to Indian& on the various rescrvatione, and 
to extend the protection of the laws of the United States and the Territories over the Indians, and 
for other purposes. 
SEC. 8. That the provisions of this act shall not extend to the territory occupied 
by the Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Selllinoles and Osage, Miamis and 
Peorias, and Sacs and :Foxes, in the Indian Territory. * * * 
* • * 
[Act March 2, 1889, 25 Stat., 1005.] 
Slte. 14. The President is hereby authorized to appoint three commissioners, not 
more than two of whom shall be members of the same political party, to negotiate 
with the Cherokee Indians and with a.U other Indians owning or claiming lands 
lying west of the ninety-sixth ilegree of longitude in the Indian Territory for the 
cession to the United States of all their title, claim, or interest of every kind or char-
acter in and to said lands, and any and all agreements resnl ting from such negotia-
tions shall be reported to the President and by him to Congress at its next session, 
and to the council or councils of the nation or nations, tribe or tribes agreeing to the 
same for ratification; and for this purpose the sum of tweuty-fi ve thousand dollars, 
or as much thereof as may be ne~cssary, is hereby appropriated, to be immediately 
available: Provided, That said Commission is fnrther authorizell to submit to the 
Cherokee Nation the proposition that said nation shall cede to the United States, in 
the manner and with the effect afo~esaid, all the rig·hts of said nation in said lands 
upon the same terms as to payment as is provided in the agreement made with the 
Creek Indians of date January nineteentJ1, eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, and 
ratified by the present CongTess; an<l if said Cherokee Nation shall a<'cept, and by 
act of its legislative authority dnly paRsed, rn 1 ify the sanw, the saidlnnds shall there-
upon become a part of the public domain for the pnrpose of such disposition as is herein 
provided, anll the Presi<1ent is autborize<l, as soon thereaftPr as hl' may deem advis-
able, by proclamation open said lands to settlement, in the same manner anll to the 
same effect as in this act provided concerning the lauds ac<Juirell from said Creek 
bdians, but until said lands are opened for settlement by proclamation of the Presi-
S. Rep. 281--4 
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dent no person shall be permitted to enter upon and occupy the same, and no person 
v.iolating this provision shall be permitted to enter any of said lands or acquire any 
nght thereto. 
[Act May 2, 1890, 26 Stat., 81.] 
.AN ACT to provide for a temporary government for the Territory of Oklahoma, to enlarge the juris 
diction of the United States court in the Indian Territory, and for other purposes. 
SEc. 1. * * Whenever the interest of the Cherokee Indians in the land 
known as the Cherokee Outlet shall have been exti11guished, anfl the President shall 
make proclamation thereof, said outlet shall thereupon and without further legisla-
tion become part of the Territory of Oklahoma. * * ., 
[Act August 19, 1890, 26 Stat., 356.] 
* * To enable the Secretary of the Interior to continue the Cherokee Com-
mission provided for by act approved March second, eighteen hundred and eighty-
nine, twenty thousand dollars. * * * 
[Act February 28, 1891, 26 Stat., 794-.] 
.A.N ACT to amend and further extend the benefits of the act approved February eighth~ eighteen hun-
dred and eighty-seven, entitle(l "A.n act to provide for the allotment of land in severalty to Indians 
on the various reservations, and to extend the protection of tthe laws of the United States over the 
Indians, and for other purposes. 
SEc. 5. P1·ovided, That the provisions of this act shall no.t be held or con-
strued as to apply to the lands commonly called and known as the Cherokee Out-
let. * * * · 
[Act March 3, 1891, 26 Stat., 1008.] 
f' * To enable the Secretary of the Interior to continue the Cherokee Com-
mission provided for by act approved March second, eighteen hundred and eighty-
nine, fifteen thousand dollars. * * * 
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APPENDIX 3. 
[American State Papers, vol. 2, p.125. Address of President Jefferson to deputies of the Cherokees 
of the Upper and Lower Towns, January 9, 1809.] 
(For material portion of this, see preamble to treaty of July 8, 1817, 7 Stat., 156.) 
[American State Papers, vol. 2, p . 103. From Gen. Jackson to Secretary of War, October 18, 1816] 
if if if The Cherokees, as I believe, will make a tender of their whole territory 
to the United States for land in the Arkansa;; west of the Mississippi. A council is 
to be held shortly at Willstown, probably to select proper persons to explore that 
country and report its situation, etc. As soon as that is done, a delegation will be 
sent to the President to effect the exchange. * * * 
[Idem, p. 103. From Geo. Graham, acting chief clerk War Department, to Gen. Jackson in reply. 
October 26, 1816.] 
if if if Whenever the Cherokee nation shall be disposed to enter into a negotia-
tion for an exchange of the lands they now occupy for lands on the west side of the 
Mississippi, and shall appoint delegates clothed with full authority to negotiate a 
treatY'ior such exchange, they will be received by the President, and. treated with 
on the most liberal terms. 
[Idem, p. 479. From letter of Secretary of War (Calhoun) to Governor McMinn, July 29, 1818.] 
* if .,. The PI'esident. in order to add as mnch as possible to the permanent pros-
perity of the Cherokees on the Arkansas, has given them an indefinite outlet to the 
west, which will continue their indepen<lence as long as is practicable. * * * 
[Idem, p. 483. Governor McMinn to Secretary Calhoun, January 26, 1819.] 
* The Cherokee country east of the Mis:sissippi is estimated hy the best 
calculations to contain upwards of 14,000,000 acres, a great proportion of which is 
rich land and well watered, 11articularly in the Alabama territory, which certainly 
contains the most valuable part of the Cherokee country. * * * · 
[Secretary of War to chiefs of the Arkansas Cherokees.] 
DEPARTMENT OF WAR, 0ctobe1' 8, 1821. 
BROTHERS: I have received your communication of the 2Mh of July last, com-
plaining that the promises of the Government in relation to intruders upon your 
lands and to an outlet to the west have not heen performed. It has always been its 
intention to carry into effect fully every promise made to you, and which I was under 
the impression had been done, particularly upon the points complained of, as orders 
were issued some time since for the removal of the whites from your lands and. from 
the tract of cmUltry to the west of your reserv:ttion, commonly ca,lleu "Lovely's 
Purchase," by which you would obtain the outlet promised. Copies of these orders 
are herewith iuclose1l for your jnformation. 
Governor ~Hiller, who is now here, on his return to the Arkansas Territory, informs 
me that he knows of but one person who has settled upon your lands, and he believes 
that person resides there with the nermission of the nation. 
He is, however, authorized to e!J.1 the attention of Mnj. Bra<lford to the orders 
above ref'erred to, and if they should not have been previously carried into effect to 
request him to do so without further delay. It is to be always unclerstood that in 
removing the white settlers from Lovely's Purchase for the pnrpose of giving the 
outlet promised you to the west, you acquire thereby no right to the soil, but merely 
to an outlet, of which you appear to be already apprised, and. that the Government 
reserves to itself the right of making such disposition as it may think proper with 
reO'ar<l to the salt. springs upon that tract of country. 
GoYernor Miller is also fully authorize<l to 1·eceive and adjust any other complaints 
you may have to make, which it is believed can be done satisfactorily uy him upon 
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the spot, without your sending a deputation for that purpose, a-s you ex11ress a wish 
to do. If~ however, he should ii.nd any difficulty in the business and think it of suf-
ficient importance for you to E:Jend on a delegation, he is vested with discretionary 
power to grant you power to send one in the spring. 
I understand that some of your nation have settled to the south of the Arkansas 
River on our lands, and as it is e11ually improper for your people to occupy our lands 
as for our people to occupy yours, it is expeeted that you will immediately order all 
your people to remove from the south to the north side of the river within the limits 
of your reservation; which, if not done in a reasonable time, Governor Miller is in-
structed to take the necessary measures to effect. 
I remain your friend and brother, 
J. C. CALHOUN. 
References to American State Papm·s, Indian Affairs, vol. 2, pp. 116, 130, 465, 479,480, 
483, 485, 542, 543, contained in letter of R. L. 0. to D. g. H., October 15, 1891 
> [.A.merica11 State Papers, vol. 2, p. 116.\ 
[Extract from letter of Agent R. J. Meigs to Secretary of War, dated Cherokee Agency, November 8, 
1816.] 
* They (the Cherokees) find that pressure on them for cessions ofland will 
probably be soon made from Tennessee, South Carolina,, and Georgia, and although 
they can, in the first instance of the application, say no, at the same time they feel 
they can not long resist reiterated applications, and they anticipate that in this 
way their limits will be circumscribed. And this is not all they have to fear, for 
many of them will emigrate to the west, land or no laud, and in this way they will 
crumble to pieces and their identity as a nation will be lost, to prevent which it is 
clear to me they must exchange their land here for land west of the Mississippi 
River; there they may preserve their national existence to some more remote period. 
They are aware even if pLaced on the west of Arkam;as that they must probably 
make cessions ofland to the United States in that country, but they presume they 
shall be less pressed on that subject there than here, and to guard against, or rather 
to provide for such a contingency, it has been suggested to me by an intelligent 
Cherokee that in allotting a tract of land for them on Arkansas River it would be 
well for them, and no <lamage to the United States, to have only three definite lines 
drawn to designate such allotment, leaving the boundary westward open as a wil-
derness, so as they make cessions on the east side they may make proportionate 
advances on the west. * * * 
[Idem., p. 130.] 
Treaty with Cherokees of July 8, 1817. 
[Idem., p. 465.] 
Correspondence i• relation to extinguishment of title of Cherokees to land in 
Georgia (1822-'23.) 
[Idem., pp. 479, 480, 485, Secretary of War to Governor McMinn, July 29, 1818.) 
* The President, in order to add as much as possible to the permanent pros-
perity of the Cherokees on the Arkansas, has given them an indefinite outlet west, 
which will continue their independence as long as it is practicable. 
[Idem., pp. 5>12, 543, message of President Monroe to the Senate, Janu"ary 27, 1825. Plan for removing 
the several Indian tribes west of the Mississippi River.] 
(See executive papers No. 64, Eighteenth Congress, second session, post infra.) 
[Ex. papers No. 64, Eighteenth Congress, second session, p. 3.] 
In his message to Congress, January 27, 1825, President Monroe said: 
"* * * The great object to be accomplished is the removal of those tribes to the 
territory designated on conditions which shall be satisfactory to themselves and 
honorable to the Unite<l States. This can be done by conreying to each t?·ibe a good 
title to an adequat~ortion of land to which it may consent to remove, and by provid-
ing for it there a system of internal government which shan protect their property 
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from invasion and by tho regnlar progress of improvements anlll'idlizat.ion prevent 
that degeneracywhich has gen·'rally marked the tram;ition from the one to the other 
state. " ·:. " '' 
[Idem., pp. 9, 10, 11.) 
In report to President, dated Jan nary 24, 1825, Secretary Calhoun said: 
"" * * It is helievetl that tho Cherokees, to whom has been allotted a country 
lying between the Arkansas anti 'White rivers, will very readily agrt>e to removi11g 
their eastern bo1mdary fnrther west on the consid(•ration that for the laDtls t.hereby 
ceded they may have a~sip;netl to them an eC]_ual quantity further west, as they 
have educed a strong disposition to prevent the settlement of the vdlites to the 
west of them " " ". A snffi.eient country shoultl be reserved to the west of 
the Cherokees, on the Arkan::>as, as a means of exchange with those who remain on 
the east. * * * 
"There is another point which appears indispensable to be guarded in order to 
render the condition of this race less afflicting. One of the greatest evils to which 
they are snhject is that incessant pressure of our popnlation, which forces them 
from seat to Heat: without allowing time for that moral a1Hl iutellectual improve-
ment for which they appear to Le mtturally eminently susceptible. To guard against 
this evil so fatal to the race there ought to be the strongest anll the most solemn assur-
ance that the couni1·y given them shoulcl he thei1·s as a permanent honw for themselves and 
their posiel'ity without being disturbed by the encroachment of our citizens. " * *" 
(8enate Ex. Doc. No.2, Twenty-second Congress, secontl session, pp. 37,38.] 
In an address to' the Cherokees east of the Mississippi, April17, 183;2, Secretary 
Cass said: 
The President is willing to enter into an agreement for your removal 
west of the :\lississippi upon the following general principles: 
"(1) That a country, sufficiently exLcnsive and fertile, shall be distinctly marked 
out west of the Territory ofArkansa::> for you and yonr bTcthr~n where they now are. 
'' (2) That this country shall be conveyed to you by patent, under the proYisions 
of the act of Congress of Ma~' 28, 1830, ancl that it· shall be forever without the 
boundary of any State or TerritOT.f·" 
[House Ex. Doc. No. 286, Twenty-fourth Congress, .l!'1rst Session, p. 40, etc.] 
March 16, 1835: I'resident Jackson, ad<.lressing the Cherokees east ofthe Mississippi 
River, said: 
"" * " A number of your brethren, who have been delegated by that por-
tion of your people favorable to emigration, have repaired to this place in the hope 
ofbeing able to make some arrangement which would be acceptable to the Uovern-
mcnt of the Unite<l States and which would meet your approbation. ·:. * " The 
whole subject has been taken into consideration and an arrangement has heen made, 
which ought to be, and I trust will be, entirely satiHfactory to ,You. The Senate of 
the Unite<l Btates have given their opinion of the value of your possessious, and 
this value has been insured to you in the arrangement which has been prepared. 
* * * The stipulations contained in this instrument (treaty, :\larch 14, 1835) 
are <lcsigned to '' " * lny the fonndntion of such social and political establish-
ments in your new <·onntry as will render you a happy and prosperous people. 
" <+ "' The Pnited Btates have assigned to yon a fertile and extensive country, 
with a vcry fine dimate ;~dupted to your habits, and with all the other natural ad-
vantages whi('h ~·uu ongltt to tlesire or expect. 
"I Hhall, ill :t short tillle, appoint commiRRioners for the purpose of meeting the 
whole bod.v of your people in council. They will explain to you more fnlly my 
views alHl the nature of the ;.;tipulations whleh are offert'tl to you. 
''TheRe Htipnlations provide, first, for an acldi tion to tho conn try already assigned 
to yon west of the ~1issil'lsippi, and foJ· the conveyance of the 1cl10le of it by patent in 
fee simple, aud also for the sectwity of the necessary polilical?·irtltls, and fo1· pTe-venting 
1chite per.sons from fl·e8pas8iri!J 11pon yon. * " " There an· 13,000,000 acres con-
veyed to the \Ve::>tPrn Cherokees and yourselves by former treaties, and which are 
destined for yonr alHl their penn:tnent residence, so that ,your whole country west 
of the Mississippi will contain 1JOt less ihan 13,800,000 a.eres." " * " 
[Senate Doc. No. 1, 'l'wenty-fourth Congress, first AeHsion, p .. 25.] 
In his message to Congress, December 7,1885, Presi<leut .Jackson said: 
"* * * The plctlge of thP 1Tni.,ted States has been givPn by Congress that the 
country destined to he the residence of this people shall Le forever 'secured and 
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guaranteed to them.' A country west of Missouri and Arkansas has been assigned to 
them into which the white settlements are not to be pushed. No political communi-
ties can be ,formed in that extensive region, except those which are established by 
tho Indians themselves, or by the United States for them and with their concur-
rence." * * * 
TREATY OF DECEMBER 29, 1835. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. 120, Twenty-fifth Congress, serond se::~sion, p. 98. From memorandum delivered by 
Secretary of War to Senator King, of Georgia, February 28, 1835.] 
Besides these pecuniary stipulations a tract of very valuable land, estimat·ed to 
contain about 800,000 a,cres, west of the Mississippi, is to be added to the territory 
already possessed by them (this territory originally contained about 7,000,000 acres), 
in addition to which they were entitled to the use of another tract, containing about 
6,000,000 acres, for the purpose of an outlet of communication with the tribes and 
country west of them. It is proposed in the arrangement with Ridge and his party 
to gTant them the entire property of this tract of 6,000,000 a<'res for their uncontli-
tioual use; this will make, for the whole country given and proposed to be given to 
them west of the Mississippi, 13,800,000 acres of land. 
[Idem, p. 139. Letter of Secretary of War to chairman House Committee on Ways anclMeans, June 
15, 1836.] 
WAR DEPARTMENT, June 15, 1836. 
Sm: Application has been made for a patent to be granted to t·he Cherokees, under 
the third artiole of the treaty recently concluded with them. There are two tracts 
of land to be included in the patent and each has been partially surveyed, though, 
it is thonght, not sufficiently so to enable the proper office to clescribe them with 
proper l)re<'ision in a patent. The lines of the large tract haYe not actunlly been 
closed, and the Quap1tws have a resf'rvation which probably runs into the small 
tract and which may require a deduction to be made from the price which was 
charged to the Cherokees for the latter. 
Unuer these circumstan<'es I have the honor to submit an estima,te for the consid-
eration of the Committee of 'Vays and Means. to enable the Depa,rtment to have 
these surveys completed so that the patent which the Cherokees are anxious tore-
ceive may he issued without unnecessary dela,y. 
As it is diffieult to ascertain here with precision the steps necessary to be taken, I 
propose to commit the superintendence of the matter to the Rev. ~Ir. :McCoy, who is 
w<>ll acquaintell with the topogmphy of that region and who has been employed in 
surveying portions of it. An estimate of the sum deemed uecessa,ry for his compen-
sation is added to the probable actual expenses of surveying. The surveys will be 
executed by competent persons under his direction. 
Very respectfully, 
LEWIS CASS. 
Ron. C. C. CAMBRELING, 
Chai1·rnan Committee on Ways and Means, 
House of Rep1'esentatives. 
[Idem, p 144. Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Isaac McCoy, July 5, 1836.] 
wAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
July 5, 1836. 
SIR: By treaty of New Echota, of December 29, 1835, it is stipulated that the 
lands ceded to the Cherokees west of the MissiRsippi shall be secured to them by 
patent; and it appearing tha,t the surveys of these lands have not been so far exe-
cuted as to enable the Government to issue a patent, you are hereby a,ppointed and 
instructed to cause the surveys of the said lands to be completed, and to supply 
every deficiency connected with the subject at this time, to prevent the issuing of a 
patent. 
For informa,tion respecting the boundaries required, you are referred to the treaty 
itself. You will be careful to see that the requirements of tha,t instrument, in rela-
tion to boundaries, are fully met. 
Yon will appoint a eomp<'tent surveyor to run and mark the lines which have 
not been surveyed, and allow him the same compensation as bas heretofore been al-
lowed for surveys of other Indian boundary lines in that region; and to enable you 
to determine what rema,ins to be done, you will be furnished with the field notes 
and plats of the surveys which have been macle, so far as yon are not at present in 
possession of them. It is understood that you aro wanting the following, that is to 
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say, the fielll notes anu plats of the lines, from the mouth of the North Fork of the 
Canauian River to tlte Arkansas River, of the meanders of Arkansas and Verdi-
gris rivers, of the liue from the Verdigris to the point called for in the treaty, 25 
miles north of Arkansas~ and of the line from that point west, as far as the line has 
been run. 
The actin~ superintendent of the \Yes::ern Territory has been instructed to cause a 
survey of the lnnds of the Senecas and Qnapa,ws. You will need his field notes of 
the survey of the Neosho, so far as that river divides their lands from those of the 
Cherokees, an<l as it is possible that the lawlN of the Quapa,ws may extend further 
north than the southern limit of the tract ce<led to the Clwrokees by the last clause 
of the second artirle of the treaty, an<l thereuy dimiui >:11 i~:' qnantity, the surveyor 
of the Seneca awl Quapaw lands will be iustl·ucted to furnish you with a copy of 
the tieltlnotes and plats of his entire snrveys as soon as they shall be completed. 
It is expected that yon wm furnish the Department with field notes and plats of 
all the snr.-e.rs th:1t you shall cause to be mn<1e. and also with a duplicate plat of the 
whole tract prodtle(l by the trt~~tty (one hc>ing for the use of the Cherokees), or dupli-
cates of each, should their lands nec<•~-; ,.-·l rily lorm t\YO tracts. 
Accompanying your plat of the wlwlll ~· on will furnish ~t statement of thl• ronrqe 
anti dist:mce of each line and th ~) character of the object that terminates it; the 
names of the water courses, so far as they form boundaries, and the number of acres 
contained in the whole tract, if the land be indndetl in one, or of each tract if it be 
in two. 
~The lauds under consideration extend wc1'.t as far as the limits of the United States 
territories. It is believed that in an open country so uncomruonly favorable to cor-
rect measurement as tha,t throngh "IT"hich these surveys are to be made the westC'rn 
limit can be obtained with sufficient accuracy without cf'lc>stial observations. Such 
mineralogical and geological observations >vill be made as ean be done without hin-
drance to the principal work. 
The commanding olticer at Fort LenYf''lworth willlw i 11 1 11dell to furnish, at your 
request, such :m escort as shall be s11 l"li ·. , , for the protection of the surveying party 
against marauding parties of Incliam>-
You will enter npon this work immediately, and report its compl etion to this office 
as soon as possible, and throughout the whole you will observe the most rigid 
economy. 
The appropriation for this business is $7,000, and this amount will in no event be 
exceeded. Your own compensation will be at the rate of $8 per day, to include your 
expenses for the time actually employed, to be paid on your certificate of honor. 
Your accounts will he accompanied by the requisite vouebers, according to the regu-
lations of the Department. 
You are authori ze<l to draw on this Department for suc~1 sums as may be necessary 
to enable yon to fulfill these instructions. 
Very respectfully, 
C. A. HARRIS. 
Rev. IsAAC McCoY, 
Now in Washington. 
[Idem, p. 359. Letter from John Ridge to Secretary of War, March 13, 1835.] 
WASHINGTON CITY, Ma?'Ch 13, 1835. 
DEAR SIR: Before I leave this place for m:v nntive land, I wish to make a few sug-
gestions in relation to the mode which ongl1 t to he pursued in presenting the treaty 
for the ratificntion of the Cherokee peopb \\' e, as a people, have been unanimous 
in oppositioll to a, trettty. Now, as I believe, there is a majority for a treaty, and the 
difficulty is ns to such a one as will lH' acceptable to the m,ajority. The Ross party 
will desire to make one with the Go\'ernment which will administer to their pride 
as well as profit, and will try to mislead the nn<lerstandings of the poor ignornat 
Indians, and for a while may well succeed, bnt tiliH', in the end, will dissipate those 
impressions, 
ln the iirst place, the President should sencl, through his commissioner, a friendly 
written a<lclr (·:-;r-; to the pt•ople, a~ thC'ir political father, who entertains the greatest 
regard for the fntnre lwppiness of the CherokeeR, as a community which is to exist 
under the protection ot the United StateR, H'ifh lite l'if!l!i of e.rm·cising gorcnunent ot·er 
itsz1eople. To effect that obJect it was necessary they should have a home, a country 
which at no fnture time should be encroached upon by State intrusion. That this 
home, in order to answa the purposes of an asylum, not only comfortable for the 
prese11t generation, bnt looking to their increasing prosperit~T' he ha<l enlarged in 
this treaty, which he now proposes to tht'il' COIISdl<'mtion, nn«l for the purpose of 
defraying the expenses of their government an<l to promote civilization and religion 
he hall also granted aml vested sufficient funds for nati011al purposes, the proceeds of 
which were subject to their own management. :::lo well convinced was he that the 
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Cherokees must have a country, and the funds to render them respectable as a nation, 
tllat he never would change or lessen the extent of the one or reJ.uce that of the 
other. 
* 
I am, sir, respectfully, your friend and brother, 
The SECRETARY OF WAR. 
JOHN RIDGE. 
[Idem, pp. 456 nnd 457. Rt>J •.:·1 of proceetlinp;s of council held at Running Water, .July 20, 1835. 
Commissioner Seltvnnerhor~'s adthe;;s to the Cherokees. · 
* 
Articles 2 and 3 declare that you are to have $4,500,000 in money, 1o he paid as 
stipulated in the fu:lowing articles, antl 80l ,000 acres of land, in atlfiition to the 
lands already secured to the Cherokee K ation in the treaties with t 11e Cherokees 
west, and that this is to be in full for all your lands east of the Mis~:;i~:;sippi and your 
claims upon the United States. The whole quantity of lands you wm now have west 
secured by this and other treaties will be 13,800,000 acres, which is more than aU 
the lamls the whole Cherokee Nation owned before the treaty with Gen. Andrew 
Jackson in 1817, by which they were to have acre for acre for their lands east of the 
Mississippi. I say you will have more laud than yon had there, for by that treaty 
you sold to the United States about 4.000,000 acres, rmil you still own here a.l>Out 
7,000,000 acres, maki11g in allll,OOO.OOO acres, so that witllout the 800,000 acres which 
you lmy by this treaty you will haYe 2,000,000 acres more west of the Mississippi 
than you had here before the treaty of 1817. 
The fourth article declares that all your lands west shall he secured to ymt by a 
patent dcedfrorn the PTesident of the United Statesj and you will hold it by the smne title 
the white man holds his lands cts long as you exist as a State and 1·eside upon it. * * * 
A?"ticle 6 secnres your polit·ical rightsj and declares that your countl'y, without yow· con-
sent, can not be included wi.thin the limits of a11y State or Tcrritm·y of the United States)· 
that you shall, in ymtr national councils, make youl' own laws and regnlations to govm·n all 
the persons and property in yon1· country belonging to your nation in any way: Provided, 
They shall not be inco11sistent with the Constitution of the United States and such acts of 
Cong1·ess as relltte to trade and intm·cou1·se with the IncUans. These p1·ivileges you never 
can enjoy hm·e, ctnd without them you cease to exist as a nation. 
* '~ * * * * 
[Idetn, p, 491. Letters i'rom :Mf!j. llidge and others, chiefs, to President .Jackson, December 1, 1835.] 
* * We are among those who look to the time when the two portions of the 
Cherokee people shall be reunited under such a treaty basis as w1ll promote the 
happiness and prosperity of the whole nation. Those bases mnst be snch as the PresJ-
dent has a]rea,dy rec·ummencled and nrged, viz, the removal of the Cherokees to the 
lands allotted for them wec;t of the Mississippi; the guarunty of those lands to them 
and their descendants by a patent; p1·otection in thei1· political rights and privileges, 
and the security and proper appropriation of snch amo·unt of the a'vails of the la.nd here as 
may be necessary to p1·ornote the advancement of the Cherokee people i.n ed·ucation, religion, 
and momls, and in all those things which adorn a vi1·tuous and intelligent community. 
* * * * * * ~ 
[Idem, p. 672. Letters to Gen. Wool from President .Jackson, September 7, 1836.] 
You will therefore make known to the Cherokee people that no altera-
tion in the trenty will be made, but that all its terms and conditions will be faith-
fully and fully executed. * * * 
[Idem, p. 675. Notice to the Cherokee people from Gen. Wool, September 19, 1836.] 
HEADQUARTERS ARMY E. T. AND c. N., 
Red Clay, Tenn., September 19, 1836. 
I am instructed by the President of the United States to make known to the 
Cherokee people that no alteration will be made in the late treaty entered into with 
chiefs and headmen of the Cherokee Nation, and ratiiied the 23d of May, 1~3G, hy 
the Senate of the 1Juited States; and that the same in all its terms and conditions 
win be faithfully and fully exccn ted. Agreeably, therefore, to its terms, the Chero-
kee people are to emigrate in two years from the ratification of the treaty, and will 
be ouliged to go ·within that period. 
To the CHE~OKEE PEO:PLE, 
JOH:N E. WOOL, 
BTigadier-Geneml? Cormnanding in Chm·olcee Country. 
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[Idem, p. 745. Report of Sun·eyor McCoy to Commis,;ioner of Indian Affairs, December 15, 1836.] 
I am sorry to inform ~·on that with the utmost of my efforts I have not been able 
to have the Hun·cy of the Cherokee Indian lands completed. 
(Assigns as reasom;, delay iu furnishing military eAcort, lateness of season, state 
of weather, condition of roadH, etc.) * * * 
For the present it may be assumed that unless inaccuracies have occurred in the 
surveys from ·which I have made my calculations, which I bPlieve has not been the 
case, the Ch<'rokees wiJl ohtain the full quantity of land stipulated for. 
[Idem, pp. 9.30, 951, and 952. Report from Surveyor McCoy to Commissioner of Indian .Affairs, Sep 
tember 20, 1837.] 
\VEsTPORT, JAcKsON CouNTY, Mo., 
September 20, 1837. 
SIR: By your instructions of Jnly 5, 1836, I was required to cause the surveys of 
the Cherokee lands to be completed ancl to supply every clefi<'ie:p.cy connected with 
the subject which at that time preventetl the iB>.ming of thP patent. 
The surveys have bePn completed, the field notes of wLich are herewith respect-
fully submitted, together witL duplicate plats of each tract of Cherokee land, also 
a summary description of the boundaries, and the quantity of acres embraced therein. 
The surveys being made agreeably to the requisition of the treaty necessarily di-
vides the Cherokee lands into two distint·t tracts, the northoast corner of the one 
approaching the southwest corner of the other, within a distance of 30 chains. This 
intervening tract is a slip of unappropriatecl land 1~-iug north of the Qua paws, 1 mile 
45 chains and 50 links wide, and extending from the "Neosho J{iver, the place where 
the two Cherokee tracts approach each other, east 25 miles 36 chains and 56 links, 
to the western boundary of the State of Missouri, containing 24,81:3,039 acres (8ic) 
The second article of the (Jherokee treaty provides that if the salt plain at which 
the Indians of the various tribes procure salt "should fall within the Cherokee 
lands, the right should be reserved to the l·u ite<l States to permit other tribes of red 
men to get salt on said plain in common with the (.;herokees." 
It appears there are two noted places at which the Indians, from time immemorial, 
have collected salt. One is on the Cherokee lands. It is a plain on which salt is 
formed by solar evaporation. situated on the salt fork of Arkansas Hiver, about 15 
or 20 miles south of their northern boundary and about 220 miles west of the State 
of ~Iissouri. 
The other is said to be a salt rock. It is on Creek lands, ~ or 10 miles south of the 
sonthem boundary of the Cherokee lauds and about 200 miles west of the State of 
Arkansas. 
The surveyor was unable to visit either of these places; but Osage Indians, who 
were hunting in the vicinity at the time he passed, pointed out to him the location 
of both. 
Notwitbstamlin~ the Cherokee land!:! are divided into two separate tracts, the 
second article of tne treaty requires both to be inciutled in the same patent. 
The fifth article of the treaty reqnires that the laws which the Cherokees may 
enact shall be consistent "with such acts of Congress as have been or may be passed 
regulating trade and intercourse with the Indians." Also, the third article ::;tiru-
lates that the patent to be issued shall be "according to the provisions of the ac of 
:May 28, U530." This act provides that the lauds patented "shall revert to the 
United States if the Indians become extinct or abandon them." 
Therefore, while it is requiretl that a patent should secure the lands to the Chero-
kees and their heirs and successors, it provides that it withholds from them the 
right to convey the same to other Indians. 
To this matter I beg leaye to solicit particular attention. It is the hinge upon 
which turns the weal or woe of all the tribes for which the Government is making 
pro,·ision in this Inflian Territory. and vitally affecting the benevolent design of the 
Government in securing to the tribes the possession of their lands. 
If the conveyance be made in terms which could hereafter, by possibility, be con-
strued to authorize the lndians, either collectively or individually, to convey the 
whole, or any portion thereof~ to otlH'rs than Indians, either foreYer or for a limited 
time, white residents wouhl be introtlnefHl an<l the Imli~m crowded out. 
Last vdnter four chiefs of the Delaware Nation, professing to act by authority 
and in behalf of the whole, were intlnced to petition the Government for permission 
to lease to a certain \vhite man (a citizen of the United States) and his children one 
Rertion of land. I mention this fact, known to yourself~ as an evidence that between 
the citizens of the United States and the Indians negotiations have already been 
comme1H.:etl hy which the former hope to obtain a footing within the Indian Terd-
torv. 
Ii1 issui11g the patent it will be ne(·essary tu do mo1·e than to guard against selling 
and leasinv. Tllese two avent1.es to the ingres~ of w4ite population being effectually 
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barred, a third will be sought under the pretext of being employed to pel'form some 
useful service for the Indians. If an Indian be allowed to introduce a white man 
into the Indian country as a partner in business, as a clerk, as a laborer, as a physi-
cian, or in any capacity whatever, indulgence will be abused by avaricious individ-
uals, or companies of Indians will be hired to form either nominal or real contracts 
for the introduction of white men, under the name of employes of the former. 
None of the tribes are capable of guarding their own interests, an(l if they were, in 
such transactions as these under consideration human nature should not be supposed 
to be beyond the influence of the temptations of money . .. The right of introducing 
into the Indian country any white persons, citizens of the United States or of any 
other country,, can never be safely possessed by any of the tribes until their condi-
tion becomes so improved that they can mingle with the white men without incon-
venience. 
In the present condition of the tribes, this subject is guarded by laws of Congress, 
but if the right to the soil be conveyed to the Indians by patent, without reserving 
in the same instrument their right of connecting white men with them in the occu-
pancy of the land, the power of Congress subsequently to forbid it by law may well 
be doubted. 
This subject acquires importance from the following facts, which I hope will apolo-
gize for the earnestness with which I respectfully press its consideration, namely, 
the case of the Cherokees, now under consideration, is the first that has occurred of 
issuing a patent to an Indian tribe. The whole or portions of twenty-three tribes 
are already within this Indian Territory. In all probability the number of tribes 
will soon exceed thirty. The patent now to be issued will be quoted as a precedent 
for the future, and no tribe will be content with less authority than is granted to 
the Cherokees. But irrespective of other tribes, the introduction of white men into 
the Cherokee country alone would prostrate the designs of the Government to render 
the Indians secure in their possessions; for the Cherokee lands, embracing in the 
whole more than 14,000,000 acres, extend from the east to tlw west of the country 
designed for Indian settlement and divide in two. . 
We can not consistently plead, in this case, that if the Indians choose to introduce 
white men into their eountry to their own destruction the fault will be theirs, not ours. 
The same might have been pleaded heretofore in relation to the laws for the preser-
vation and welfare of the Indian tribes. Justice toward a very large majority of 
them, who are incompetent either to understand or take care of their own inteTests, and 
humanity toward the whole, requires that our Cffivernmen t continue i is gnardianshi p. 
By the prohibition above alluded to, no inconvenience could arise to any Indians 
whose circumstances require the assistance of white men. The matter being under 
the control of the Government of the United States, its laws regulating intercourse 
with the Indian tribes could always be such as to provide for the emergency. Laws 
providing for the temporary residence of white men in the Indian t~ountry either, for 
the benefit of the Indians or the Government of the United States, can be ·amended 
or repealed whenever their pirovisions are found to be exceptionable, but the patent 
under consideration will be unalterable. Of this I presume the Government will be 
fully aware, and will guard against wiles which afterwards it would be unable to 
remedy, and which would produce a failure of the experiment so auspiciously entered 
upon by the Government for the improvement of the condition of this hitherto un-
.cortunate race of men. 
Sir, I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
ISAAC McCoY. 
Ron. C. A. HARRIS, 
Com'mission-er of Indian Affairs. 
[Idem, p. 988- Talk of Special .Agent Mason to Cherokee council, at Red Chty, East Tennessee, .July 
31, 1837.] 
Brothers, the President hopes you will see the force of the reasons he has given 
why you can not remain here, and that you will go contentedly and quietly to your 
new country. The Government will faithfully fnlfill all the stipulations and engage-
ments which it has contracted with you, and its earnest desire is to see yon, prosper-
ous and happy, and permanently settled in the fine country provided for you, where 
you will never again be disturbed. Brothers, is there among good men a father 
who could see his chiMren exposeu to dreadful dangers and not ma,ke every effort 
to snatch them away at once and place them in safety~ The President feels for you 
as a father for his children. He sees yon here eX}1osed to fatal influences which are 
working for your destruction, and he earnestly desires to place you beyond their 
reach; hence his anxiety to see you safe in the new and distant country he has set 
a.part for you. Once there and these fatal influences can not reach you. Here yon 
are pent up within narrow limits, and with difficulty many of yom• people find even 
a scanty subsistence. There you have a wide country to yourselves, where the indus~ 
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trious cnltivator of tlu• Roil will reap his cropR in peace all(l Re<·nrif~', and where the 
bunter will fin<L ganw in almndnnee. Here .11011 m·e sul~jrcfNl to lan8, in the making of 
~chich .IJOil hare no I'Oice; hun; which arj. 1111Suitcd to your cu8toms and abhotTent to your 
illeas of libertg. 'l'ltere, Che1·okees, yon will make latcs for yourselrrs, lwif cxtablislt such 
gorernment a8 in .IJOUI' e8fi111afiou may be best suited to your condition. Thrre, (; he1·okees, 
in yonr ne-w country you will be j'a1· beyond the limits m· jm·i.~diclion of any State or Ter-
ritory. The country 1cill be yom·s, yours exclusit,cly. No other people can make claim to 
it, and yon ll'ill be protected by the vigilant power of the United Stales against the intrn-
sion of the while man. .~ ·+ * 
[:-;enate .Ex. Doc. 121, Twenty-fifth Congress. secon<lsession, pp. 37. 38, and 39. Letter from E. Boudinot 
to John Ross NoYember 25. 1836.] 
* * * But let us see bow you present your objections to some of the details of 
the treaty; and first your objection to the title which is proposed to be given to the 
Cherokees for the weRtern country. 
The third art.iele of the treaty 1;rovides: "The United States also agree that the 
lands above ceded by the treaty of February 14, 1833, including the outlet and those 
ceded by this treaty, shall all be inclndcd in one patent executed to the Cherokee 
Nation of Indians by the President of t.he United States, according to the provisions 
of the act of May 28, 1830." The provisions of that act of Congress is as follows: 
"That iu the making of ;;uch exehange or exchanges, it shall :mel may be lawful for 
the President solemnly to assure the tribe or nation with which the exchangt} is made, 
thattbe United States will forever secure and guarantee to them, their heirs or succes-
KorH, the country so exchanged with them, antl if they prefer it, that the United 
foltates will cauHe a patent or grant to be made and executed to them for the same: 
Provided always, That snc h laJl(l shall revert to the United States if the Indians be-
come extinct or abandon the same." 
The fifth article of the treaty provides: "The United St,ates hereby covenant and 
agree that the lands ceded to the Cherokee Nation in the foregoing article shall 
in no fnture time without their consent be iucln<led within the territorial limits or 
jurisdiction of any State or Territory. But they shall secure to the Cherokee Na-
tion the right hy their national councils, to make and carry into effect all such laws 
as they m.ty t~eclli necessary," etc. 
These are the premises from which you have formed a most curious inference by a 
course of reaRoning which can not even be entitled sophistical. I present these 
matters only to show how unfair you are even when yon pretend to reason. But to 
illustrate your logic: "The pretencled treaty expressly avows," you say, "that it is 
under the law containing the clause above quoted, and other similar laws, that the 
transfer is made, and the Indian title is to be subject, not only to those laws already 
existing, but to such laws as may be made hereafter." ·when the treaty refers only 
to the act of May 28 how do you make out that it "expressly avows" that the trans-
fer is to be made under that law and "other simila1· laws," and the Indian title is to 
be subject to '~those laws" and those 11 which may be made hereafter?" The treaty 
provides that the lands ceded to the Cherokees "shall in no .futw·e time, without their 
consent, be included within the territorial limits or jurisdiction of any State or Ter-
ritory." Now let us see how gravely and wisely yon reason upon that. ''Suppose 
it should suit the policy of the United States, hereafter, to pass a law organizing a 
territorial government upon the Cherokee lands wesU Those laws necessarily de-
stroy the character of the Cherokee Nation as a distinct community; the Nation 
becomes legally e.rtinct ana the lands r·erert to the United States. 'fhe act of May says, 
if the Indians become extinct then the lands shall revert," etc. You infer hence that 
the law organizing a territorial government upon the Cherokee lands, which can be 
done ouly with their consent, according to the treaty, will make the nation extinct, 
and the lands will hence revert to the United States. This is splenrlid r·ertsoning, no 
doubt. It is the first time I have heard lndiltn extinction to mean legal extinction. 
But to state the matter in a short way. According to the provisions of the treaty 
a patent is to be given by the President of the United States for all the Cherokee 
lands west, agreeably to the 11ro"isions of the act of May 28, 1830. 'rhat act secures 
those lands to the Cherokees by a guarantee as strong as the United States can make 
it, with a singl<' proviso, that if the Indians become extinct or remove, then the lands 
Hhall re,·ert to the United States. According to the treaty, in no future time is a ter-
ritorial government to be formed over these lands, without the consent of. the Cherokees. 
From these plain provisions yon build an argument to Rhow that the Indian title is 
subject, not only to the act of May, 1830, and to sintilal' acts, bnt to other acts which 
may hereafter be rnacle; that if the Government should see fit to organize a territor~ 
over the Cherokee country, the uation will become legally extinct, and the lands will 
revert to the United States, and hence the title pretended to be given in the treaty is 
good for nothing. This no doubt is conclusive reasoning front the p1·entises. * * * 
S, Rep. 2-29 
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[House Ex. Doc. No 2, Twenty.fourtb Congress, second session, p. 20. Annual message of President 
. .Jackson. December 5, 1836.] 
* * * The national policy, founded alike in interest and humanity, so long and 
so steadily pursued by this Government, for the removal of the Indian tribes origi-
nally settled on this side of the Mississippi to tlle west of that river may be said to 
have been consummated by the conclusion of the late treaty with the Cherokees. 
The measures taken in the execution of that treaty, and in relation to our Indian 
affairs generally, will fully appear by referring to the accompanying papers. * * * 
[House Ex. DoCI. No. 2, Twenty-fonrth CongresR, second session, p. 370, etc. From Report of Com-
missioner of Indian A1fairs to Secretary of War December 1, 1836.] 
* * * The act of Congress of Ma~ 28, 1830, provided for an exchange of lands 
with the Indians residing in any part l· the States or Territories east of the Missis-
sippi and for their removal beyond that riYcr. It authorized the President "solemnly 
to assure the tribe or nation with which the exchange is made, that the United States 
will forever secure and guarantee to them, their heirs or successors," the country so 
exchanged with them * * * 
Anterior to the passage of this act, which devolved upon the Executive these high 
duties to the Indian tribes, the necessity of some form of government had been dis-
tinctl~' recognized. Stipulations were made in treaties with the Cherokees and 
Choctaws for their removal and settlement west of the Mississippi, in 1817 and 1820. 
In 1824 Mr. Monroe, in his message at the opening of the session, pointed to the vast 
extent of country "between the limits of our present States and Territories and the 
Rocky Mountains and Mexico" as a region to which the Indians "might be invited, 
wit.h inducements which might be successful." * * * On the 16th December, 
1824, the Committee on Indian Affairs was instructed by a resolution of the House of 
Representatives "to inquire into the expediency of organizing all the Territories of 
the United States lying west of the State of Missouri and Territories of Arkansas 
and Michigan into a separate Territory, to be occupied exclusively by the Indians, 
and of authorizing the President of the United States to adopt such measures as he 
may think best to colonize all the Indians of the present States and Territories per-
manently within the same. On the 27th of January, 1825, Mr. Monroe again 
presented this sn bject to the House of Representatives in a special message * * * ." 
Accompanying this message was a report of :Mr. Calhoun, then Secretary of War, 
in which he stated the obligations of the United States to protect the Indians who 
should emigrate, to continue to them the means of education and improvement, and 
to give them "the strongest and. most solemn assurance" that the country assigned 
them should. be theirs "as a permanent home for themselves and. their poster-
ity." ,. * * 
On the 1st of February, 1825, "a bill for the preservation and civilization of the 
Indian tribes within the United States" was reported to the Senate by the Committee 
on Indian Affairs, which finally passed that ho<ly, but did not receive the concur-
rence of the House of Representatives. On December '27, 1825, a resolution was 
agreed to in the House instructing the Committee on Indian Affairs to inquire into 
the expediency of establishing some mode for the removal of the Indians, for allot-
ting to each tribe a sufiiciency of l::tnd "with the sovereignty or right of soil in the 
same manner that the right of domain is secured to the respective States of the 
Union" and for establishing there a Territorial government over them, of the same 
kind and regulated by the same rules, by which the Territories of the United States 
are now governed." 
In J~Lnnary, 1826, the billJ which passed the Senate at the preceding session, was 
amended by the House Committee on Indian Affairs and transmitted to the Secretary 
of vVar, with a request that he would'' afford the committee all such information as is 
consistent and in the manner you think proper." In compliance with this request, 
Secretary Barbour transmitted to the committee, on the 3d February, a bill ac-
companied by an elaborate report explanatory of its principles. * * * 
All these official papers agree in their main features. They look to the removal, 
permanent settlement, and protection of the Indians and the establishment of a Ter-
ritorial government as measures of vital importance to them, and demanded by a 
just regard to the obligations of the United States. The treaty with the Cherokees 
of May 6, 1828, may be considered as the first formal recognition of and action npon 
these principles, as it secured to them a permanent home under the most solemn 
guaranty of the United States that it should remain theirs forever, and stipulated 
that the United States would give them a set of plain laws and cause their lands to 
be laid off whenever they wished to own them individually. 
In the message at the opening of the first session of the Twenty-first Congress 
President Jackson suggested "the propriety of setting apart an ample district, west 
of the Mississippi, and without the limits of any State or Territory now formed, to 
be guarantied to the Indian tribes as long as they shall occupy it, each tribe having 
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a distinct control oYer the portion designate<l for its use." The act of Uougress ot 
May 28, 1830, was the authoritative sanction of hoth branches of the national legis-
lature to the snggestion of the President. KnnH'rons tr<'aties for the cession and 
exchange of land::; have since been made "\Vith 1lH liau tri ues, and the entire num her 
of many of them and portions of others have been removed. From a want of exact 
knowledge of the topography of the rountr.r error;; have been made in defining the 
boundaries of the lands intended to be assigne<l to them, and questions arose which 
remained long unsettled and proved to be 0f difficult a<ljnstment. " " " 
(Detailed mention is then made of ntrions uwasnrcs intro(lucecl iu Congress he-
tween February, 1832, and March, 1836, all of which proved abortive, and there-
port then proceeds)-
Having completed a review of the action of the e:s:er.ntive and legislative branches 
of the Government upon this subject, noticing only the prominent provisions of the 
bills that have been before Congress, I beg leave to observe that the aspects, un<ler 
which it now presents itself, diifer materia11y from thoHe in which it >YaR suhmitted 
to Congress iu 1825 and 1826. The plan of remo\'iug tlw liHlian trilJes from the 
States and Territories was then comparatively in its infancy. Districts of eountry 
west of the 1\Iissii-isippi had been assigned by treaties to the Choctaws an<l C'lH•ro-
kees, but only a small number of either tribe hall emigrated. An<l the vwws of the 
Executive seem to have l)een directed to the subject of <t government for those >Yho 
had gone, or might go, more as an inducenwnt to them to remoYe, than as a me:umrc 
immediately demanded for their protection, peace, awl prosperity by any e:s:istiug· 
relations. But the act of 1\Iay 28, 1830, gave to tuis matt<·r a new <"hnrader. It <lii-i-
tin<:tly authorized treaties for the exchange nnd cession of lands, the conYe,Yance in 
fee of equivalent tracts to the Indians, and the extension to them at all times of ad-
equate protection. Since its passa.ge the currc11t of emigration has been constantly 
flowing, with different degrees of rapidity at cli1fent times. 
* * * 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No.1, Twenty-fifth Congress, second session, p. 598.] 
Statement exhibiting the names of the triheR south au<l west ofthe Missouri, and 
between the Puncah and Red Rivers, the quautity of land heM by each, the popula-
tion of each, and the number of acres for each individual, aml the tenure by which 
the lauds are held by them, respectively. (Prcparetl by the Ofilce of Indian Aifairs, 
Dec. 1, 1837.) 
* * 
Name of tribe, Cherokees; whole number of acres, 13,800,000; population, 22,000; 
number acres to each individual, 627; tenure, guaranty. Remarks: Tron,ties of May 
6, 1828, February 1.4, 1833, and January 29, 1835. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 425, Twenty-fifth Congress, second session, May 7, 1838.] 
(Report of the Committee on In<lian Affairs, to whom were referred a communica 
tion from the Aeting Secretnry of War, dated Apdl 19 last, and the papers which 
accompanied H, asking that a law may be passe<l providing for the Rtuvey and 
assignment, in i-ieveralty oflan<ls belonging to the immigrated tribe::; ofinuians west 
of the Miioisissippi.) 
The committee find in this communication a proposition that the Unite(l States 
shall at their expense, have surveyed into small tracts, and set apart, to he held in 
severalty by individual Indians, tho tract of country aHsigned and secured to the 
different Indians tribes who have emigrated west of the MisSiilRippi River. 
B.v the act of May 28, 1830, the United States stand pledgetl t.hat they will have 
the lands west of the Mississippi laid off into districts, and so snrvPyed and marked 
t~at each tribe may e.asily know the boundaries of its own district from tlutt of 
every other tribe. This pledge it is believed by the committee has been redeemed 
to every extent that has heretofore been fonud necessary, and whatever vart of it, 
remains unredeemed will without doubt be attcuclecl to by the Executive in due 
season. But so far as the committee are advised, Congress has never held ont the 
idea to any of the tribes that the United States wonld have partition made of any of 
those llistricts and assign to indiriclual Indians the particular tracts that each or any 
should hold in severalty. 
By the third section of the act before referred to, the President of the United 
States is authorized to "assure any tribe with which an exchange of lands is made 
that the United States will forever secure and guarantee to them, their heirs or 
successors, the ~untry so exchanged with them, and if they prefer it, that the 
United States will cause a patent or grant. to be made and executed to them for the 
same; Provided always, That such lands :shall revert to the United States if the 
Indians become extinct or abandon the same," 
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Prom the whole tenor of this act it i::; obvious that the United States intended to 
provide a permanent home for all such tribes of Indians as then reside•l within the 
StaJes or organizefl Territories a" wonld agTce to exchango the lands on which they 
then lived antl remove west of the river Mi~:>sis~:;ippi, and that when settled at their 
new homes, every reasonable effort should be made to induce them to abandon their 
roving habits and become cultivators of the soil. They were to remain a distinct 
and peculiar 1)eople, Jiving nnd('l' and being governed Ly their own cnsto11~s and laws, 
controlled and governed only by the United States so far as from time to time 
might he fonntl uecesHary for i1heir own !'le<'nrit,v awl comfort aml til<> safety and 
happin~ss of the citizens of the United States. 
Without doubt, the committee believe they ought to be encourage<l in a desire to 
hold their vroperty in severalty, because nntil individuals are satisfied that they and 
their families \vill bt- secured iif the exclusive enjoyment of the fruits of their owll 
labor, it is not to be oxpeded that habits of indnsi ry can be acquired to any con-
siderable extent, lmt at the same time they ought not to be accustomed to look to 
t,he Federal Government to snpp}y their "\Yants; on the contrary, they must be 
taught. to look to thelli~:>elves, to their own nation, for ~verything within their own 
favor. 
'l'he committee believes these dependent t1·ibes must look to the United States for 
their titles to the districts of country assigned to them, anu that each incliviclnal 
of each tribe who wishes to holU his land in sevm·alty mnst look to his own tribe for 
the title by which he is to enjoy his particular tract to the exclusion of all others. 
Should the United States commence the task of surveying and laying out into 
townships, ::;ections, half and quarter sections the country assigned to any one tribe, 
they must in fairness and impartiality pursue the same plan as to all. This would 
create a large class of new officers and vastly increase the expenditures of the Fed-
eral Government, and in the end most probably dissatisfy the Indians themselves 
and operate so as to check all disposition to look to their own resources to snpply 
their own wants. 
In the opinion of the committee, each tribe ought to make such regulations as may 
Lest suit its own country and population for a partition of their own land among 
the individuals, and this at their own expense, anu that whenever any one of the 
tribes may choose to enter upon this business, their 'agent ought to be instructeu to 
give the Lest assistance in his power to enable them to accomplish the object to the 
satisfaction of their people. 
The committee recommend for adoption the following resolution: 
Resolved, That it is inexpedient and Impolitic for the Unit,ed States to aU1''VB:tf and 
nuLke partition of the lands assigned to any Indian i1'ibe for the purpose of enabling 
the individuals of such tribe to hold their lands in sevemlty, and that such duties 
ought to be performed by the respective t1·il>es themselves, for the benefit of their own 
people. 
[House Ex. Doc. No. 376, Twenty-fifth Congress, second session, p. 2.] 
(From a communication addressed by the Secretary of War to John Ross and 
others, Cherokee delegation, May 18, 1838.) 
The undersigned has attentively considered the project of a treaty submitted by 
you .,. " * 
In the next article of your project you propose that the United States on their 
part stipulate and agree~ in consideration of the premises, to perfect the title of the 
Cherokee Nation to the lands and territory westward of the Mississippi described_. 
mentioned, and defined in and Ly the treaty of 1833 between the United States 
and the Cherokees west of the Mississi~•>i, and the privilege of the outlet thereto 
annexed, and to issue a -patent therefor to the Cherokee Nation in perpetuity. * * * 
It was always the ueclared intention of the Government to perfect the title to this 
land to the Cherokee Nation and to issue a patent therefor so soon as that portion of 
them now east of the Mississippi hos emigrated west, granting the nation the privi-
leges secured to them by .former arrangements. Nor will it object to grant them in 
perpetuity, if Congress should think proper to do so on their recommendation, under 
certain restrictions, to which the delegation have assented. As the delegation have 
expressed their fears that a form of government might be imposed which they were 
neither prepared for nor desirom; of, the assurance is hereby repeated that no form 
of government will be imposed upon the Cherokees without the consent of the whole 
nation, given in council, nor shall their country be erected into a Territory without 
such previous concurrence. * -.~ "· 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No.1, Twenty-:fift;l Congress, third session, p. 15, etc.J 
In his annual message to Congress, December 3,1838, Pr-t"ident Van Buren said: 
·'It affords me sincere pleasure to be able to apprise you of the entire removal 
:.>f the Cherokee Nation of Indians to their n.ew homes west o:f the Mississippi. 
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The measures authorized by Congrc,;s at it:; last :;csHion have hau the happiest 
e1fects. * 
"Tbe successful accomplishment of this important ohjcct * * has rendenHl 
the sp<'e<ly a11<1 sneceRf-ifnl result of the loug Pi'itahli~he<l poli<';\' of the Gon~rnment 
upon the snhject of Indian affairs entir<'ly certain. " * '" The renwclial poli<',\', 
the principles of which were settled more than thirty ~·cars ago niHlor the a<lmilli,.;. 
tution of Mr. Jefferson, consists in an extinction for a fair gonsiueration of the tit ie 
to all the lands still occupied by the Indians within the ~tates and Territories of the 
United Stat<>s; their rrmoYal to a country west of the l\lisHiSHlppi, much mort> ex-
tensive and l'ettcr adapted to thPir condition th:m that in wlti('h tlH·~· thenresidt>d; 
tlte guamnty to them by the United States of their e.rclusire ]JU88ession of that country 
forever, exempt from all intruRions by white m<'n, \vlth ample provisions for their 
security against external violence and internal dissensions, and the extension to 
them by :-;uitable facilitiPs for tJ1eir adyancement in ciYilization. This has not hee11 
the policy of particular admini!:itrations only, but of each in succession, since the 
first att<>mpt to carry it out under Mr. ~1onroe. * * * 
"To the Cherokees, whose case bas perhaps excited the greatest share of atten-
tion and sympathy, the United States haYe gTanted in fee, with lt perpetual {flta1·anty 
of cxclusi!'e and peaceable po~>session, 13,:'3±±,135 acr<'s of lall(l on the we::;t sidt• of the 
Mississippi, eligibly situated, in a healthy climate, and in all respects better suited 
to their condition than the country they have left, in exchange for only 9,492, lGO 
acr€s on the east side of the same river. ·• * * 
[House Doc. No. 235, '.rwenty-eighth Congress, first session.) 
(Memorial of John Rogers and others, chiefs :tn<l headmen, on behalf of the Chero-
kee old settlers west of the Mississippi, for themselYes and their people, March 30, 
1844.) 
(P. 12.) * a As an inducement to us in 182~ to sell out our valuable posses-
sions in Arkansas, the United States agreed not only to convey to us 7,000,000 acres 
of land, but promised to gucwanty it to us forecer, 'and (says the treaty) that gmo·wt I !I 
is ltereby solemnly pledged.' 
"In the treaty of 1833, it was again stipulatecl that 'the Unite(l States agree to 
possess the Cherokees, and to guaranty it to them jorn•er, and that rtuaranty is he1·eby 
solemnly pledged, of '1,000,000 acres of lands,' and to make the promise more imposing-
it was added 'anclletters pcttent shall be issuecl by the [Tnitecl States as soon a8 practi-
cable for the land hereby guamnteed.' 
"These were the promises and solemn pledges of your Government to the \Vestern 
Cherokees, with whom alone those treaties were made. The patent was not issued 
'a.s soon as practicable,' and in less than three years the sol<>mn pledge to us was 
so entirely forgotten that your Government, in ~1 trc~1ty with another people, solcl 
them 800,000 acres of land, and agreed to convey it to thPm and their descendants 
'by patent in fee simple,' and at the same time stipulated that our lauds, define<l 
and guaranteed to us by the treaty of 1833, included in the outlet west, should be 
included in the same patent." * * -~ 
(P. 26.) "We have treated the agreement of the Commissioner as if the treaty of 
1828 had actually enlarged the extent of country which the \Vestern Cherokees were 
before entitled to possess and enjoy. Such, however, is not the fact. The preamble of 
that treaty adverts to promises made to them in 1818, and confirmed in 1821, of a per-
petual outlet west from their possessions in the Territory of Arkansas. The first 
promise was in the form of a talk from the Presillent to Tolontu:skee anu a delegation 
of emigrants under the treaty of 1817. The President said to them: 'The countr~· 
which you give up is a good country, and it is near and very convenient to us, and I 
shall in return act gen~rously toward you and endeavor to make you happy in your 
new homes on the Arkansas. I have not yet obtained the land lying up that river, 
to the west of your settlement. I will give instructions to Governor Ulnrk to hold 
a treaty with the Quapaws this summer in onler to 1mrchase them, and when pur-
chase<! I will direct them to be laid off for you. It is my wish that you should have 
no limits to the we!:it; so that you may have good mill Keats, plenty of game, and not 
to be snrrounded by the white people.' 
"In July, 1821, our chiefs wrote to the Secretary of War, complaining that the 
promises of the Government in relation to iutnulers upon our lamls and to the outlet 
to the west had not been performed, and received in reply a letter dated October 8, 
1821, in which it was said 'Orders were given some time since for the removal of the 
whites from your lands and front the tract of counh'!l to the west of your reserration, 
commonly callecl Lovely's purchase, by 1vhich you 1VOilld obtain the outlet pr01nised.' 
"They were then told the orders would be repeatP<l and it was added; 'It is to 
be always understood that in remoYing the white settlers from Lovely's purchnsefor 
the purpose of giving the outlet promised you to tbe west you acquire thereby no 
right to the soil but merely to an 011tlet, of which you appear to be already apprized, 
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and that the Government reserves to itself the right of mnkin.~ sneh <1isposition as it 
may think proper iu regar<l to the !ialt springs npon that tract of country." 
"To carry these promises into etl:'ect was oue of the avowed o lJjects of the treaties 
of 1828, and 1833, the latter of which uescribes our title to the land embraced in the 
outlet as follows, viz: 
"The Unitecl States fnrther guarantee to the Cherokee Nation a perpetual ontlet 
west, and a free nnmo1ested use of all the country ly iug weRt of the western boundary 
of said 7,000,000 acres, as far west as the sovereignty of the United States, and their 
right of soil extend: Providecl, howereri That if the saline or salt plain on the great 
western prairie shall fall within said imits prescribed for said outlet, the right is 
reserved to the United States to permit other tribes of reel men to get salt on said 
plain, in common with the Cherokees.' 
"Thus the promise of 1818 wail that we shoulcl be 'without limits to the west,' 
that of 1821 gave ns a right to the exclnsive posst·ssion of the outlet, with the excep-
tion of the salt springs, reserving the right of soil to the United States; tl1e treaties 
of 1828 and 1838 gave m.; 'the fi·ee aml unmoh·ste<l nse' exeept the salt plain. The 
lands emuraced in the outlet have been t.reatecl as Cherokee lands ever since. 
"To induce the Eastern Cherokees to sell their posses~·dons and emigmte, Mr. 
Schermerhorn, at the councilofRnnning \Vater, August 20, 1835, said to them: 'The 
whole quantity of lands that you will now have west seemed by this and other 
treaties will be 13,800,000 acres.' 
(P. 27) "This quantity emuraced the 7,000,000 defined in the treaty of 1828, the out-
let fonnd to embrace 6,000,000 acres, and 800,000 acres ceded b~, the treaty of 1885. 
"These evidences are conc~lusive that from 1818 jt waH <·onsideretl b,y the United 
States that the Cherokees htul an exclusive right to the perpetnal and unmolested 
use of all the lands indU<1ed in the perpetual outlet, the ~:>alt springs exceptecl. In 
other words, those landR were as mnch their OH'Il as an;r others ceded by treaty, the 
difference in the title being merely nominal. 
"In this stat<.• of facts what did the Cherokt>es gain by the treaty of 1828 ~ \Yhy, 
they exchanged their o1cn lands in ArkanHas for their own lands west of the Arkan-
sas. The Unite<l State~-; took the landR which were in thl'ir immediate possession, anu 
gave the in p:1ymeut other lands whif'li were already tlu'i1· otcu. Every foot of tho 
7,000,000macres, apparently ceded to them i11 18:28 and 1833, w;.ts part of the ontlet of 
which they were already entitled to the 'nnmolested use' by the solemn pledges 
of 1818 and 1821 backecl by the expulsion of ~white settlers therefrom. In fact, all 
the valuable consideration the ~Western Cherokees h:-we received for their choice 
lands in Arkansas, was the $50,000, aud the other benefits secured by the fifth arti-
rle, and for the sales of thm;e very lancls, the United States have put into the Treas-
ury probably three or four millions of dollaTH. 
"Admit for a moment that the cession of 1817, 1819, was for the benefit of the whole 
Ch<'rokee Nation, as the Commissioner of Indian Afl'airs maintains; that cession, so 
intended, included not only our 'acre for acre' grant in Arkansas, but an outlet west 
without limits, the whole amounting to seventeen or <'ighteen millions of acres. 
Without the consent of the nation the United States took haek, in 1828, over four 
millions of acres of this 'common property,' giving hut 'a p<'ppercoru' therefor, and 
th<tt not to the right owners. Are tbt:>y not bound in jnHtice and good faith, now 
that the nation is reunitell, to restore these four or fiv<-' mill icms of acn•s to the Chero-
kee possessions, thus illegally taken from them'? " ·~ ' 
(P. 32.) "If we are correct in our facts and principles (and we ask for them the 
closest scrutiny) the e:xclusi Ye right of the \Vest ern Cherokees to their seYen millions 
acres of land, with the perpetual outlPt west, has never ueen illipaire<l, and their 
government rt>mains de jul'e the governllient of tlwir country to this day. The obli-
gations of the United States to protect them in the possession of their lands and in 
the perpetual enjoyment of their rights as a distinct people, also remain unimpaired. 
It is to implore the fulfillment of those obligations, after asking it in vain from the 
Executive, that an appeal is now made to the Congress of the United States." 
[Senate Doc. No. 140, Twenty-eighth Congress, second session.] 
(Report of the Secretary of War, February 22, 1845, communicating the report and 
correspondence ofthe Board of Inquiry to prosecute an examination intothe causes 
and extent of the discontent and difficulties among the nherokee Indians:) 
[Statements of Old Settlers, or Western Cherokees, Idem, pp. 87, 88.] 
• * "' Having now shown the existence of two distinct ancl separate bands of the 
old Cherokee Nation ever since the year 1809; that they divided their property by 
the treaty of 1817 and convention of 1819; that in 1828 the Western Cherokees treated 
with the United States for an exchange ofLtnds, as a separate and independent nation, 
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and that this natioll thn& constituted is the sole party in iniaest with the United Stt\tes to 
the treaty of February 14, 1833, the mH1ersignc<l now submit its provisions for your 
serious consideration. 
The object of the Government in making this treaty, as avowed at the time, 
was "to adj ast and settle boundary lines between the Cherokees and Creeks and 
other neighboring tribes about which there was some dispute," and also to :fix 
definitely and permaneutly the boundaries of the Ch<>rokee country in accordance 
with the provisions of the treaty of 1828. These boundaries are estltblished by the 
first article, and a title to the lands in fee simple, confirmed to the Cherokees with 
the solemn promise on behalf of the United States "thnt letters patent shall be is-
sued, as soon as practicable, for the land hereby gu::trantied." This treaty contains 
no provisions for the admission of th~ Eastern Cherokees, s1mibr to that contained 
in the fourth article of the Creek treaty concluued at the same time, which expressly 
provides "that the laud assigned to the Muskogee Indi::tns shall be taken ::tnu con-
sidered as the prope1·ty of the whole Mut:;kogec or Crf'ek Nation, as well ofthosenow 
residing upon the land as the grPat body of said nntion, who still remain 011 the east 
side of the .Mississippi." No condition of this kind can be found in the Cherokee 
treaty. It contains a complete and absolute surrender by the United States to the 
Western Cherokees of all title to or jurisdiction over the ceded lan<ls. It mltkes no 
reference to or reservation under an.v existing law of the United States, but on the 
contrary, it repeats by its third article that clause in the treaty of 1828 wherein the 
United States agree to give the Cherokees a plain set of laws, and survey their 
lands at the cost of the Government whenever they desired to own them individually. 
The act of Congress of )fay, 1830, can not affect the tenure of these lands, as no 
reference is made to it by the treaty under which the Cherokees derive their title, 
and that law is intended exclusively to enable the President to c.ffect an e.rchange of 
lands with the Indians resi<ling east of the )1ississippi, for an equal nnmber of acres 
west of said riYcr, in pnrsmmce of the long-settled policy of the GoYernment. There 
was no exchange of lands made by the treaty of 1833. It only confirmed the title 
vested in the Cherokees by the treaty of 1828, which was concluded two years ante-
1'ior to the passage of the law referred to. Hence, the undersigned declare the opinion 
always entertaiued by these people, that a full and absolute title in fee sintple, to the 
seven millions of a ores, with the outlet, passed from the United Stntes to the Uherokees 
hy the t1·eaty of 1833, as fnlly and effectmLlly as any cession of lands could be made 
by treaty, concluded between the United States and Sp::tin, or France, or any other 
government or people. This title was conji1·1ned by the ratification of the treaty on 
April 12, 1834, and no s1~bsequent law or treaty stipul::ttion can ch::mge it, or im-
pair the rights conveyed and guarantee<! without the assent of the Western Chero-
kees, as a party to such law or treaty. "' * * 
[House Ex. Doc. 185, Twenty·ninth Congress, first session, p. 4.] 
(From report of Indian Commissioner Medell to Secretary of""War, March 31, 1846.) 
" " ·~ At an early period the Cherokees became divided as to their future pol-
icy, * * * many had already removed to a country west of the Mississippi 
" " " when in 1817 and 1819 treaties were made with all the parties, by which 
those west and those who proposed to join them relinquished all their interest in the 
lands east, and surrenuered their proportion of them to the Unitell States, receiving 
in exchange, acre for acre, abont 4,000,000 acreR of land lying within the limits of the 
present State of Arkansas, in addition to which, under a promise of the President, 
made in ~larch, 1818, and recognized and renewed by the Secretar.v of \Var in Octo-
ber, 18:H, they were to have the use of the lands immediately west for the purpose 
of a perpetual outlet in that direction, as far as the jurisdiction of the United States 
extended lt * * In a few years the progress of the white Rettlemcnts rendered it 
important to obtain from the Western Cht>rokees the lands granted to tl.Jem by the 
treaties of 1817 and 1819. The welfare of the Indians also required that they should 
remove farther west, in order to be free from the harassments and evil effects of being 
closely surrounded by a white population. Hence the treaty with them of 1828, by 
which they agreed to give up the lands referred to, and on which they hau made 
valuable improvements, and to retire farther west upon those to the occupancy of 
which they were in fact already entitled for the purposes of an ontlet. This treaty 
was made with the "Cherokee Indians west of the Mississippi" without any con-
nection or consultation with the Cherokees east. It gal'e them in .fee simple 7,000,000 
acres of land, and guaranteed to them the use of the l::tnd immediately west for the 
purpose of a perpetual outlet as promiRNl by the President an<l Recretar)' of \Var. 
It also promised that "wheu they may wish to lay off tlteir lawl:-;, ·:uul own them in-
dividually, a surveyor shall be sent to make the snrve~·s at the coRt of tlw Uuited 
States. * * " 
Some of the lands previon,;ly ceded to tlle Creek Iudin.u~ hnvi11g· lwe11 iiwltulP(l 111 
the cession made to the \YPstern Cherokees by the treaty of 18..:13, a, treat.y supple-
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me:utary to that of 1828 was made with them in February, 1833, as "the Cherokee 
Na1lon of Indians west of the Mississippi I-bver" for the purpose of readjusting the 
boundaries of their lands, and for other purposes. This treaty gnaranteetl to them 
forever the htllds claimed and also the pe1·petnal outlet "\Yt->Rt and a free an<lmlmo-
lested nse of all the country lying west of the said 7,000.000 a('res (the couutry 
~ranted in fee simple) as far as the jurisdiction of the lJnited ~::Hates extends, and 
it provid'ed that " letters patent should be issued by the United States, as soon as 
practicnble, for the land hereby guaranteed." Thus had they chosen they conld, 
under the provisions of the treaty of JS28, have had their lands divided, and owne<l 
them individually, and they conld not then have been disposs<'sscd of any rortion of 
them without the invasion of individual rights, and under the treaty of 1833 they 
were entitled to a patent, vesting in them a,s a community the exclusive owner-
ship of the land claimed, separate and wholly distinct from and independent of the 
Eastern Cherokees. * * * 
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